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DEVELOFMENI' OF A <XJ.tPUl'ING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
INFRASTRUCIURE FOR CAfM IN A ~ INTEGRATED 
MANUFACIURING ENVIRONMENI' 
by NEIL WESTON. B.A. CHons) •• M. Se. 
ABSTRACI' 
'1he oontinuing failure of many CAfM btplernentations in the UK, 
despite the availability of a large and grc:Ming supply of software, 
gave rise to ooncern within the academic and user CCill'IIIUlJ1i.ty and 
highlighted a need for a ooncerted research effort into the causes of 
failure. '1he Science and Engineering Research Council responded to 
this need by sponsoring a mjor research initiative into CAfM through 
its ACME (Application of Computers to Manufacturing Engineering) 
Directorate. '1.he f:iniirqs reported in this thesis result from the 
work carried out for ACME by the author as part of the joint 
Polytechnic South West/Sheffield Business School research programme 
under the direction of professors D R Hughes, I S Smith and D R 
Tranfield. 
'DJ.e extent of the work included sw:veying a large m.unber of 
manufacturing firms, interviewing suppliers of CAfM systems and 
services and analysing the data oollected from these activities. '!his 
resulted in the identification of a number of causes of CAPM failure. 
A mjor component of the work then ooncerned developing an 
appropriate CAPM design and btplernentation methodology to address the 
issues and ooncerns identified as significant. 
A clear distinction is Jl'ade in the thesis between the work carried 
out by the author as part of the ACME team and the author's own work. 
'1.he results from the joint effort of the research team are explained 
together with the author's unique oontril:ution. 
'1he concepts of operational perforJI'anCe envelopes and contextually 
bourrl. comput~ and inforll'ation systems infrastructures provide the 
theoretical foundation to the author's approach. 'Ihese ooncepts are 
utilised within an approach developed by the author which offers a 
wider rang~ approach than is currently available. Exist~ 
approaches focus on the development of single point solutions and aim 
to address particular and current problems only. SUch solutions are 
inappropriate where requirements are subject to rapid and frequent 
change, as in the Jl'anufacturing sector. In oontrast the author's 
approach focuses on ·the development of a computing and inforll'ation 
systems capability with the necessary flexibility to acconunodate 
changing requirements and priorities. In this way a more resilient 
solution is obtainable. 
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CHAPI'ER 1 
INl'RODUCl'ION 'IO 'lHE RESFAR<lf 
1.1 Introduction 
'Ibis chapter provides an introduction to the research work un:iertaken 
by the author. Details are provided of the Application of Computers 
to Manufacturi.rg Ergineeri.rg (ACNE) Computer Aided Production 
Management (CAPM) research initiative and the programme of work 
carried out jointly by members of the Polytechnic South West and 
Sheffield Business School from 1987 to-date, of which the work 
presented here foi11led a part. '!his joint effort is referred to as the 
AaiiE team from this point on in the thesis. 
1he ailns and objectives of the specific work carried out by the 
author are defined in this chapter and the research methodology 
devised for un:iertaking the work, both by the AaiiE team and for the 
author 1s individual work, is described and fully explained in chapter 
two. 1he contribution to knowledge arisi.rg from the author•s work, 
and the ACNE team•s work, is discussed as providing an original, 
theoretically soun:i, usable and cost effective design and 
implementation methodology for CAFM. '!he significance of the work 
un:iertaken by both the ACNE team and the author is discussed as 
providing a methodology for CAFM which, by assisti.rg in the 
implementation of l!Dre resilient CAPM systems, will make a 
contribution tcMards the revitalisation of those UK manufacturi.rg 
companies that are currently bei.rg out perfoi11led by fierce and 
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competitively JOOtivated foreign competition. '!he 1990 balance of 
trade figures for the UK testify to the need for such rrethodologies 
if this much needed revitalisation is to be brought about. 
1.2 The ACME CAR-t Research Initiative 
The f.inti.n;Js presented in this thesis result in the most part from 
the research carried out by the author for the ACME Directorate of 
the Science and Engineering Research Council under its directed 
research initiative in CAR-t (1986). In addition the work undertaken 
between 1985 and 1987 for the CIM Centre, I<in,}ston upon '1haJres and 
for IEM between 1988 and 1990 is also reported and its relevance 
explained accordingly. 
'!he CAR-I initiative was set up to rreet the need for research to 
produce practical, user-led rrethodologies for the specification, 
design, implementation and operation of CAR-I systems. The ACME CAR-t 
Midterm Report (Clouder-Richards 1989) explains the reason for the 
initiative as arising out of a· recognition that: 
"the potential available in many companies to improve their 
i.rdustrial performance through reductions in stock holding and 
lead times was not being fully exploited; 
general concern at the poor quality of CAR-I practice and 
knowledge of relevant production management techniques within UK 
i.rrlustry; 
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an academic research cammunity keen to take a broader based and 
more academic oriented approach to CAIM research". 
These three factors were regarded as significant and sufficiently 
meritorious to warrant further investigation. 
It was recognised by ACME that significant gains in industrial 
manufacturi.n;J perfonnance could be made with lCM capital investment, 
by making better use of CAIM. A study into the state-of-the-art in 
computer-aided production manageiOOJ'lt (Waterlow and Monniot 1986) was 
commissioned and this set out to determine what the problems were for 
industry in the adoption of CAIM and whether solutions could be found 
through academic research. The data on which the study 1 s conclusions 
were based was collected from conducting in-depth interviews with 33 
manufacturing finns and from discussions with 5 suppliers of CAIM 
syst:eirs. The study confirmed that CAIM users were not, in general, 
gaining the maximum benefit from CAIM use. In addition the adoption 
process was frequently very lorq, elCpensive and difficult and the key 
issues at successive stages of CAIM integration were different. Four 
stages of integration were identified by WaterlCM and Monniot rarqing 
from no CAIM to CAIM syst:eirs fully integrated with other systems. 
These stages are disoiSsed in more depth in chapter eight and shown 
in figure 8.4. 
It was also noted that previous academic research on CAIM had been of 
limited practical benefit. Waterlow and Monniot (1986) therefore 
reconunended that future research into CAIM should: 
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be W'ldertaken with a computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) 
perspective and adopt a systens perspective; 
that the research should be ex>ncentrated aroun:i industry sectors; 
a multi-disciplinary approach should be adopted. 
'lhe author's work aims to fill this gap in current knCMledge 
identified by WaterlCM and Monniot by focusing on the computing and 
infonnation systems aspects of CAIM within an integrated, CIM 
fraJreWOrk and by developing a generic approach based on the most 
volatile of all the manufacturing sectors, the electronics sector. 
In addition, WaterlCM and Monniot observed that research was needed 
to help firms determine their needs and select CAIM packages which 
matched these. 'lhe importance of selecting a package which closely 
matched the user's manufacturing environment and management practices 
was noted as significant for achieving a high degree of integration. 
Again this deficiency in our knCMledge of CAPM systems has been 
addressed by the ACliJE team as a whole and specifically by the 
author's work in matching CAPM packages to user requirements. 
Techniques have been provided for this purpose and are discussed in 
chapters eight and nine. 
User involvement and user-led approaches were stressed by WaterlCM 
and Monniot as significant for the successful introduction and 
development of CAIM. 'lhese and other ex>ncepts provided an initial 
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fran'ework for both the ACME team and for the author's research and 
have been fully investigated. '1he usefulness and relevance of these 
concepts has been evaluated and techniques have been developed to 
incorporate these into a fully workable CAm :nethodology. '1hese 
aspects are dealt with in detail in chapters six, seven, eight and 
nine. 
1. 3 '!he ACME Team Research Project 
'!he ACME team project (1987) initially concentrated on investigating 
CAm ilnplernentations in the electronics manufacturing sector but was 
sub;equently exten:led to encompass all manufacturing industry. The 
project was specifically designed to investigate the premise that the 
key to the successful ilnplementation of CAm in the electronics 
sector lay in the development of a practical, user led :nethodology. 
To achieve this aim the research work involved an investigation of 
the organisational, business, technological and human factors 
affecting the design and ilnplementation of CAm systems. Much of the 
initial work focused on gaining an understanding of the relative 
ilnportance of these factors to the success or failure of CAm 
ilnplementations. 
1. 4 Additional SUpporting work 
In addition to the work carried out under the .ru::ME CAm initiative 
the author also undertook, with Professor D. R. Hughes, work for IBM 
under their study Grant schema. 'Ihis work was carried out between 
1988 and 1990 and involved an investigation of the data linkages 
between the office automation system and other manufacturing and 
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b.lsiness systens. 'Ihe work integrated with the author's interest in 
the area of data and information integration and the development of 
company wide CIM systens. 
Specifically, the all!ls of the study Grant included: 
"to establish a 'front-office' of a manufacturing b.lsiness in 
order to demonstrate to business, engineering and computing 
students the value of integrating office and industrial systems; 
provide hanis on E!leperience of an advanced office automation 
product; 
to research into the nature and extent of the required linkages 
between office automation, desktop publishing, order processing, 
CAPM, Ergineering Clange Control (~), financial and 
administrative systems; 
to derronstrate the value of such integration in deriving and 
maintainfn:J a competitive advantage" (Hughes, Weston and Maul! 
1988). 
A m.unber of issues were investigated including the introduction of 
new technology and the problems associated with this. For exanple, a 
fundamental re-think of the b.lsiness and systems and a reclistr.i.bJ.tion 
of activities and intelligence may be required before any significant 
gains are realised form the introduction of new technologies. 
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Integration problems were examined and specifically the issue of 
incompatibility arising form the use of heterogeneous equiprrent from 
different vendors. 'Ihe emergence of standards were investigated as 
one potential cure for alleviating this problem. 'Ihe problems 
surrounding the transfer of data within companies was also 
investigated and specifically the problem caused through the 
developrrent of incompatible data structures. Data communications and 
problems arising from the use of non-standard communications 
protocols was researched. 
1. 4.1 CIM Centre, Kingston upon Thames 
From 1985 to 1987 the author undertook a programme of research for 
the. CIM Centre, Kingston upon Thames. 'Ihe focus of this work was on 
investigating the use and effectiveness of structured systems 
analysis and design rrethodologies, tools and techniques for 
developing c:onp.lter integrated manufacturing (CIM} systems. 'Ihe work 
provided an opportunity for the author to conduct action research 
(Checkland 1983; Warmington 1980} over a significant period of time 
in a local aei::ospace manufacturer. 'Ihe level of involvement of the 
author was that of an external analyst and. the scope of the work that 
was specified exterded to defining the initial CIM requirements at 
the site. 'Ihe content of the work included developing data flow 
diagrams of the current activities and processes, and specifically 
those concerned with CAFM, prior to designing a new and m:>re fully 
integrated system. 'Ihe work was carried out using the company's in-
house design rrethodology, a derivative of the structured Systems 
Analysis and Design Methodology (SSACM}. 'Ihe project sought to 
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firstly upgrade the existing CAEM system, secondly to develop a fully 
operational direct rnunerically cxmtrolled (DNC) system from the 
computer rnunerically controlled (CNC) machines on the site and 
thirdly to integrate the DNC system with the new CAEM system. 
'Ihe work carried out by the author necessitated sperrling a 
considerable period of time collecting data on, and modelling, the 
existing factory architecture at the site. As a result of undertaking 
this work a number of important insights into the problems and issues 
surrounding the development of the 'traditional' factory architecture 
were gained. In particular the piecereal and incremental approach, 
which is characteristic of the traditional approach, poses a 
potential problem for subsequent att.enpts to rejuvenate and integrate 
the architecture. 'Ihe result is all too often apparent in the form of 
the so called "islands of autama.tion". 
'Ihe research also highlighted a number of technological and 
methodological problems associated with the introduction of new 
information technology. For example, difficulties of achieving a high 
level of "fit" (see section 4.6) and sufficient flexibility may 
result if a wholly technological solution is sought without 
considering the benefits from incorporating manual practices, 
policies and procedures into the overall solution. At a 
methodological level it would seem essential to provide the means for 
users to debate any difference of perception concerning the 
functioning of the existing system and the required functions of the 
new system. 
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On the issue of design, i.ntegratin;J previously free standing 
applications into a fully integrated system should not be attempted 
without the prior existence of a company wide information strategy 
and the adoption of company wide standards for data structures and 
communications protoc:ols. In addition simplification and 
rationalisation of processes are an essential pre-requisite if the 
implementation of information technology is to be effective. '!his 
aspect has been developed in the current research programme together 
with techniques for harnessin;J the best of the technology and the 
policies, practices, and procedures to enhance the "fit" of the 
system (Weston and Ma.ull 1990). 
Much of the work carried out in the company renains confidential, 
although the relevant fincii.r¥Js from this work are reported in later 
chapters of the thesis. '!he work culminated in a requirements 
definition report (1986) which was presented to the Board of 
Directors of the company for approval. '!his was granted and the work 
proceeded to the next, functional specification, stage. 
1. 5 '!he Aim and Scope of the Author 1 s Research 
'!he overall aim of the AOI!tE team 1 s project was to develop a 
practical, usable and cost effective methodology for the design and 
implementation of CAFM systems, capable of addressi.Ig the factors 
responsible for CAFM systems failure. Although this work initially 
concentrated on the requirements of the electronics sector, it was 
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subsequently developed into a generic methodology for more widespread 
use in all manufacturing sectors. 
Within the frcurework provided by the ACME team's project, the 
author's individual work has fulfilled the PhD requirements of 
originality, significance and contribution to krlaolledge. 'Ibis has 
been achieved by focusing on those aspects of the design of computing 
and infomation systems for CAPM which have previously proved 
problematical. Specifically, the issue of providing a long tenn, 
resilient computing and infomation systems capability for CAPM has 
proved difficult to achieve. 'Ibis has been addressed both in content 
and process. '!he content has .been addressed through developing 
tedmiques for the matching of current and future functional, 
processing and infomation integration requirements to the available 
CAPM packages, thereby ensuring that only the appropriate package is 
selected. 'lhe process of defining a resilient capability has been 
addressed by the development of an approach which enables the user to 
identify the nature and extent of flexibility required. This is 
achieved by providing tedmiques for carrying out an environmental 
analysis and an internal appraisal of, for example, the current 
computing capability of a c:::aJIWl1Y. 
'lhe author's work fonns an integral part of the overall Polytedmic 
South West/Sheffield Business School project and the more wider 
ranging, CAPM methcxiology, devised by the team as a whole. 
'lhe stages of the overall CAPM methcxiology are shCMn in figure 1.1 
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Figure 1.1 
outline and stages of the CAm: Methodology 
'!he methodology devised consists of four stages. 
CAm: - > 
policies 
procedures 
practices 
S'l'RATEl3IC 
ANALYSIS 
I 
V 
MANUFACIURING 
ANALYSIS 
I 
V 
I 
V 
ll==ll : ON=====:!JII <-1100«- 11 
'lhe stages of the overall methodology, and particularly the strategic 
and manufacturing analysis stages, are described in chapter 7 of this 
thesis. 'lhe final two stages are described in detail in chapter nine. 
'!he focus of the author's work cullninates in the final two stages of 
the CAm: methodology. 'lhe specific activities covered by the author's 
work on the computing and infomation systems aspects of CARII are 
shown in Figure 1. 2. 
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Figure 1.2 
Activities Involved in the Author's Work 
Process Mechanisms CAm: Requirements 
CAm: Solution 
Workshops Requirements Definition 
Pre-work and Pro-fonnas Functional Specification 
Technical Briefin]s Selection of candidate 
Packages 
Infonnation Sheets 
Selection of best "fit" 
Package 
CUstomisation 
'lhe content of the author's work includes new techniques for 
selecti.rq a package that most closely fits the dynamic and functional 
requirements of a company. 'lhe selection process fully considers all 
the relevant technological constraints which may exist and the 
custamisation requirements to enhance the "fit". 'lhese activities are 
undertaken within a frcurework which aims to provide a solution with a 
highly resilient capability. 
'!he process mechanisms relate to the way the approach is used in 
practice to alla,r the users to define the requirements of each 
individual application. In addition, these mechanisms serve to enlist 
the full support of all the company personnel involved in the design 
and .i.nplementation of the CAm: system. 'lhe concept and role of the 
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facilitator "who guides and manages the entire process" is reported 
in Weston and Maull (1990). 
The process based methodology was developed through the joint effort 
of all the members of the ArnE team and governs the whole of the 
Polytechnic SOUth West/Sheffield Business school project as well as 
the author's individual work. The process refers to how the structure 
and stages of the methodology (see figure 1.1) and the techniques and 
supporting documentation are applied in practice. Although 
traditional structured development methodologies, such as SSACM, 
provide the analyst with detailed instruction on the use of technique 
in analysing and designing information systems, the role of the user 
in this process is often, at best, neglected or at worst 
misunderstood. 
Focusing on the process of applying the methodology in practice and 
clearly establishing the role of the analyst as facilitator and the 
user as the provider of knowledge at the company level. ensures. that 
requirements are captured and commitment to the solution generated is 
achieved, thereby increasing the chances of a successful 
I 
implementation. In addition resilience is ensured by the top down 
approach which begins with an appraisal of the relevant envirornnental 
characteristics affecting all eXisting and future systems, including 
the computing and information systems aspects of CAPM, and proceeds 
through the next, audit stage, where the internal company processes 
and systems are examined and documented. The results of these two 
stages provide the detail necessary for the CAPM requirements to be 
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defined and a functional specification developed for matching against 
the available software packages. 
1. 6 Contrib.rt:ion to knowledge 
ihe dynamic envirornnent of the 1990 1 s, that many manufacturing 
. 
c:ampanies worldwide now face, requires the development of practical 
and usable tools and techniques which are W'lderpinned by a sound and 
rigorously established theoretical foundation. 1he author has 
developed a munber of such tools and techniques from undertaking the 
research described in this thesis. Concepts and techniques have been 
created to define, measure and cx:nmnunicate the dimensions of charv;Je 
which affect both the current and future performance of the CAm 
computing and information system. For example, the concept of an 
operational performance envelope (Weston and Hughes 1989) provides a 
powerful tool for communicating that a variety of potential and 
W'lpredictable dernarxls may be placed on the manufacturing system. 
Operational performance envelopes depict the range of corxiitions 
likely to be experienced by a company and the boundary of the 
envelope i.rxlicates the likely extreme conditions that may arise. A 
m.unber of such envelopes may be envisaged at the strategic, 
manufacturing and application level as discussed in Weston and Maull 
(1990). 
Specifically, in tenns of the author 1 s work, the operational 
performance envelope at the CAm level is circumscribed by the three 
variables of information integration, data storage and processing and 
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manufacturing philosophy requirements. Within the dimensions of this 
envelope a sufficiently flexible solution must be defined to 
accommcx:1ate as many of the potential requirements as is economically 
and t.eclmically feasible. 
'Dl.e complementary concept of 11contextually bounded11 infrastructures 
provides a way of expressing that in any manufacturing situation 
there are a rnnnber of alternative strategies that could be adopted 
and a variety of means by which the strategies could be iltplemented. 
Creating a capability to I"es);X)m to the potential demands by 
providing unlimited flexibility would, however, be prohibitively 
expensive (Weston, Maull am Childe 1988). 'Dl.erefore, there is a need 
to restrict the number of possibilities that could realistically be 
addressed by a particular company. 
An appropriate contextually bounded computing and information systems 
infrastructure for CAm is that solution which, through adjusting the 
variables governing the extent of the systems flexibility, meets all 
the potential requirements within the operational performance 
envelope am at an acceptable cost. Although it is now t.eclmically 
possible to cater for change by developing a computer based data 
dictionary system which holds 11data about data11 and which contains 
powerful applications generators for automatically creating new 
applications (Van Duyn 1984) for ITDSt installations the tbne, effort 
am cost of establishing such a system may far exceed the value 
derived. 'Dl.e author's work, am that of the ACME teams's, therefore 
focuses on selecting the ITDSt appropriate CAm package am the 
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continual enhancement of this by customisation of the software and by 
the use of practices, procedures and policies (PPP's) to maintain a 
high level of "fit". 
One major f:indirg by the ACME team was that in order to define the 
requirements of the lovrer level CAFM system it was first necessary to 
undertake an analysis at the strategic and manufacturing levels as 
diagranunatically portrayed in figure 1.1. A similar requirerrent 
emerged for the author's work which, although fonning an integral 
part of the overall CAFM nethodology, focused specifically on the 
computing and information systems aspects of CAFM. '!he reader is 
directed to figure 9.1 which shows the structure and stages of both 
the CAFM nethodology and the authors approach. 
It was found that to define the computing and information systems 
configuration for CAFM a necessary pre-requisite was to investigate 
the external, technological envirornnent within which the company's 
CAFM system operated. 'Ihe external envirornnent comprises, for 
example, relevant developments in the areas of software, hardware and 
data oommunications. '!his aspect of the work is covered in chapter 
eight where the role and importance of international standards for 
CIM are e>cplained eg those currently being developed through the CIM-
OSA project (Kosannke 1990; Jorysz and Vernadat 1990; Klittich 1990). 
'Ihe next pre-requisite in developing a computing and information 
systems infrastructure for CAFM concerns auditing the company's 
current internal computing capability. '!his stage is carried out in 
parallel with the manufacturing analysis stage of the overall CAFM 
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methodology sha-m in figure 1.1 and utilises an output from this, the 
manufacturing philosophy requirements, which define the control 
requirements for the supporting computing and infonnation systeirs 
infrastructure for CAFM. 'Ihe control requirements may be for a 
materials requirements planning {MRP) system, a just in time {JIT 
system or some combination of both of these etc. 
'Ihe contril:ution to knowledge of the author's work stems, in part, 
from the application of the concepts and frameworks developed by the 
ACME team as a whole to the specific area of computing and 
infonnation systems for CAFM and from the new techniques developed by 
the author. A computing and infonnation systems infrastructure, in 
the context of the author's research, is the "contextually bound" 
infonnation processing capability required to support the range of 
potential CAFM conditions. '!his concept clearly challenges 
traditional, single point, approaches to the design and 
implementation of CAFM systems. Single point approaches are ailned at 
providing a solution to meet a partio.llar and a current problem. 
In contrast, embodied in the infrastructure approach is the notion 
that attempting to meet only the current requirements is impractical. 
It is impractical because these requirement will change. Equally 
impractical is the notion that future requirements can be predicted 
with any degree of precision. 'Ihe approach offered by the AClolE team 
and applied to the author's research recognises, instead, that it is 
only possible to identify in broad tenns likely future requirements. 
It is, havever possible to cater for change, through designing an 
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appropriate infrastructure ie a system with a flexible capability to 
meet future requirements. 
Flexibility can be aCXXllTlll\Odated in a number of ways. Firstly the 
inherent customisation capabilities of the package may be exploited 
to enhance .the level of "fit" am provide a higher degree of 
functional c:orrespordence. Secondly the overan fit may be enhanced 
further by providing a partly computerised am partly manual system. 
lldjustin:J the manual policies, practices am procedures as changin:J 
requirements dictate am further customisation of the software as am 
when needed, am technically feasible, provides the necessary 
flexibility to ensure that changing requirements can be met. 
'lhe oomponents that comprise a computing and information systems 
infrastnlcture for CAPM are the software applications and the 
supporting hardware. 1hese are "c:onfigured to provide an information 
processing, storage am distribution capability which transcends 
immediate requirements" (Hughes 1988). HCMever the emphasis is not 
solely on the physical oomponents but also the information strategies 
necessary to utilise these technologies in the most effective way 
i.e. data management strategies (Bray 1988), open systems 
architectures (MacConaill 1990) am IOOdtilar design principles (Hughes 
1985). 
1his thesis discusses a new approach devised by the A01E team as a 
whole and applied by the author to the problem area of computing and 
information systems for CAPM. By identifying the likely parameters of 
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the CAFM operational perfonnance envelope, the appropriate computing 
and information systems infrast.nlcture and the caroponents necessary 
to acconuto:late these may be selected to achieve a resilient solution. 
A number of papers have been published by the ArnE team ru<plaining 
the programme of research and the development of theory. 'Ihe reader 
is directed to appen:tices A, B, c, D, E, F for those involving the 
author and the work described in this thesis. 
1.7 Significance of the Research 
'Ihe significance of this research to UK's electronics manufacturing 
-sector in overcoming fierce foreign competition cannot .be overstated. 
'Ihrough dissemination of the methodology presented in this thesis, 
and its adoption by industry, the research will make a significant 
contri.l::ution to the development of more resilient CAFM systems. 'Ihis 
capability will make a significant contribution to the overall level 
of company perfonnance and competitiveness. 
'!he process of dissemination has already begun through the 
publications by the author together with members of the ACME team. In 
addition a series of Department of Trade and Industry (DI'I 1990) 
sponsored roadshows aimed at presenting the results of the work and 
the solutions developed to senior managers through out the country 
has been undertaken. '!his has ensured that the conceptual basis of 
the approach has undergone rigorous testing by practitioners in the 
field of CAFM. 
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Olrrent approaches to the development of CAm systems are inadequate 
for the many reasons described and critically assessed in this 
thesis. As manufacturirg grows even mre competitive, possessirg a 
capability to develop highly flexible and resilient computirg and 
infonnation processirg systems will be paramount for the survival of 
the UK's manufacturirg base, of which the importance of the UK's 
electronics sector to the national economy cannot be overstated and 
is widely supported (EITB 1988). 'lhe UK's manufacturirg base has been 
so severely eroded throughout the 1970's and 1980's that the current 
acxxrunt deficit in 1989 exceeded E20 billion - the highest ever in 
the history of the UK's economy. '!he advent of 1992, with the 
relaxation of EUropean trade restrictions between EX:: member 
countries, does not bode well for the UK unless sul:Jstantial 
improvements in perfonnance can be achieved. '!he evidence indicates 
that any such recovery can only result from an increase in the 
perfonnance of the electronics sector which in turn highlights the 
importance of the work by the ACME team, and of the author, which in 
itself represents a significant contribution. 
1. 8 Conclusion 
'!his chapter has provided an introduction to the ACME CAm research 
project carried out by the ACME team, of which the author was a part, 
and the specific work W'ldertaken by the author on the subject of 
computirg and infonnation infrastructures for CAm. The aims, 
objectives and scope of the authors research has been described 
together with the contribution to knowledge of the work. No such 
practical, cost effective :methodology exists for the design and 
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implementation of resHient CAPM systems· that is based on such a. 
sound and rigorously defined theoretical framework. '!he author's 
work, as an integral yet :ind1vidually derived part of this 
:rrethodology, represents itself a significant cx:mtrihltion • 
• 
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RESEARai MEIHOOOI..OGY 
2.1 Introduction 
An important issue at the beginning of the programme of research 
concerned the selection of research methodology for undertaking the 
work and for achieving the aims as described in the previous chapter. 
'!his chapter explains ha.r the issue was resolved and discusses the 
rnethodology which resulted. 'lhe methodology comprised both 
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theoretical analysis and in-company data collection and analysis. 
2. 2 'lheoretical Analysis 
'lhe theoretical analysis stage of the research sought, firstly, to 
identify the most up to-date and relevant concepts, principles and 
strategies for the analysis, design and implementation of computer 
based systems and secondly, to evaluate their usefulness for the CAPM 
rnethodology under development. Concepts such as user-led and the 
participati'lie approach, which is perhaps IroSt well known through the 
work of Mumford, Land and Hawg-ood (1978) and which is based on the 
premise that securing user ownership and commitment is a vital stage 
of systems design and development, were rigorously assessed. 'lhe 
systems approach in both its "hard" and "soft" foili\S (Checkland 1981; 
1985; Wilson 1984) together with general systems theory and concepts 
(Bertalanffy 1981; Vickers 1981) were reviewed. 'lhe notion of 
infraStructures (Hill 1985; Meredith 1988; Hayes and Wheelwright 
1984; Fine and Hax 1984) was researched together with the concept of 
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flexibility (Slack 1988; Dooner 1988). Design principles necessary 
for provid.irq a flexible capability were re-examined (Hughes 1985 a; 
b; Maull 1986; 1988) together with the ll'OSt recent work covering data 
management strategies, oammunications and factory architectures (NBS; 
I-cAM; Kosanka 1990; Van Dyke Paranuk 1985; Rzevski 1987). The 
evaluation of these concepts, principles and strategies that was 
un1ertaken sought to establish their usefulness to· the CAm problem 
and for providing a coherent theoretical framework which could be 
presented for discussion with vendors, practitioners and users prior 
to the formulation of a workable CAIM methodology. 
Of particular relevance to. the author's specific research area, a 
number of contributions from the most prominent, worldwide, research 
projects that are concerned with examining a number of computing and 
information systems issues of :ilTiportance to manufacturing were 
evaluated eg CIM-QSA (Kosannke 1990; Jorysz and Vernadat 1990; 
Klittich 1990). Company research and development progranunes in the 
field of integrated systens. were also assessed and examples of the 
use of relevant concepts and principles were identified for 
incorporation into both the author's and the ACME team's work, with 
the aim· of providing an effective and usable methodology• 
2. 3 Data Collection and Company Visits 
Concurrent with searching the literature and defining the field in 
theoretical terms, an· :ilTiportant part of the research involved 
un1ertaking fieldwork visits to conduct interviews with selected 
personnel of a number of manufacturing companies. The purpose of 
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these visits included investigating the factors that were causing 
CAm: failure arx:l to identify examples were such failure had been 
avoided through the implementation of best practice. '!he follar~ing 
c:cmpanies were visited by the ACNE team (Interim Report 1989): 
Figure 2.1 
Companies Visited 
BICC Citee; 
British Aerospace; 
Coutant Electronics; 
DuPont; 
Graphic Electronics; 
Hitachi; 
IBM (Greenock) i 
ICL (Kidsgrove); 
I vans 
J&S Marine; 
Mars Electronics; 
ML Engineering i 
Racal Marine Systems; 
SUrface Electronics; 
Toshiba; 
Warx:lel & Goltennann. 
In terms of product these companies encampass: 
automotive electronics manufacturers; 
computer manufacturers; 
cormector manufacturers; 
defence systems manufacturers; 
instnnnent manufacturers; 
microwave oven manufacturers; 
PCB manufacturers; 
PCB assemblers; 
signal equipment manufacturers; 
television manufacturers; 
video manufacturers; 
weapons manufacturers; 
marine propeller manufacturers. 
'lhrough these visits the author arx:l other members of the ACNE team 
were able to observe CAFM systems in operation arx:l gain an 
appreciation of the problems arx:l issues associated with production 
management arx:l the provision of information with_in this functional 
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area. 1bese visits, additionally, provided an opportunity to 
interview the managers responsible for the various aspects of CAR/I 
design, .btplementation, maintenance and operation. 
Both 1 focused 1 and free ranging interviews were conducted, the merits 
and problems associated with these data collection techniques have 
been previously reported (Maull 1986). Focused interviews provided an 
effective means of gathering the quantitative data on the information 
technology comp:>nents (hardware, software etc) while more open ended 
discussions provided a means of capturing some of the richness of the 
situation and thereby alla.ring a wider understanding of the problems 
and issues to be gained. 1bese sessions also facilitated the process 
of b.ri.lding good working relationships which resulted in confidential 
data being made available. 
Major topics discussed included: 
the history associated with the development of the current 
CAR/I system; 
the level of integration and the interfaces to wider 
manufacturing and rusiness systems; 
the kin:l of computer support/ information systems required 
for rusiness planning and production management activities; 
.btportant organisational and attitudinal issues; 
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the c:amplexity am dynamic characteristics of the CAPM 
ilnplementation envirorunent am the wider system envirorunent. 
A stmllllarY of some of the CAPM systems of the company's visited are 
contained in Appendix G. 
Data was also collected as a result of cc.anpanies maki.rg available in-
house documents includirJ;r consultants' reports, policy documents am 
relevant memoranda. In chapter three the results of the survey of the 
electronics sector carried out by COOpers am Lybram for ICL is 
discussed as an example of such a document. 
Interviews am discussions were also held with ll'el1lbers of the 
collalx>rati.n;J c:ampanies who supplied CAPM systems am consultancy 
services. 'lhese discussions were used by the ACNE team to present the 
current research findings am thereby provided an opportunity to gain 
valuable feedback from senior managers, all of whom had considerable 
experience am expertise in the design, implementation, marketi.n;:r arrl 
operation of CAPM systems. In addition, the suggestions am insights 
put forward by these people provided a valuable source of knowledge 
for progressi.n;J the conceptual development of the methodology. 
Close co-operation through out the period of the research with other 
academic groups undertaking research on aspects of CAPM design am 
ilnplementation, eg Bessant am I..amming (1989) 1 Muhlemann, Price am 
Sharp (1989) I Hollier am Barber (1989) further enriched the 
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f~. A number of visits and discussions with the Bradford CAm 
team lead by Muhlemann, Price and Sharp (1989) were of particular 
relevance to the author's work. 'lhe team were involved in developing 
a highly flexible CAm package (Er.MS 1990), based on the fourth 
generation lcm:Juage Datafit, capable of being moclified in response to 
the changing production management requirements of small to neliwn 
sized enterprises (SME's). 
2. 4 Continuous Validation 
One of the principal strergt.hs of the approach concerned the 
continuous evaluation of the ideas and hypotheses generated by the 
research team. 'lhis was achieved by presenting these ideas and 
hypotheses together with the findings from the in-company data 
collection and the potential solutions to the CAm problem as they 
emerged to collaborators, users and other academics. 'lhis ensured 
that piogression of the nethodology was subject to regular academic 
review to ensure it remained theoretically sound. Regular reviews by 
industrialists ensured that these ideas were presented in a usable 
and practical way. 
2. 5 Analvsis and svnthesis 
In-company fieldwork provided data on CAm systems failure. Analysis 
of this data was subsequently undertaken to identify the causes of 
CAm systems failure. 'lhe theoretical analysis stage sought to 
identify appropriate concepts, approaches and strategies for 
overcom:iig the difficulties and from this a theoretically sound base 
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was established from which the work of developing appropriate CAPM 
methodology, by l:x:>th the author and the ACME team, proceeded. 
'!his dual approach of theoretical analysis and in-company fieldwork 
was perceived to offer the most effective way of bridging the gap 
between theory and practice. For example, chapter three describes the 
distinguishing features of the electronics sector and explains how 
these, characteristics set the general requirements for a process 
based CAPM methodology. 'lhe focus of concern was subsequently widened 
from the electronics sector in order that a generic framework could 
be provided, applicable to all manufacturing sectors. <llapter four 
provides detail on CAPM systems and in chapter five the causes of 
CAPM systems failure are highlighted. 'lhese causes of failure set the 
requirements for the ACME team and much of the author's work. 'lhe 
requirements are examined in detail in chapter six and the overall 
CAPM methodology derived to meet the requirements is presented in the 
following chapter. Cllapter eight explains the requirements specific 
to the author's work on the cc:mput:ing and infonnation aspects of C'APM 
systems. 01apter nine presents the solution to these requirements and 
discusses how the author's work integrates with the overall C'APM 
methodology. 
2.6 Dissemination and Oommercial Exploitation 
'lhe success, acknowledged contribution and commercial value of the 
work carried out by all the members of the ACME team, and principally 
Professor D R Hughes and his eo-grant holders in leading the team, 
can be judged by the way it has been received l:x:>th by the academic 
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community am irxiustry. '!he results of the CAFM work, including the 
authors initial work on computing am information infrastructures for 
CAFM systens· am the contril::ution throughout the last 3 years, have 
formed part of the methodology named stratagem which has been sold 
commercially for use by IT Partners (stratagem 1990). 
2 .7 conclusion 
'!his chapter has described am explained the research methodology 
devised am employed in the author's work as well as for the overall 
ACME project. In particular, the use of theoretical analysis for 
evaluating the relevance and appropriateness of concepts, principles 
am strategies for the analysis, design am implementation of 
computer based information systens such as CAFM has been explained. 
'Ihe data collection aspects of the research through company visits, 
am the subsequent analysis of this data, has been presented as one 
of the key areas of the research. Exposing the findings from the 
research to continuous validation from collaborators, the academic 
am user community am the suppliers of software am services has 
been described am its importance explained for progressing the CAFM 
methodology through all stages of its development. 
Cllapter three blllds on this chapter by considering the electronics 
sector in detail am the characteristics of the sector that 
determined the type of CAFM methodology required for both the ACME 
team's work am for the author's specific work on the computing and 
information systens aspects of CAFM. 
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ClJAPI'ER 3 
niE ELEG'RONICS S~R 
'!his chapter examines the electronics sector in order to identify its 
nature and disti.nguishixq characteristics and thereby provide some 
umerstanding of one important envi.rornnent within which CAIM systems 
are being designed, developed and operated. 'lhe electronics sector 
was perceived to represent the extreme edge of complexity and rapid 
c::han;Je. By investigating the most difficult problem context for CAIM 
it was hoped that the insights gained would be equally applicable to 
the less complex and dynamic sectors, thereby permitting the 
development of a general, generic, methodology capable of coping with 
the range of conditions that cover all sectors of manufacturing. 
'lhe first part of this chapter deals with the problem of segmenting 
the elecb:ouics sector and discusses the results of the investigation 
into a m.nnber of classification schemes developed for this purpose -
including one by Coopers and Lybrand for ICL. 
'lhe secorrl part of the chapter discusses the nature of the 
envirornnent which currently confronts and frustrates CAIM system 
designers and production managers who operate these systems. 'lhe 
implications and challenges this poses for the designers of CAIM 
systems and for the author and ACNE team engaged in the development 
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of an effective methodology to overcome these difficulties are 
discussed. 
3.2 Industrial Classification 
In order to develop an effective methodology capable of application 
across all sectors an important requirement was to un:ierstand in 
detail the nature and conp:lSition of the m:>St. extreme example, the 
electronics sector. Of specific importance to both the research of 
the author and the ACME team was an un:ierstan:ting of the extent to 
which finns exhibit hcnrogeneity, for this has a bearing on the type 
and nature of the methodology required. For example, if the 
characteristics of large rnnnbers of companies, or groups of companies 
within the manufacturing sector exhibit significant similarities in 
the technologies and practices they employ then it may be possible to 
develop a methodology which has widespread applicability through 
exarnini.n:J, in depth, a limited rnnnber of companies and then 
extrapolating for the rest as a whole. A number of major, contingency 
based, studies in the 1960's and 1970's, notably Burns and stalker 
(1961) and Iawrence and I.orsch (1967), sought to verify the existence 
of such a model. However, if the degree of hcnrogeneity is small, a 
methodology developed by considering only a limited number of 
campanies is \.Dllikely to be appropriate to many other companies and 
therefore its general applicability and usefulness are limited. A 
radically different methodology is therefore called for. 
'Ibis section S\.U\1Illarises two studies that have attempted to segment 
the electronics sector. Both of these used the stan:lard Industrial 
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Classification scheme. '!he reader is directed to the 1989 CARII 
Interim Report for a lTDre CCIIllprehensive account of this aspect of the 
work. 
'lbe first study arose from the work carried out by the Engineering 
Industries Training Board, and was based entirely on the standard 
industrial classifications. 'lbe secom study CCIIllprises a contract of 
work \D'ldertaken by Coopers and Iijbrand for ICL in 1988. 'lbey extended 
the first study by introducing additional variables into the 
analysis. In addition, the author extended this aspect of the 
research by examining a number of additional studies in the field of 
micro-economics that also addressed the issue of homogeneity, and 
that ranged in scale from plant by plant to international 
camparisons. 'Ibis was undertaken to detennine if anything could be 
inferred conce:ming the nature of manufacturing generally and thereby 
widen the applicability of the author 1 s work. 'lbe major studies by 
Baldwin (1990), caves (1990), Green and Mayes (1990) were used for 
this purpose and the findings are reported in section 3.3. 
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3.2.1 Segmenting the Electronics sector by Existing Schemes 
'!he followin;J groups of the standard Irrlustrial Classification were 
used by the Ergineerin;J rroustries Trainin;J Board (EITB 1985) to 
segment the electronics sector: 
AH 3301 Office machinery; 
AH 3302 Electronic data prooessin;J equipment; 
AH 3441 Telegraph am telephone. apparatus equipment; 
AH 3442 Electrical instnunents am control systems; 
AH 3443 Radio am electronic capital goods; 
AH 3444 Conpments other than active components, mainly for 
electronic equipment; 
AH 3453 Active components am electronic sub-assemblies; 
AH 3454 Electronic consumer goods and other electronic equipment. 
However, it was discovered that for the purpose of this research 
there were a rnnnber of problems with this classification scheme. '!he 
first concerned the composition of the scheme. certain conunonly 
accepted electronic goods such as electronic nrusical instnunents am 
electronic toys are omitted from the above list. Typewriters, 
staplers and other non-electronic goods are, however, included. In 
addition the classification scheme does not take account of impo~t 
manufacturing characteristics such as plant size, markets, product 
volumes and variety, manufacturing control philosophy or the 
technologies employed. 'Ihese variables are extremely important and 
have a direct bearin;J on the development of any CAPM systems. 
Consequently, segmentation based purely on industrial classification 
would appear to be too broad to be of direct use for the purpose of 
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this research and its aims and objectives. 'lhis problem has been 
encountered by other studies, notable Green and Mayes (1990)·. 
A further investigation of the following :major sources ·Of data on the 
electronics sector, the Mackintosh Yearbook of Electronics data 
(1987), the In:iustrial Perfonnance Analysis (1987) and Soete's 
Technological Trends (1985), although employing different 
classification schemes, never-the-less, displayed similar problems 
and were therefore of 1imited use only for this research. 
3.2.2 ICL's Electronics Market Segmentation Project 
In 1988 ICL, in conjunction with Coopers and Lybrand, undertook a 
:major pro~ect to determine if the electronics sector could be 
segmented and if any inferences could be drawn about company size and 
the :manufacturing applications required - including CAFM systems. 
Their initiai analysis used 22 areas. of the standard Industrial 
Classification scheme and small companies were eliminated from 
consideration because they were not regarded as potential customers. 
Of the remaining companies, the total in each of the 22 areas ranged 
from 0 to 30 with the average being approximately 12 .. Further 
differentiation of these areas on the basis of production mode -
batch, repetitive, bulk, project, configured and FMO:; (fast moving 
C0115\.ll00r. goods) - and by the type of systems installed - production 
control, stock, CAD etc resulted in a very small mnnber of companies 
in each group. Even. when smaller companies were later included it did 
not significantly increase the mnnbers in each group. This provides 
some evidence and support for the notion that heterogeneity is a 
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significant characteristic of company's within the electronics 
sector. 
Due to the inadequacies of the previously discussed classification 
schemes for the purposes of this research, the scale of analysis was 
reduced to the level of the firm. Firm by firm comparisons were 
carried out by visitin] .inlividual campanies, comuctin] interviews 
and analysin] the result of the data collected. OVer twenty firms 
were visited by the research team and the author was involved in a 
number of these. '!he finlings support the proposition that firms tend 
to exhibit heterogeneity and, specifically, that even campanies 
operatin] in very similar markets apply different manufacturing 
control ]Xrilosophies. 
For example, one oompany organised their factory in a process layout 
and controlled it aoc::ordin;J to a traditional push (Browne, Harhen and 
Shivnan 1988) ]Xrilosophy. Another oompany adopted a flow line layout 
and controlled this usin] materials requirements plannin] (MRP) with 
lead times and safety stock approachin] zero. '!heir strategy 
incorporated many of the features of just-in-tiloe manufacture (JIT) 
including continuous illlprovement, total quality management ('l'CJ't) etc 
(Interim Report 1989) • 
When products and processes were considered, campanies in the 
electronics sector appeared to exhibit sufficient heterogeneity to 
make .inlividuality a working assumption. '!his illlportant factor was 
therefore given full attention and taken fully into account in the 
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developrrent of the CARtl methodology by the ACME team (Hughes, Maull, 
Clrilde and Weston 1990) • '!he :iinplications of this are discussed mre 
fully later in this chapter. 
3. 3 SUpporting studies 
A number of other studies were examined to substantiate the 
assumption of heterogeneity in the electronics sector. 
Much of the work in the discipline of micro-econamics has recently 
focused on campar:irq the perfonnance of individual companies, 
industrial sectors and at national and international levels. Green 
and Mayes (1990) urxiertook a major study which focused on the 
technical inefficiency of manufactur:irq in the UK. 'lhe results of 
this study were based on a statistical analysis of data for 19,023 
establishments in 151 industries. 'lhe objective of the study was to 
estimate the technical inefficiency in each industry and explain the 
variance result:irq from 11the unobservable random factors 11 • Similar 
studies have been urrlertaken in the us (caves, 1988; caves and Barton 
1990), Australia (Harris 1989), canada (Baldwin 1990), and Nozway 
(Torstein and Forsurrl 1990). 
'!he inability to estimate any measure of technical inefficiency for a 
large proportion of industries was partly attrihlted to the fact that 
many of these s:irqle industries were in fact a oollection of 
heterogeneous sub-industries and fims. 
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Many studies have sought to identify the causes of variance in the 
performance of firms, sectors and national economies. '!he 
traditional, neo-classical, economic model assumes that perfect 
competition prevails (Lipsey 1978) and results in firms employing 
identical production functions ie the same mix and ratio of factor 
inputs (land, labour, capital) within any given industry. "Technical 
efficiency" refers to firms making the best use of its factor inputs 
and "allocative efficiency" is described as occurring when a finn 
employs its inputs in the correct proportions. ''Most studies of 
industrial performance ignore the existence and diversity of 
productivity of firms within an industry" (Baldwin 1990). Baldwin 
attributes the cause of this to using the industry scale as the level 
of analysis. 'Ibis tends to mask the underlying differences of firms 
which make up the industry and instead of acknCMledging this, the 
notion of. a representative or average finn is assumed. Reid (1987) 
points out that the concept of the representative finn has dominated 
the oore c::anplex notion of the diversity of finn performance. 
'!he work of Liebenstein (1966; 1973) on x-inefficiency chall~ed the 
conventional neo-classical paradigm by arguing, from observation, for 
the existence of finn heterogeneity. X-inefficiency was the concept 
devised to explain the oJ:served variance in performance from finn to 
finn. Liebenstein argued that this variance could be explained as 
resulting from the existence of a level of profit "slack" and the use 
of this "slack" by management in pursuit of their own goals. In 
essence, the achieveuent of profit maximisation by the finn was 
distorted by management goals which differed from this unitary, 
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profit max:i.misation, objective, In: tilres of economic hardship the 
level of "slack" was reduced as firms imposed tighter control by 
reducing, or eliminating, financial incentives an::l bonuses. 
Sbnilarly, in tilres of boom the level of "slacki' was allowed to 
increase. '!he apparent differences in company productivity is 
therefore explained by Liebenstein as resulting from the differential 
use of this "slack". 
'!he result of this on-going debate has been the development of an 
ilnpressive body of literature an::l m.nnerous studies. '!he results are 
as yet inconclusive an::l much controversy surrounds the phenomena, 
however, the statistical models used to investigate the existence of 
technical or allocative efficiency exhibit large residual values 
which are difficult to explain without the existence of 
heterogeneity. '!he results therefore, in part, support the notion an::l 
validity of heterogeneity as a valid assunption. 
3. 4 Implications for the Development of a Generic Methodology 
It 'WOUld appear from the studies discussed in the previous sections 
that segmenting the manufacturing sector, according to product, 
in:lustrial classification, size or mode of production serves no 
useful purpose for the author's research. The aim of the research is 
to develop ari original an::l theoretically sound methodology which has 
practical value for the design of computing and infonnation 
infrastructures for CAPM. Due to the apparent existence of 
heterogeneity, segmenting the manufacturing sector by any of the 
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above means does not result in a sufficiently large group of similar 
company types. 
The assumption therefore is that ~es are idiosyncratic to the 
extent that they have different CAFM requirements. Consequently, in 
developin:J a methodology for CAFM that is generic, this :important 
factor nrust be given ·full consideration. The issue of idiosyncracy 
raised a rnnnber of :important questions for the author and for the 
ACME team. What kind of methodology was needed to acconutLXlate this 
requirement? Couid a methodology be developed to cope with the 
diversity of requirements? 
In answer to the first of these questions a useful approach perceived 
I 
by the ACME team was to develop a methodology which was not dependent 
on the characteristics of a particular company or its environment, 
tut an the pprr1•:x•ESs of CAlM design and .inplementatian itself, thereby 
focusing on the element which transcends these variations. The 
development and composition of the. process based CAFM methodology is 
disaJSsed in detail in the following chapters and specifically 
chapters six and seven. 
3. 5 Environmental Characteristics 
From a survey of the available literature a m.unber of assertions 
would seem possible concerning the nature of the ehviroi1ment faced by 
manufacturers, the degree of national and international competition 
and the various ways in which ~es are responding to this. 
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Worldwide it would appear that a new manufacturing paradigm is 
emerging in response to the camplex, dynamic and highly campetitive 
envirornnent which many companies naN face (Jones 1989; Browne, Harhem 
and Shivnam 1988; Roobeek and Abbing 1988; Baranson 1989; 'Ihomson and 
Graefe 1989). Milgrom and Roberts (1990) state that ''manufacturing is 
un:lergoing a revolution. 'Ihe mass production model is being replaced 
by a vision of a flexible multiproduct finn that emphasises quality 
and speedy response to market conditions while utilising 
tec:lmologically advanced equipment and new forms of organization". 
'Ihey continue by e)(plaining that the transfer line approach and the 
specialised, single purpose equipment for mass production which 
influenced generations of industrialists and itself changed the face 
of manufacturing, is naN being superceded by flexible machine tools 
and programmable, multi task equipment. Hounshell (1984) provides a 
doc::tm¥:mtary account of the origination of the transfer line approach 
by Henry Ford. 
'Ihe evidence arising from this bcx:ly of literature indicates that the 
volatility and unpredictability of consumer demand is one of the 
principal forces detemining this change. In response to which, many 
manufacturers are attempting to dramatically reduce product 
developnent t:ilnes in order to maintain campetitiveness through being 
"first to market". 
At the same time supply side forces brought about by the rapid 
reduction in the cost, and increases in the technical capabilities, 
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of many technologies (processes, materials, information etc) are 
providing major cost reduction, ill1proved responsiveness and quality 
opportunities for companies willirq and able to invest (Hughes, 
Weston and Maull 1988). 
Valery (1987) points out that use of these technologies pennit the 
efficient production of very small batches. Wright and Bourne (1988) 
teport that in a recent survey of aerospace 8.25% of all batches were 
of size one and 38% were sixteen or less. Milgrom and Roberts (1990) 
reports that in an Allen-Bradley COmpany plant making electric 
controls, production airorv;JSt its 725 products and variations can be 
switched with an average changeover time for resettirq equipment of 
six seconds, enablirq it to schedule batches of size one with 
relative efficiency. Abegglen and stalk (1985) and Valery (1987) 
CCII'Ill1ellt that many manufacturers rtt:M plan production jointly with 
their suppliers and, through the use of on-line data communications, 
inventories of component orders and supplies can be replenished with 
11 just-in-time11 deliveries. Milgrom and Roberts (1990) point out the 
importance of information technology which, complementary with 
flexible production, is needed to realise the business benefits. 
In taking advantage of the opportunities to be derived from the 
advances in technologies Milgrom and Roberts (1990) point out the 
need for change on a 11trajectory11 rather than incremental level. 
11SUcc:essful moves toward the factm:y of the future are not a matter 
of small adjustments made independently at each of several margins, 
J::ut rather have involved sul:stantial and closely coordinated changes 
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in a whole range of the firms activities" (Milgram ard Roberts 1990). 
Henkoff ( 1988) remarks "Don 1 t just change selected parts of your 
factory like many manufacturers have done. 'lb truly boost efficiency 
••• its necessary to change the layout of the entire plant". In 
discussing the adoption of CIM , Valery (1987) states that "nothing 
short of a total overhaul of the campany•s stratanr has first to be 
undertaken". Similarly. Kiechel (1988) notes: " 'lb get these benefits 
(of more timely operations) you probably have to totally redesign the 
way you do rusi.ness, changing everything from procurement to quality 
oonb:ol11 • 
'lbe market trend appears to indicate that even higher levels of 
competition are likely and therefore it is postulated that possessing 
a capability to respon:l to these opportunities will be crucial for 
survival. Increasingly, manufacturing companies will need to shorten 
new product introduction times, reduce manufacturing cycle times and 
reduce sales and distriJ::ution times. '!he difficulties faced by the 
many UK companies currently striving to achieve this capability and 
modernise away from the old paradigm of economies of scale, large 
inventories and inflexible equipment and practices appears 
formidable. More and more companies will find they need to plan 
shorter production runs on a wider range of products and the 
i.Jtt>lications of this for the computing and information systens for 
CAR-! are extensive. Firstly, higher levels of coordination will be 
required to enable this new manufacturing capability to be realised. 
'!his will require more information integration between functions such 
as CAR-! ard other b.Jsiness functions and even external electronic 
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linkages to supplier fims - a 100Ve towards computer integrated 
manufacturing. In .addition the blsiness flexibility required will 
have to be matched by equivail.ent flexibility in the processing, 
storage and retrieval capability of the supporting COII'plting and 
information systems. 
3.6 Bringing About Cllange 
The responsibility that jointly rests on British management, academic 
research institutions and Government to 'bring about a reversal of the 
recent decline in the UK's manUfacturing base is enonocrus. The work 
being carried out through current research initiatives, eg ACME, have 
begun to unearth many of the root causes of the problem associated 
with CAFM and practical solutions are now beginning to emerge. An 
ilnportant finding has been that the indiscriminate installation and 
implementation of technology, without a well thought out strategy to 
harness the technology effectively and thereby raise competitive 
performance, is insufficient to bring about a major revitalisation of 
the many parts of the UK' s manufacturing sector that are being out 
perfonned by international competition (Tranfield and Smith 1990) . 
A rnnnber of world class manufacturing companies such as IBM and 
Hewlett Packard have recognised, and understood, the process of 
change, the extent of change required and the potential benefits that 
information technology has to offer if it is harnessed in a strategic 
and well thought out manner. Hc:Mever, for many UK companies, change 
on this scale will at best be painful and at worst impossible or only 
partially successful without the availability of practical and usable 
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methodologies which offer guidance as well as addressing the 
competitive needs of a changing envirornnent. 
3. 7 '!he Need for New Methodologies 
<llange on a national scaie J:'equires the availability of generic 
methodologies which have been developed from a sound theoreticai 
base, incorporate the very best in current practice arrl been designed 
for practical application. Methodologies must be capable•.of 
addressing the many technological, organisational arrl b.Jsiness 
factors that are necessary to develop solutions that not only solve 
single point problems rut contril::ute towards raising company 
perfonnance arrl competitiveness. Tools arrl techniques incorporated in 
such methodologies must be carefully selected to ensure that they are 
both appropriate for the task in hand arrl are presented in a usable 
way. Many system design methodologies, for example, embody normative 
assumptions which drive system designers towards exploiting 
technological. possibilities rather than focusing on providing 
solutions in line with b.Jsiness requirements. '!his technologically 
deterministic approach has contril::uted significantly to the many 
system failures that have, arrl are, cx:curring today. 
In addition, the methodologies IIUlSt be capable of delivering 
solutions that provide an appropriate level of resilience to ensure 
survival lon;J term arrl avoid the problem of premature failure, 
prevalent in today's dynamic arrl unpredictable envirornnent. Infinite 
flexibility is, haNever, both inappropriate arrl exorbitantly 
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expensive. A resilient capability, t.nerefore, must be sought that 
matches cost constraints. 
3. 8 COnclusion 
'1hi.s chapter has examined the electronics sector in order to identify 
its nature and disti.rguishinj characteristics. 'Ihe relevance of the 
findings for the developnent of a CAFM design methodology have been 
discussed. Specifically, the dynamic characteristic of the sector, 
the constantly changing consumer demand and the rapid developments in 
information, process and material technologies, all appear to raise 
issues concerning the ability of existing CAFM systems to survive. 
Although the incorporation of many of these technological 
developments allow the efficient manufacture and control of new 
products, themselves necessary to maintain and sustain a competitive 
advantage, the issues diso1ssed give cause for concern and point to 
the difficulty for CAFM systems to survive in this turt:ulent 
environment. Are CAFM systems capable of being adapted as new 
requirements errerge? 'Ihe findings from this chapter indicate a 
requirement for flexibility in order to provide the resilience 
necessary for survival long term. Olapter five therefore examines 
this issue further by investigating in detail the causes of CAFM 
systems failure. 
'!his chapter has also highlighted the fact that CXlllpanies within and 
across sectors appear to have idiosyncratic requirements as a result 
of the heterogeneous composition of manufacturing generally. What 
kind of methodology is therefore required to deal with the range of 
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likely CAR-t problems? At this stage of the research the ACME team 
began investigating the notion of a process based mathodology. '!his 
involved researching the common features of system design and 
implementation and the ways that these features could be applied to 
address the issues identified as significant and causal of CAR-t 
syste!rs failure. 1hese common features were termad processual because 
of their focus on the way, or processes, involved in syste!rs design 
and implemantation which transcend company type and any particular 
technique. 1he CAR-t mathodology takes the user through a process 
which results in the identification and documentation of Wividual 
~ CAR-t requirements. '!he CAR-t mathodology is fully dj so1ssed in 
the proceeding chapters. 
Olapter four b..rilds on the work accomplished so far by investigating 
CAR-t systerrs in detail in order to detennine their capability to ex>pe 
with the dynamic enviromnent prevalent today. Olapter five then 
focuses on identifying the specific causes of CAR-t systems failure. 
Company field work investigations were used for this purpose together 
with research into the approaches arrrently adopted for developing 
CAR-t systems. 
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ClfAPl'ER 4 
CAPM SYSTEMS 
In the first part of this chapter a rnnnber of definitions of CAPM 
systems are di scnssed before examinin;J some of the crucial issues 
surroun:ling their design and installation. 'Ihese issues prilicipally 
ooncem the problem of detenninirg the functionality of the CAPM 
system that is required, deci.cli.Ig on those functions and activities 
that may benefit most from ClOIIIPUterisation and selecting, amongst the 
many software options, a package wlrich most closely matches the 
desired requirements. 
'lhe type and extent of mnpliter support is disaissed and this 
provides an inb:oductian to the mre detailed and eXtensive 
discussion contaihed in chapter eight on the components of the CAPM 
infrastructure and the techniques deyised by the author to address 
issues such as those stated in the previous paragraph. 
Integration and the interfacing of CAPM packages with other systems 
is discussed in this chapter together with the notion of "fit" and 
the role of manual policies; practices and p1:0oedures (PPP's). 'Ihis 
serves to provide a context for chapter five in which the results of 
analysing the data ccillected from the fieldwork visits are disaJSSed 
and by which it was posSible to . identify specific causes of CAPM 
systemS failure. 
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4. 2 c::Am: systems 
Waterlow am Monniot (1986) define c::Am:. as "all the computer aids 
supplied to the production manager". '!hey describe the three 
production management infomat:i.on processing activities as 
specification, planning ard control ard recording ard reporting. 
Specification includes "enSu:ring the manufacturing task has been 
defined ard instructions produced". Planning ard control includes 
"planning the timetable, adjusting resources ard priorities ard 
controlling production activity". Recording ard reporting covers 
"production status ard performance for liaison with other 
departments, ard future use in specification, planning ard costing". 
In one of the toore recent publications to emerge from the Aa.:tE 
initiative, c::Am: systems were defined as "the use of computer-based 
information systems to support management functions ard to coordinate 
flows of orders, materials am finished gocx:ls" (Aa.:tE 1990) • 
'!here are a diverse ard varied m.nnber of CAFM definitions ard models 
all of which aim to place this system within a framework of the total 
manufacturing ard organisational system. '!he view of the Aa.:tE 
Directorate (1990) is that in relation to the hierarchy of 
manufacturing systems c::Am: falls below the manufacturing system ard 
its attendant logistical structures (e.g. make or buy policy), ard 
above short term scheduling at the cell level. 
Browne, Harhem ard Shivnam (1988) describe the production management 
system ard related activities within a Computer Integrated 
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Manufacturing (CIM} framework. Within this framework the Production 
Management System (FMS) is defined as the decisions concerned with 
what to b.Iy and make and the Production Activity Control (PAC) system 
as concerned with managing "the flow of material and the associated 
flow of data through the plant11 • 'n1e view here is that the PAC system 
"plays a particularly important role within the Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM) system ••• it is through the PAC that the FMS is 
linked to the factory floor". 
'1his highlights same of the controversy surrounding the definition of 
CAm systems, their CUIIIfXJSition and complexity. ACME (1990) report 
that emerging from the initiative is an understanding that "CAm is a 
diverse bundle of elements consisting of: 
a mc:xiel of relationships between functions with various fonns of 
CUIJlrol eJ'Ilb>dded; 
a mapping of plannin;J and control tasks onto organisational roles 
and strategic objectives; 
a oollection of supporting policies, practices and procedures, 
sometimes called CAm infrastructure; 
a software structure (whose functionality is often ill-defined; 
a database" (ACME 1990) • 
'!hey oontinue by pointing out that the central task of CAm systems 
is to coordinate order getting, supply getting and design and 
manufacturing functions. In doing this they argue that management 
decision making is crucial to realizing manufacturing strategy and 
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that given the differences in organisational culture, the style of 
this cpordination will vary from company to company. 
Browne, Harhem and Shivnam's (1988) IOOdel of CAFM systems 
discriminates between the decision making element and the information 
and material flows and they at~ to explain how the various 
elements integrate together. Jones, Barkmeyer and Davis (1989) 
similarly attempt to provide a IOOdel for CAFM which distinguishes 
between the various c::cmponents as we1l as explaining their 
interconnections.. '!hey again define the production management system 
within a CIM framework and distinguish between the production 
management system, the data management system and the conmnmications 
' 
system. 'lhe production management system is defined as including "all 
functions related to the order, design, fabrication and inspection of 
parts". 'lhe data management system provides support to all the 
production management functions through the "timely access to all 
essential data" and the data conmnmications system is concerned with 
ensuring the "reliable transmission of messages between Carrq:ruter 
programs''. 
'!his IOOdel provides a useful frarrework, particularly by highlighting 
the complexity and highly integrated nature of CAFM systems. 
From the discussion so far an \D"lderstanding can be gained of the 
complexity of CAFM systems and their highly integrated fonn, 
comprising of a technological c::cmponent and a decision making 
component which are OOth focused on ensuring that the appropriate 
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production management tasks are carried out efficiently and 
effectively, in line with strategic, competitive objectives within a 
particular campany culture. 
In adopting a holistic and campany wide CIM perspective Rzevski 
(1987) distinguishes between the physical transformation system which 
processes raw material into goods, the information processing system 
which processes internal and external information and the managerial 
decision making system. '!his work provides a valuable rrodel to 
denDnstrate the integration between the material transformation, 
information and decision making elements of the total system. 
Dol.m'eingts {1985) writes that the production management system is 
"certainly the most complicated function of the firrn11 • He goes on to 
say that CAFM covers on the one hand technical, social and human 
areas and on the other it fonns a group of strongly interrelated 
functions. "'nlus the various components nrust be hannoniously 
integrated, which appears very difficult as relations between the 
components have a conflicting nature. 11 (Dol.m'eingts 1985) • 
CAFM systems originated 11in the early 1960's when large manufacturers 
and computer suppliers prO!lDted concepts and developed software for 
production planning and control11 (ACNE 1990). It is often 
acknow'ledged (Short 1990) that UK industry lags behind the USA and 
Japan in adopting these teclmologies but Tranfield {1990) points out 
that the recent upsurge in investment in CAFM denDnstrates that 
adoption is not the problem but successfully exploiting and 
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.i.Jrplementing such an integrated system is. "1he most frequently cited 
difficulty is that of integrating the system into b..Jsiness decision 
making and company organisation" (Tranfield, 1990). 
1his issue of complexity and the integrated nature of CAR-t systems 
initially provided a hurdle which needed to be overcame for the 
research team and the author in developing effective CAR-t 
methodology. 1he particular issue which proved problematical 
conceiTied determining the scope of the work, for there was a danger 
that proceeding to develop a CAR-t methodology without considering the 
effect on the whole organisation, and the technical and human sub-
systems, would only result in a sub-optimal solution. 1his issue of 
reductionism has been djsrussed at length by Checkland (1981) and 
Wilson (1984) and the body of knowledge known as systems theory 
developed to address this. 
It was decided that the risk of creating a methodology which could 
only deliver a sub-optimal solution was unacceptable and therefore 
the scope of the work by the Aa.m team was widened. This is reflected 
in the CAR-t methodology published to-date (CAR-t Interim Report 1989; 
1990; Maull, Hughes, Weston and Childe 1990; IJl'I Roadshows 1990; 
stratagem 1990) which ac::camoodates other functional areas and systems 
and addresses manufacturing strategy. The focus of concern of the 
Aa.m teams's work is still CAIM b.It by adopting a systems perspective 
the danger of sub-opti.misation has been avoided. 
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'lhe findings of recent research (Milgrom and Roberts 1990) backs up · 
this approach by noting that a holistic change IOOdel is imperative if 
major benefits are to be realised. 
'!his sane issue arose for the author for clearly the computing and 
infonnation systems aspects of CMM are intimately woven into the 
wider computing and manufacturing systems generally. 'lhis aspect is 
!TOre fully addressed in chapters eight and nine rut, briefly, the 
author's work on developing a computing and infonnation 
infrastructure for CMM necessitated research into the hardware and 
software requirements and technological issues of compatibility, 
standards, architectures and infonnation strategies. This was 
required in order that the technological integration aspects could be 
fully addressed, as well as devising means to integrate these with 
the manual production management tasks. This would help to integrate 
the CMM system overall into the organisational design requirements 
by considering the production management processes and tasks and the 
software as interdependent elements. In addition, by relating the 
CMM system to the rosiness and manufacturing strategy I this would 
enable the system potential to be fully exploited and ensure the 
development of a highly resilient CAl:M capability. 
4.2.1 'lhe Nature and Extent of COmputer SUpport for CMM systems 
'lhe potential areas that CMM systems· rnay help production managers 
with their infonnation processing re:;~Uirements were described by 
Waterlow and Monniot as transaction processing, management 
infonnation and automated decision making. Transaction processing 
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involves ''maintainirg, updating am making available specifications, 
instructions am production records" (Waterlow am Monniot 1986). 
Management informa.tion provides the "informa.tion for exercising 
judgments about the use of resources am custcmer priorities" 
(Waterlow am Monniot 1986). Automated decision making concerns 
"deriving production decisions using algoritluns" (Waterlow am 
Monniot 1986). 
'lhese infonnation processing activities support a nwnber of broad 
production management functions including the following which were 
derived from discussions with CAFM users, consultants am suppliers 
of systems am software (CAFM Interim Report 1989). 
Figure 4.1 
Production Management FUnctions 
Master Production Scheduling 
stock recorclin:J (bought out parts) 
stock recorclin:J (finished parts) 
capacity Planning 
Detailed SCheduling 
Process Planning 
Materials Requirement Planning 
Order Control 
Bill of Materials processing 
Monitoring Work in Progress 
Costing 
Forecasting 
Performance Analysis 
Purchase Order File 
Sales Order Processing 
'lhis aspect of the research highlighted the point that perceptions 
differ over the precise functional lXllllfXJSition of CAFM systems. 'Ihe 
problem concerned both semantics, i.e different names used to 
describe the same function, as well as that of establishing the CAFM 
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boundary to demarcate this from the other CIM sub-systems. OVercoming 
these problems has been helped by the ACME Directorate coordinati.rg a 
programme of dissemination of the CAEM initiative findings amongst 
the academic, supplier and user CCIJIIIllllrti.ties (ACME 1990). 
'lhe set of activities shown above were, nevertheless, useful for 
providi.rg a framework from which the author could investigate a 
m.nnber of CAEM packages to see if any general conclusions could be 
drawn regarding their functionality, flexibility and features. 
4. 3 CAEM Packages 
Durirg the past few years UK manufacturers have "invested at an 
increasi.rg rate in software that helps them to manufacture goods 
faster, at a lower cost, more reliably and more accurately •••. 
manufacturi.rg management is the fastest growing sector, outsellirg 
the next most popular category (nechanical design) by more than 50 
percent" (Benwell 1988). 'Ibis is further supported by Kearney (1989). 
Despite the level of investment in this technology widespread 
failures have been reported (Tranfield and Smith 1990) . Of particular 
interest to this research is the problem of selection - ie the 
matchi.rg of CAEM software against requirements. This is considered by 
a m.nnber of authors to be a particularly llnportant, but as yet, 
inadequately addressed area. (WaterlCM and Monniot 1986; Downeingts 
1985). 
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'!he author examined the features of a large number of the most widely 
used and available C'AFM packages to assess what degree of cammonality 
existed eg in terms of their functionality, flexibility and 
compatibility with other systems. 'lhe degree to which the various 
manufacturing control philosophies could be supported, either 
sin;Jularly or simultaneously, was also investigated because of the 
interest in the comparatively recent emergence of other production 
control techniques such as just in time (JIT) . 
In line with the general, process based and user led ethos of the 
AOIIE team 1 s work, packages were assessed by the author at the module 
level and in terms of hardware requirements, flexibility potential 
etc. 'lhe results of this investigation are stU!III'arised in appendix H 
which provides details of a number of the more popular of the 
packages to illustrate their various features and to provide an 
W'lderstanding of the rationale behind the author 1 s approach. 
An approach at the more detailed level of data structures or 
process:irg logic would both be incompatible with the a:ilns of this 
research to provide a user-led methodology, ie one that places the 
onus on the user to make conscious decisions about the configuration 
of the system, and unrealistic as this information is restricted by 
the vemors. What is required is a framework of general principles 
from which the user can make an infonned decision of the lOOSt. 
appropriate package and the enhancements and modifications needed to 
provide a good fit both now and in the future. 
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Given the variety of company contexts arrl their resulting 
idiosyncratic requirements, as previously reported, the process 
orientation demarrled that a general fra:rnework be developed consisting 
of tools arrl techniques for assessing carrlidate packages arrl for 
selecting the most appropriate one. '!he CAFM software market is 
highly competitive, comprising of rapidly evolving products. 'lhe 
mnnber of CAFM software packages currently available exceeds 150 
(Irdustrial computing 1990) • Any direct comparison of the set of 
products would only provide a static, limited arrl inappropriate 
framework. 'Ihe complexity of the products in tenns of the number of 
production management functions arrl activities supported, the complex 
algorithms embedded in the functions arrl the technological features 
of the packages negates the easy construction of any bJ.t the most 
broad of classification scheme. Such broad classifications arrl inter-
package comparisons are widely available (Industrial Computing 1987; 
1990 a; b; Benwell; 1988). 'lhe author therefore concentrated on 
distilling the essential features arrl identifying the essential 
criteria by which users could identifying carrlidate packages arrl 
then, on the basis of a mre detailed analysis, determine the most 
suitable package in line with their particular requirements. 
'lhe author's work therefore focuses on the process of defining the 
CAFM requirements, deriving a functional specification to meet the 
requirements, selecting aw;rop:date packages, customisation and 
determining the overall COIIlfXJSition consisting of the manual arrl 
computerised components. 
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4. 4 Technological Factors 
Frcun investigatin;J the packages and through discussion and interviews 
with the users, consultants and the suppliers of software and 
systems, the author began to develop a short list of suitable 
technological factors that could be used as a basis for defihin;J. the 
hardWare and software specification of the CAR>i computing and 
inforniation systems infrastructure. These are summarised as follows 
and provide one important aspect of the total: infrastructure approach 
detailed ih chapter nine. 
<l:iupal jhility and par.tability, ie. the hardware that the CAR>i 
software will operate on, IBM, DB:, HP, ICL etc. The importance 
here is for compatibility to ensure that the chosen platform is 
compatible with those already ih existence ih the company for 
future integration purposes. The programmirq language used is 
-
also of importance for reasons of compatibility and flexibility. 
Fourth Generation I..arY:Juages (4GL's) provide a flexible capability 
because they are more easily modified and therefore this type of 
software offers the greatest potential for ehhancin;J the 
flexibility of the CAR>i system. A growing number of packages are 
now being developed from 4GL' s; 
'1he potential far expard:ing the system is also of importance for 
reasons of flexibility. Some CAR>i systems may be configured as a 
start up system with a sin;Jle micro and then be sul:Eequently 
expanded to a multi-user niini system; 
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PaciJcage erilancaDent and fmward and~ campatibility are 
also inportant for flexibility reasons. Upwards campatibility 
allCMS the original software to be run on a larger machine and 
forwards campatibility refers to the original software being 
supported by new hardware models. 
Packages vary in design and suitability for different JDJdes of 
pr:oduct:i.cn Le discrete parts manufacture, make-to-stock, make-
to-order, flow line/repetitive manufacture, batch production; 
Packages also differ in the marufacbir:iDJ ca1b:ol IiJil~, or 
combination of control philosophies they support. ie MRP, 
JIT/Kanban, MRP/JIT, Optimised Production Technology (OPI'); 
Although there appears to be same CCIJ\'III'Onality in the urrlnles ar 
tasks soqt;•itled by the packages at a broad level of analysis, 
there is no starxlardisation. 'Ihe issue concerns the way the tasks 
are arranged into modules and the way they are prcx::essed. In 
addition there are differences in the degree to which these 
modules are integrated and the extent to which the package can be 
extended into a complete CIM system at a later date; 
'lectmical pns elence, or the order in which the modules have to 
be implemented is an iroportant factor (Hollier and Barber, 1989). 
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4. 5 Computerised or Manual Production Management svstems? 
One of the principal issues identified from both the literature, and 
as a result of the data collected from company visits, concerns 
determining the most appropriate combination of canputerised and 
manual p:>licies, practices and procedures (PPP's) which make up the 
total C'AEM system. An additional issue of inp:lrtance concerns 
implementirg p:>licies to ensure that the task of housekeepirg and 
maintenance of the C'AEM system is carried out efficiently and 
effectively (ACME Conference 1990; C'AEM Internal Rep:>rt 1990). 
'lhese issues will now be discussed, beginnirg with determining the 
composition of the C'AEM system. 
Determining how the C'AEM requirements can be best met, by 
computerised or manual n-eans, is an inp:lrtant aspect of designing a 
C'AEM system and requires consideration of all the various technical, 
economic, b.lsiness and social costs and benefits. It may be 
technically feasible to automate all the required functions of a CAPM 
system rut the cost may be prohibitive. In addition the benefits to 
the b.lsiness in terms of effectively providing infornation for 
planning and controllirg the production management function may well 
be equally met with a partly manualised system. For exanple a partly 
manualised system may be able to provide reliable and accurate 
information in the time frame required and fully computerisirg this 
would only lead to an improvement in the speed of information 
provision. 
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It may also be more beneficial, for socio-technical design reasons, 
to include manual processes in the overall CAPM system design and 
thereby ensure that both the technical and the organisational 
requirements are fully integrated. 
Any decision taken concerning the level of computerisation should 
only be made on the basis of sound principles. However this is not a 
straightfol:Ward issue for the degree to which CAPM functions are 
individually or collectively automated varies. Jones, Barkmeyer and 
Davis (1989) view is that executirg these functions in a CIM 
envirornnent means autamatirg each function to the extent possible. 
However, they acknowledge the difficulty of achievirg this. 
A requirement for the author 1 s work is therefore guidance on the 
issue of selectirg between the manual and the computerised elerrents 
of the computirg and information system for CAPM. 
Waterlow and Moniott (1986) report that the majority of companies in 
their study were foun:i to be usirg CAPM syst:e.mg for "transaction 
processirg and recording, and simple data aggregation to provide 
management information". Of these companies, the control algorithms 
in the software were not relied upon or any attempt made to install 
syst:e.mg containirg automated decision rules, eg for "finite capacity 
plannirg or batch sizirg". 
nrls provides some indication of the degree to which CAPM systems are 
computerised, the degree to which manual procedures are still relied 
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upon and identifies some of the activities which are not camputerised 
or amenable to camputer support. '!he work emanating from the CIM.,..QSA 
programme (MacConaill 1990) provides a clue to the current status of 
camputerisation within CIM systems. Here a distinction is drawn 
between problems which can be solved deterministically and those 
which the solution can only be inferred. It is clear from this work 
that not only the task, but the nature of the task and the decisions 
surrOUI'Xting the execution of the tasks are ilnportant. If a .clear 
distinction can be made between decisions .that are by nature 
predictable and those that are inferential, then this provides one 
means of selecting the automated; elements of the ,solution. Of course, 
and in line with the general ethos of this work, other factors such 
as the desirability or acceptability of automation may override this 
rule. In the absence of such, predictable decisions are more amenable 
to conventional algorithmic solutions, require the processing of data 
and are therefore more easily automated. On the other hand there are 
a whole class. of manufacturing problems which cannot be solved in 
this manner and where the required solution must be inferred from the 
available information e. g short tenn scheduling and shop floor 
control and the execution of many of the day to day decisions within 
the various tasks of the enterprise (CEN/CENELEX:: 1989) • '!he system 
required to solve these kirrl of problems requires the processing of 
information rather than data. 
Much of the discussion in the BSI standards literature (CEN/CENELEX:: 
1989; 1990) supports this argmne.nt, and the solution called for is 
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the creation of Knowledge Based systems for the non-detenninistic 
tasks. 
For the purpose of this research, however, an assumption was made 
that the total CAPM system would comprise of some combination of 
c:amputerised and manual processes. 'lhe rational for this is discussed 
further in section ·4.6 l:A.lt., briefly concerns the need to provide a 
sufficient level of flexibility so that the CAPM system can be 
adapted to changed requirements. '!he view of CAPM systems as 
comprising of both manual and computerised elements was adopted early 
in the research study by the AO>ffi team (Interim Report 1989)., 
although the detailed content of the manual fuJlctions of the CAPM 
systems is outside the bounds of this study. Much of the early work 
on this component can be found in the study by Vowles (1990) and is 
reported in the later work by Cllilde ( 1991) . In summary this work 
provides a :rocx:lel of the CAPM fuJlctions, some .of which were found to 
make up the CAPM system in !vans, a local Plym::lUth company. '!his 
resulted in the development of a task :rocx:lel for use in the 
requirements definition phase of the overall CAPM rrethodology. '!he 
purpose of the :rocx:lel in the CAPM rrethodology is for deriving a 
template of CAPM task requirements, and, therefore a description of 
the fuJlctional requirements of the CAPM system. '!he task model is, in 
essence, a generic fuJlctional CAPM :rocx:lel which provides a set of 
related core and deperdent tasks that any manufacturing company must 
perform and related optional tasks that are detennined by specific 
operating conditions. 
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'Ihe task model is at a logical level of detail and the distinction 
between this, and a physical model, is important. A physical model 
represents the prcx::esses, heM the processes are undertaken (by 
c::orrputer or manually) and by wham. A logical model does not describe 
any aspect of the physical system such as storage meditnn, indexing, 
program flows or hardware. Its use is solely as a conceptual model in 
the initial stages of systems analysis and design. As such it is 
possible to use the model as a conceptual design tool for evaluating 
the difficulties and consequences of computerising different 
configurations of tasks. A number of different CAFM system options 
can therefore be assessed without constraining the design at this 
early stage through physical, hardware and software, considerations. 
In parallel to the task model, the ACNE team developed the concept of 
production management policies, practices and procedures. 'Ihese can 
be conceptualised at a number of levels. Firstly they represent heM 
each function or process is carried out. '!his may be through manual 
means or by the use of a computer. Secondly they comprise a set of 
rules for controlling the housekeeping aspects of CAFM systems eg to 
enforce the need to maintain data integrity of materials resources 
planning (MRP II) systems. 'Ihe PPP's at this level relate to both the 
technical and organisational systems eg. PPP' s may include regular 
trai.ni.rg to ensure that operators understand the need to maintain a 
high level of data integrity. 'lhirdly, and at a higher level of 
al:Gtraction, they can be thought of as providing guidance on the 
selection of the production management prcx::esses themselves, such as 
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the need to forecast if the prcxiuction lead tboo exceeds the delivery 
tboo. 
ihe concept of PPP's is worthy of further consideration. 'Ihe second 
and third of the above levels, which are of particular relevance to 
the author's individual work, are now discussed in more detail. 
'lhe second level of PPP's associated with the controlling and 
housekeeping aspects of CAR/I system were highlighted at an A<m: CAR/I 
research seminar held at Bristol in 1988 (Waterlow and Clouder-
Richards 1988) • 
A number of specific PPP's relating to MRP II systems were discussed 
and included the following. Firstly the need to ensure that basic and 
accurate data is available and the disciplines for maintaining data 
integrity can be enforced. Secondly that the expertise and experience 
necessary to use such a complex planning and control systems such as 
MRP II exists. 'Ihirdly that accurate transaction data within each 
area is input to the CAR/I system swiftly and that the necessary links 
to engineering and inventory status are maintained for the purpose of 
controlling the bill-of-materials function. 
It was also noted at the seminar (waterlow and Clou.der-Richards 1988) 
that an organisational requirement existed in the form of strong, top 
down management support and, additionally, that CAR/I system functions 
should be matched to deparbnental responsibilities. '!his requirement 
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highligh~ the socio-technical design approach needed to develop 
workable CAPM systems. 
An effective project management approach, a nvxlular implementation 
strategy and clearly identifyi.rg irrlividual responsibilities was 
outlined as cn1cial for success tcqether with the need for a high 
level of training and education for all staff involved with the 
system. Etlucation, it was recx:munerrled, should cover details of the 
complete system, systems facilities, any assumptions made and 
disciplines involved. 
In order to realise the benefits of MRP II Waterlow and Clouder-
Richards (1988) recx:munerrled that top management commitment to 
achievi.rg and maintaining a formal planning and control process is of 
prime importance together with accurate and I.Ip'-to-date data 
particularly in the areas of the master production scheduli.rg, bill 
of materials, inventory status, capacity availability and product 
routi.rgs. In addition 'they pointed to the requirement for software 
with a full range of nv:x:lules, flexible interfaces and a capability to 
pennit TOOdification and ad hoc reporti.rg. '!hey suggest that this 
capability is unlikely to be developed in house. 
Similarly to that of MRP II, PPP's which govern the control and 
housekeepi.rg aspects of CAPM systems based on different manufacturi.rg 
control philosophies eg just-in-time (JIT) or optimised production 
technology (OPI') can be identified. 
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Just-in-t:i.rre manufacturing is a control philosophy covering all 
aspects of manufacturing operations with the overriding aim of 
producing only as required and with perfect quality and no waste 
(WaterlCM and Clouder-Richards 1988). It is based on a number of 
concepts including continual improvement, quality and excellence in 
~ 
all phases of manufacturing, removal of waste, system redesign and 
simplification etc and its successful implementation relies heavily 
on thoughtful and disciplined shop floor practice. JIT facilitates 
the implementation of a pull type of control system where priorities 
are set in response to the actual demard. 
In terms of the computing and infonnation aspects, JIT is not a data 
processing intensive system and shop floor disciplines are far more 
important. Data is required for the analysis of products and the 
physical processes and highly complex envirorunents may require 
electronic monitoring. Software is not an al:solute prerequisite for 
JIT b.lt is required for material procurement. Electronic data 
exchange (EDI) connmmications linkages may also be required for 
placing the purchasing requirements with suppliers. 
'lhe shop floor control system for JIT involves the use of Kanban 
cards. "'lhe Kanban technique controls the initiation of production 
and the flCM of materials with the aim of getting exactly the right 
quantity of items at the right place at precisely the right t:i.rre" 
(Browne, Harhen and Shivnan 1988). All material is pulled into the 
final assembly lines and all operations are linked to the final 
assembly lines using a card system. From the assembly lines and from 
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each work centre, workers go to the feeding work centres to draw 
' 
standard' containers full of parts. In this way .v.iork centres are 
linked together in a chain ard the final assembly therefore 
coordinates the rate at which parts are manufactured throughout the 
system, exterxling back to the material supplier. 
Kanban uses withdrawal cards ard prcx:luction cards. '!he withdrawal 
card is .used only for a specific part number ard defines "the 
quantity that the sul:sequent process should withdraw from the 
Prececling work centre" (Bl:'atme, Harhen am Shivnan i988). '!he card 
therefore only circulates between centres - the preced'i ng work centre 
ard the using work centre. '!he production card is used only at the 
work centre producing the part ard defines the quantity of the 
specific part that should be manufactured to replace those which have 
been rem:>Ved. 
Optimised. production technology was "initially developed by Eli 
Goldratt in Israel during the 1970s" (Irrlustrial Computing 1990) • 
It is an approach based on the assunption that the only goal for a 
manufacturing company is to make ooney and that all activities in the 
business are rut means to. achieve this goal (Browne, Harhen and 
Shivnan 1988). Net profit, return on invesbnent am cash flow are the 
"bottom-line" financial measurements used to indicate progress 
towards this goal. At the operational level, throughput, inventory 
and operating expenses are the _three criteria use to assess the 
performance of the manufacturing system. Olanges in any of these 
result in changes to the financial measurements mentioned earlier. 
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'!he goal of manufacturi.rq, therefore, is to increase throughput while 
at the same time decreasi.rq inventory and operati.rq expenses. 
Ten rules urrlerpin the OPI' philosophy (Goldratt and Cox 1984) and 
''probably the most critical of all these rules relate to 
manufacturing bottlenecks11 (Industrial Computing 1990). '!he resources 
used in a manufacturing envirorunent are classified as bottlenecks or 
non-bottlenecks. Bottlenecks constrain the amount of product that a 
factory can produce and therefore one of the key rules of OPI' is to 
keep the bottleneck bJ.sy. savin:] an hour on a bottleneck set-up may 
save an hour's complete production for the entire system. 'Iherefore 
OPI' ailns to maximise the bottleneck 1 s utilisation eg by placing 
maintenance crews on stamby, and by placing quality control in front 
of the bottleneck. 
While bottlenecks need to be tightly scheduled, non-bottlenecks need 
to feed the bottlenecks just-in-time. OPI' based software 
simultaneously schedules the bottleneck for continuous production 
whilst switching non-bottlenecks on/off to keep the bottleneck 
world.nj. 
OPI' takes a different view, to MRP, on batch size. For a bottleneck, 
larger batch sizes mean fewer set-ups and 100re throughput. For non-
bottlenecks larger batch sizes mean fewer set-ups rut an increase in 
inventory. For non-bottlenecks, therefore, batch sizes should be kept 
as small as possible to control inventory and operating expenses. 
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OPI' is a philosophy supported by a software package and the secret 
algorithns means that there has to be a readiness to follow the 
dictates of the consultants, hence this is an expensive part of the 
overall system implementation costs. '!he functionality of OPI' 
includes a simple bill-of-materials explosion as part of the 
JOOdelling process, finite capacity scheduling and loading of the 
bottleneck resources. '!here is also a pull scheduler for non-
bottleneck resources with a bottleneck schedule as a master scheduler 
and a 'what if' simulation capacity with the modeler separate from 
the scheduler. 
"Data requirements are ao:uracy of dynamic data, both in terms of 
rn.nnbers and timeliness, and ao:uracy of bottleneck and near-
bottleneck data. same level of inaccuracy can be tolerated for static 
data. 'Ihe majority of OPI' implementations have been in conjunction 
with MRP and electronic data exchange between the packages" (Waterlow 
and Clouder-Richards 1988) • '!he OPI' software distinguishes modelling 
from scheduling and derives lead times from batch sizes and capacity. 
Delivery dates are derived from capacity consideration, 'Whilst due 
dates indicate priority. '!he software also eml:x:xlies same JIT ideas, 
and is the latest in a lorg line of capacity schedulers. 
Implementation of OPI' requires a significant capital investment with 
a typical initial cost of £150,000 with the software rented. 
Tedmically OPI' has unfriendly software and requires high level of 
analytical skills to b.rl.ld up and maintain the model. '!he source code 
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is unavailable and there is a need to ensure that the OPI' model is 
integrated with the MRP database. 
4.5.1 High level PPP 1s 
'!he highest level of PPP 1 s concern the rules for selecting the 
functions or processes of the CAFM system themselves. For example, 
waterlow and Clouder-Richards (1988) report that although MRP II is 
conceptually applicable to a wide range of manufacturing 
enviroronents, eq job shop, batch, flow, cellular. it is IOOSt useful 
in a b.lsiness context of 11rnultilevel batch manufacture and least 
useful in continuous high voltune flow manufacture" (Waterlow and 
Clouder-Richards 1988). 
Parnaby (1988) has provided valuable insights into the problem of 
matching manufacturing control );tlilosophy to production mode. He has 
devised a framework which matches the production characteristics with 
the appzopi iate production );tlilosophy. '!his is based on a Pareto 
analysis of products made by the factory and by each cell which are 
then classified acc::ordirq to reqular runners, irreqular runners and 
strangers. 
central to Parnaby 1 s message is the creation of a lCXJical simple 
cellular structure. Product group JOOdul.es consist of machines, skills 
or processes grouped in cells according to the routing of a family of 
parts. A cell is therefore responsible for completing a family of 
CO!IpOnents, a sub-assembly, or the completion of a certain lCXJical 
stage of manufacturing. 
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In an envirorone.nt predominantly based on regular or irregular runner 
modules, Parnaby proposes the adoption of JIT-MRPI. In a stranger 
(jobbing. type manufacture) Parnaby suggests an MRPII fonn which 
explains exactly what has to be done by operators at every stage. 
Cells are designe:l on- runners with provision for strangers, there is 
not necessarily a strangers cell. 
Another out.standin;J contr:ibrt:ion to the understanding of the 
applicability of these techniques has been made by De Toni, caputo 
and Vinelli ( 1988) • They consider production management systems as 
consisting of three sub-systers; inventory management, manufacturing 
priority assigrnnent and material picking and moving, and production 
planning. 
For each of these sub-systems a number of inportant rules have been 
derive:J. to ensure that the appropriate technique is selecte:l given 
the production characteristics. For inventory management they make 
the distinction between reorder point (ROP) and materials 
requirements planning (MRP) • For ROP, an order for material is placed 
when the reorder point is reache:l and this is based on previous 
consumption or look back logic. In contrast the order for material in 
a MRP system is detennined from forecasts of future needs based on 
look ahead logic. 
De Toni, caputo and Vinelli raise and explain a number of points 
based on the value of use, lead time and planning time, frequency of 
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should be used. If manufacturing is repetitive Kanban should be used 
and if manufacturing is semi-repetitive Syncro-MRP should be used. 
'lhe production planning sul:H;ystem can also be classified ac::cordin:J 
to plsh-pull logic. De Toni, caputo and Vinelli define push/pull in 
the classic sense ie. plsh means to take action in anticipation of a 
need and pull means to take action upon a request. 
A master production schedule (MPS) which employs some fonn of 
forecastilq is based an a push logic. Frequently, master production 
schedules operate on product families in order to delay finalising 
the final assembly schedule (FAS) as much as possible. When both the 
MPS and FAS are executed by order of customers they can be associated 
with pull logic. A MPS carried out by forecasting and a FAS by order 
are planning systems based on mixed push-pull logic. 
De Toni, caputo and Vinelli (1988) suggest that when custorrer lead 
ti.Jre is zero (Irake to stock fi.nns), MPS and FAS should be determined 
by forecasting (push). When customer lead ti.Jre equals rnanufacturilq 
and assembly lead ti.Jre (make to order fi.nns), MPS and FAS should be 
determined by orders (pull) and when customer lead time equals 
assembly lead ti.Jre (assemble to order fi.nns), MPS should be 
determined by forecasting (push) and FAS by order (pull) • 
De Toni, caputo and Vinelli provide a clear and comprehensive 
analysis of the appropriateness of production management techniques 
together with a view which ignores traditional MRP/Jrr/Of!r 
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classifications and concentrates .on the tuilding blocks of production 
management ie inventory management, manufacturing. priority assignment 
and pic::kin} and movirg, and production planning. 
4. 6 Flexib:i:litV and "fit" 
Waterla.> and Monniot (1986) fCilllrl that CAR-I software packages, using 
recent advances in data base technology and man-machine interfaces, 
offered the potential of greater flexibility than earlier packages. 
lhe degree of 'fit', which can be regarded as the degree to which the 
functionality of the software matched the functionality required by 
the rusiness, without software nv:xlification and custamisation was, 
however, la.>. Even after custamisatioh the main use of CAPM systems 
were for transaction processing and ''managers did not generally rely 
on the use of complex control algorithms to assist decision making. 
Too many of the variables were indet.erminate - process times, machine 
reliability and priorities - for realistic use of scheduling or batch 
sizing rules" (Waterla.> and Monniot 1986). 
Discussion carried out with the research collaborators confirmed the 
importance and relevance of the concept of "fit" and, that matching 
the CAPM package with a company's requirements, was a process 
involving both custamisation of the software and c::l'larging the way 
production management was carried out. A degree of 'fit' was possible 
from installing the software alone, a higher level of 'fit from 
customising the software rut the highest level of fit was only 
obtainable through a canbination of software custamisation and 
c::l'larges in the operating policies, practices and procedures. 
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'!his aspect of the research, therefore, identified an important 
requirement for the methodology .under development by the ACME team 
arx1 for the author's own 'WOrk. It also confirmed the findings by 
Waterlar.r arx1 Monniot (1986) i.e. the need to ensure that a close 
match between the software package arx1 the requirements of the 
production management function is achieved at the outset. 'Ihe 
techniques developed for this purpose are the focus of chapters eight 
arx1 nine. 
4. 7 Enhancements to Ac:commodate Changing Requirements 
In a dynamic environment, such as electronics manufacturing, where 
change is widespread, the ability to re-configure and enhance the 
CAEM system is of paramount ilnportance (Monniot and Waterlar.r 1986). 
Gattorna (1990) describes the likely result of reactive finns that 
''make the mistake of not planning for change, not realising· that the 
nature of today's environment is change itself .•. are an endangered 
species. '!he difference between these reactive organisations and 
proactive organisations is the difference between tactics and 
strategy". '!he ability to adopt new PPP's enhances the flexibility of 
) 
the CAEM system. Har.rever, experience from many ilrqJlementations and 
discussions with a number of practitioners, validated with the users 
themselves, shar.r that custanising ,the software is relatively more 
easy than radically changing the way production management is carried 
out. Hence this study concentrates on the computing and infonnation 
aspects of CAEM. '!his is further oorne out by recent developments in 
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4GL technology and the incorporation of this in many of the toore 
recent packages such as MCC (Davy Conqluting 1990). 
4. 8 Conclusions 
'lhis chapter has covered sane of the principal issues concerned with 
the design and operation of CAFM systems. '!he nature and extent of 
CAFM computerisation has been discussed together with the notion of 
"fit" and the role of practices, prooe.dures and policies. 
'!he next chapter focuses on the data collection stage of the ACME 
team's research and the sul:sequent analysis undertaken to det.emine 
the causes of CAFM systems failure. '!he implications for the author's 
work are discussed. 
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CHAPI'ER' .FIVE 
THE RESULTS OF THE IN-<XJ-IPAN'i FIEID \'K>RK ANALYSIS 
5.1 Introduction 
the companies visited by the research team have previously been 
detaile:l (Figure 1.1) . In addition a large l1l.Dllbe:r of presentations 
were made at each stage of the development of the methodology. this 
provide:l an ilnportant am useful method of validatin;J the findin;Js 
and for progressing the methodology. this chapter focuses on the 
results of the extensive fieldwork carrie:l out and the sul:sequent 
analysis umertaken to identify the principal causes of CAPM failure. 
the final part of this chapter provides a critical assessment of the 
II'OSt widely adopted approaches to CAPM design and development in the 
light of the research findin;Js. this critique serves to set the 
requirements for much of the author's work explaine:l in the 
proceedirx:J chapters. 
5.2 Data COllection 
the followin;J section describes the in-company fieldwork carrie:l out 
by the ACNE team am the sul:sequent analysis of this to detennine the 
causes of CAPM system failure. 
In addition to the companies visited a large number of discussions 
am workshops were held with CAPM practitioners am consultants 
(Coopers am Lybrand, IT Partners, Mannorgrant) , vendors of hardware 
and software (IBM, Davy Corrputin;J, PA Pactel, ICL), production 
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managers operatirv;J CAPM systems in the electronics manufacturing 
sector, am other research groups. Presentations of the f:iniings at 
each stage of the research were made at conferences, at ACME 
workshops (ACME 1988; 1989; 1990) am at Depart:mant of Trade am 
Imustry (11l'I) sponsored roadshows (1990). 
'lhe aim of these presentations was to expose the research fintings 
am solutions as they developed to the widest possible audience am 
to ensure that they were rigorously scrutinised. CARII users, vendors, 
consultants am academics were included in order to validate the 
ideas am to provide feedback at each stage of the research. '!his 
provided a valuable mechanism for checking the ideas against the 
knowledge am expertise of an audience that represented, am 
experienced, all sides of the CAPM problem. In addition, it also 
allowed further data to be collected and areas of concern, from the 
user community, to be raised with vendors and practitioners in order 
to substantiate the validity of these concerns. 
From an analysis of the results of the data collected a clear set of 
factors responsible for the failure of CAPM systems emerged. 1hese 
were validated through discussion with consultants, vendors and users 
as described above. Four factors were identified as causal in the 
inunediate or eventual failure of CARII systems. 'lhese were as follows: 
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Figure 5.1 
causes of c.ARoJ Systems Failure 
Requiremants were defined incorrectly. 
Requi.rerlents were defined correctly, bit the wrong system 
was hnplemented. 
Requirements were defined correctly, the right 
system was hnplemented, however requirements 
chan:Jed over time and the system failed. 
'Ihe correct system was defined and hnplemented, 
however hnplerrentation was badly managed resulti.rg 
in failure. 
For brevity, the reader is directed to the papers by Weston, Maull 
and Ori.lde (1988), Hughes (1988), Maull (1988) and internal reports 
(c.ARof Interim Report 1988; 1989; 1990) for a fuller aCCOWlt of these 
failure modes and for more extensive details of the company failures 
summarised in this section. 
If these four principal causes of failure are examined for relative 
llnport.ance, the third, involving chan:Jed requirements, can be seen to 
be of considerable i.nport.ance. 'Ibis is because the process of 
defini.rg the requirements, of specifying an appropriate solution and 
of hnplementin;J this solution can be carried out correctly, however 
the system can still fail clue to sul:sequent chan:Je in the 
requirements which render the system ol:solete. 
'!bus "even systems which are currently performing well, b.lt which 
lack the flexibility to respond to new requirements, are potential 
failures" (c.ARot Internal Report 1989). 
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From analysin;J the data collected from the fieldwork visits, combined 
with a critical review of the literature, a nwnber of valuable 
insights into the nature of the problem facin;J. CAIM users and 
designers emerged. '!he results of this work ,pointed to an ontological 
discontinuity between the nature of the .problem and the solutions 
currently bein;J offered. In brief, a relatively static solution, the 
implementation of a software package, was bein;J applied to an 
inherently dynamic problem. '!his problem is enlarged upon in the next 
section. 
Extending the analysis of the causes of failure resultin;J from 
changed requirements, three types of failure were identified . 
. Figure 5.2 
'1\'peS of Failure due to Cllanqing Requirements 
Olang'e in the voltnne of data to be stored and processed; 
Olange in the technical integration requirements; 
Olang'e in the manufacturing control philosophy support 
requirements. 
All of these are of considerable importance for the development of 
computin;J and infonnation infrastructures for CAPM. For example, 
large scale changes in the volmne of data to be processed and stored 
is of ?Jrect relevance. 'Ibis may arise due to changes in the voltnne 
of demand for orders. Cllanged technical integration requirements, 
without compatible data fonnats, the availability of physical 
connections and a well thought out integration strategy could render 
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the CAm obsolete if access and transmission of data is not feasible. 
'lbe move towards more highly coordinated manufacturing has increasing 
placed new dernarrls on the computing and information systems of firms 
as the vol\.Dlle and frequency of reports required for planning and 
cxmtrol purposes has increased. Additionally, the fcx::us and content 
of the management information reports have themselves undergone a 
transition for now they need to contain data from many different 
areas of the tusiness in order to achieve the desired level of 
coordinated control. 
'lbe third type of failure due to change in the manufacturing control 
prilosophy support requirements can also lead to failure if the 
existing CAFM system is incapable of ac:carmoodating this. Cllanges to 
the rarge and type of products manufactured may necessitate a variety 
of cx:mtrol strategies to be implemented over a relatively short ti.Jre 
frame. 'lbese may rarge fran the more traditional MRP based systems to 
pull based JIT control. 
'lbe failures were categorised into the following three modes. Systen\<:l 
which failed to meet the requirements and which needed i.nnnediate 
replacement were defined as outright failures. systems which only 
partially fulfilled their requirements were defined as partial 
failures and systems which were able to fulfil current requirements, 
rut which lacked the flexibility to respond to new demands were 
defined as potential failures. 
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OUtright -
Partial 
Potential -
Figure 5.3 
Failure Modes 
System does not meet requirements 
System does not meet all requirements 
System cannot meet new requirements 
It is apparent from these failure JOOdes that traditional approaches 
to CAFM implementation which concentrate solely on the current 
hardware and software requirements, without consider:in:f how these 
requirements might change over time, can at best provide a solution 
which is a potential failure. 
'lhe traditional approach consists of identify:in:J the technical 
hardware requirements follCMed by a cursory definition of the CAPM 
JOOdules. '!he scale of the package is then determined by siz:in;J the 
data and the functional 11fit 11 is substantiated by visit:in;J exist:in:J 
software installations of c::c:mpanies with similar production 
management characteristics. 
At best, if the current requirements are fully captured, the outcome 
of this approach is a system capable of function:in:J for a time before 
decay:in:J into partial failure and su1:sequent outright failure as the 
requirements change. 
In highly stable manufactur:in:J situations this process may take SCire 
time, however in other situations the mismatch between the system 
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implemented and requirements may develop so rapidly that almost 
immediate replacement is required. 'lhe lack of flexibility in many 
C'APM systems currently considered as potential failures is likely to 
eventually result in outright failure. 
5. 3 current Approadles 
'lhe problem of defining requirements correctly and addressing future, 
as well as current requirements, raises the issue of the adequacy of 
current approadles to the developrrent and implementation of C'APM 
systems. Waterlow and Monniot (1986) note that the consultants tended 
to lack the ability to define requirements correctly. 'lhe researdl 
added another di.Jrension to this issue revealed, not sw:prisingly, 
that traditional vendor led solutions tended to focus on hardware and 
software installation. In contrast, successful implementations were 
dlaracterised by an additional supply of CAFM services (IJI'I Roadshow 
1990). 'lhe results of the waterlow and Monniot study (1986) showed 
that 80% of C'APM system users were dissatisfied with the performance 
of the system after implementation. Vendors overselling their wares 
together with ineffective implementations, poor project management 
and inconect requirements definitions were identified as being 
responsible for this. 
Ven:ior led approadles are d'laracterised by a methodology comprising 
the following five stages: 
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Figure 5.4 
Vendor Led Approaches 
"Identify technical requirements 
Complete a cursory definition of modules 
Specify financial systems requirerrents 
Detennine the scale of the package 
Visit an existing software location" (Weston and Maull 1990) 
'lhe problem of dealing w~th changing CAPM requirerrents is compounded 
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in a· situation, such as· the electronics sector, where the rate of 
change in product dE!II'al'ld and developments in infonnation systems 
technology, product and process technologies is difficult to predict. 
CUrrent design approaches which focus on the creation of single point 
solutions are clearly inadequate in this context. Single point 
solutions focus on a particular and current problem and are inherent 
in the traditional vendor driven approach described above. 
Clearly, none of these stages are designed to cope with a fast 
changing dE!II'al'ld and technological envirorunent. '!his raises a serious 
dilemma for the designer and user of new infonnation systems, such as 
CAPM. 
Clearly, a new approach is required which directs attention towards 
the creation of a computing and infonnation processing infrastructure 
with the capability of coping with change and the variety of 
potential dE!II'al'lds. (Weston and Hughes 1989; Weston and Maull 1990). 
Ashby's well knc:1tm Law of Requisite Variety states that effective 
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control in a changing environment requires a controller with a 
variety of responses which can match the variety of the environmental 
information and be capable of being changed at least at the rate of 
change. (Ashby 1956) 
'lbe requirement for variety matching is discussed alorg with the 
concepts of operational performance envelopes and computing and 
information systems infrastructures in chapter eight. 
'lbe principle cause of failure, changed requirements, is a result of 
the increasingly complex and uncertain manufacturing environments 
discussed previously in chapter three and the inadequacy of single 
point solutions to adequately address this issue. Traditional 
approaches provide single point solutions to an inherently dynamic 
problem. '!hey attempt to meet current needs rather than provide a 
solution with the resilience to withstand changing priorities and 
requirements. 
Developing a capability to respond to a range of likely conditions 
requires a fundamentally different approach. 'Ibis aspect of the 
research, therefore, provided an in'\portant requirement for the 
authors work, that of creating a way of building into the design 
sufficient flexible to provided a resilient solution. 'Ibis requires 
the design of computing and information systems that are sufficiently 
flexible so that they can be ~igured as new and unplanned 
requirements emerge. Only though this new and original approach can 
systems be designed with the flexibility, and therefore the 
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capability, to SUIVive in highly campetitive world markets. 'Ihe 
author's research has demonstrated that traditional approaches are 
likely to resUlt in highly inflexible and unreliable systems 
"inappropriate in situations where requirements cannot be predicted 
and/or where requirelllents are subject to rapid change, like 
manufacturing" (Hughes, 1988)!, 
5. 4 Examples of Failures 
'!his section illustrates the causes of CliPM failure by discussing 
examples uncovered through the company visits. '!he ilnplications for 
the development of the overall CliPM methodology by the ACME team and 
for the author's inlividual work are highlighted. 
In addition to the ACME CliPM work the author also carried out 
research for IBM (IBM study Grant; 1988) into the computer linkages 
be~ the office automation system and other manufacturing systems, 
including CliPM systems. 'Ihe work carried out by the author in British 
Aerospace, previously described , also provided many insights into 
the problems and issues surrouming the incremental development of a 
CliPM system and, particularly, the difficulty of integrating 'islands 
of automation' without a well thought out infonnation strategy. In 
addition this provided valuable insights into the processual issues 
associated with carrying out the analysis and design of CliPM systems. 
Together, these pieces of work and the work carried out by Hughes and 
Maull into engineering change management systems (Maull 1988), 
provided additional material and examples. A comprehensive 
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description of the linkages between the CAPM and the sales order 
processing, design, purchasing and procurement, engineering change 
control and the costing and finance systeJrs can be found in the CAPM 
Internal Report (1989). 
5.4.1 Examples 
Cc.a'lpany A who recently implemented a new CAPM systeJrs failed to 
identify their purchasing requirements conectly. '!hey produced 
multi-layer printed circuit boards and therefore required a bill-of-
materials (BoM) facility given the large m.nnber of purchased 
components. '!he consequence of this was that the CAPM system only 
partially met the total requirements and was unable to function in 
support of the b.Jsiness processes. '!his necessitated manually 
calculating component quantities and manually processing the purchase 
orders. 
Another company had a history of failed CAPM implementations. One of 
these involved installing trial kitting software in an i.ncrenental 
attempt to exert greater control over production. Trial kitting 
meetings were held weekly and the team nembers were provided with a 
weekly schedule from the higher level, Clt1AC, schedule which they then 
attempted to match against available components and boards. 
Inevitably, not all orders could be made and therefore team nembers 
sub-optimised by' making part orders or back scheduling orders. The 
result was a schedule which met only a sub set of requirements. As a 
result of this situation the company embarked on a process of 
reviewing their entire CAPM system. 
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A detailed and 'holistic apprc;ach to the problem, was required which 
highlights an ilnportant requirement for the methodology discuSsed 
here. 
An example which illustrates failure due to implementing the wrong 
system cx::curred in company B who, despite conunissioning a detailed 
requirements definition, implemented MARPACS. '!his failed to meet 
their requirements despite lengthy and expensive modifications and 
enhancements. '!hey later discovered that another package would have 
provided a much higher level of "fit". '!his again illustrates the 
need for methodologies to be able to identify both requirements 
correctly and provide the tools and techniques for selecting the most 
appoc~iate package. 
Company c provided an example of CAPM failure as a result of a large 
scale change in the voltnne of data that required processing and 
storing. '!he change cx::curred over a four year time period and 
resulted from an increase in the voltnne of products manufactured over 
this time. '!he consequence for the CAPM system was that it became 
overloaded. '!he system ran sufficiently well until batches were 
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raised at a rate of 15 per oonth, and was claimed to be out of 
control once the rate ro5e to 35 per oonth (the current rate is 50 
per oonth). '!his was worsened by the fact that the system could not 
l::ulk together purchase orders to suppliers. '!he system was processing 
sales orders, purchase orders, manufacturing orders and costing, etc. 
whilst the Materials Requirements Planning was performed in Japan 
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(where the engineering data resided) with a job 'by job set of orders 
being returned by mail on magnetic disk. 
'!he system has since been replaced rut again is in danger of being 
averloaded.as manufacturing volumes have now increased six fold from 
the original level. 
'!his deJronstrates a c:x::mpany reacting to current requirements rather 
than, proactively, thinking through the likely ~lications of dlange 
in the volume of data to be processed and stored. Techniques for 
providing a strategic 'look forward' are therefore called for in this 
case. 
A number of examples of failure as a result of dlange in 
manufacturing control strategy requirements were identified. One 
c:x::mpany invested in developing and ilnplementing. a costly automatic 
material handling warehousing system. '!his system was designed to 
integrate with the closed loop MRP system. Havever, the c:x::mpany had 
recently ~lemented a fonn of JIT to minimise inventory. At the same 
time the c:x::mpany introduced a supplier total quality management ('m-1) 
program which reduced the need to check quality and the number of 
units delivered. 'lhese developments have rerrlered the warehouSing 
system alloc>st obsolete within one or two years of the invesbnent. As 
CAEM is now associated with supplier relationships, continuous 
~rovement and s~lification progrannnes, a long tenn strategic 
approach is needed to prevent obsolescence such as this. 
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Another company origina~ly installed a push type MRP system. Recent 
changes in manufacturing strategy have led to the development of flow 
lines throughout the plant arrl, as a consequence, a reduction of 
inc:omin;J stock arrl work in progress. '!his has forced the 
impleJilelltation of a new CAm system with the ability to order 
material. for assembly just as it is required. However, by encouraging 
a continuous improvement envirornnent, the company has found that 
their problems have moved from the factory floor to the CAPM system. 
Numerous design changes (in the order of 10 per day) have meant that 
the Bill of Materials arrl .parts registration systems need far more 
resources than originally envisaged to manage the continual updating. 
Many of the companies visited during the period of the research had 
ongoing development progranunes ailned at integrating their internal 
systems arrl, in sarre cases, extending this to include integration 
with their suppliers. One of the collaborating company's have a 
company wide integration strategy which utilises the manufacturing 
automation protocol (MAP) arrl technical office protocol ('!UP) 
c:x:mmrunications standards. Fach new software lOOdule developed must 
confonn to these standards. '!his provides a good example of a 
progressive company atterrpting to come to tenus with change by 
building in a provision to cope with this. 
However, the ACME team's research has also uncovered examples of 
companies who have failed to define their integration requirements 
arrl installed systems which cannot, for example, process existing Bc:M 
files or be integrated to their existing order processing or 
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financial systems. It is therefore important in developing a CAPM 
methodology to address the integration aspects of linking the CAPM 
system to the wider rusiness systems. 
'!his aspect of the research was covered fully by the author through 
an investigation of factory reference mxlels, architectures and 
integration standards. '!he results of this fonn the, basis of chapter 
eight. 
5. 5 Conclusion 
'!he analysis of the in-company field work data revealed four causes 
of CAPM systems failure. 'Ihese causes of failure have been identified 
and disotssed by referring to specific examples that illustrate the 
types and causes of failure. '!he inq;llications regarding the design of 
new CAPM systems have been discussed. 
'!he results of the field-work i.rdi.cated areas of work worthy of 
' further investigation for the author as part of the ACME team and for 
the specific focus of this thesis. Same of these have already been 
discussed in the text of this chapter. 
In terms of the author's specific area of interest, failure due to 
c:han3'ed requirenvants was regarded as the most significant. '!his 
supported the findings of chapter three regarding the likely 
inq;llications of the dynamic nature of the electronics sector for CAPM 
systems and was significant because even systems which meet current 
requirements will eventually fail due to this reason. 
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Examination of the current approaches to developin;r CAFM systems 
provided insights into the a root cause of the problem. CUrrent 
approaches to systems design and developnent tend to be driven by the 
verrlors and focused pri:marily on the technical aspect of 
installation. 'Dle system provided often comprised of hardware and 
software alone and was invariable focused on a sin;rle point solution. 
Sin;rle point solutions address a specific problem arisin;r at a 
particular time. A requirement for the author was therefore to 
investigate the potential for developin;r a flexible computin;r and 
information systems capability for CAFM in order that the system may 
respond to a range of conditions. 
'!his requires a new and original approach which differs from the 
creation of sin;rle point solutions. 
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CHAPl'ER 6 
REPUIREMENl'S FOR A CA'EM MEmODOI.OGY 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter the results of the data collection stage of 
the research ard the subsequent analysis undertaken to determine the 
causes of CAFM syst:eus failure have been fully explained. '!he causes 
have been defined ard the implications for both the author ard the 
ACME team in their quest to develop an appropriate CAEM ITethodology 
has been di sc:ussed in outline. 
'!his chapter now focuses in detail on addressing the requirement for 
a fundamentally new approach that is capable of ensuring that: 
the CAFM requirements are defined correctly 
the system selection process addresses both current ard future 
requiren'ents to provide a resilient solution 
commitbnent. to the solution is achieved 
the project is managed effectively. 
'lhese requirerrents are discussed together with the concepts ard 
theoretical frameworks which contributed to the development of the 
CA'EM ITethodology ard the techniques it contains. 
Otapter seven then takes the reader through the structure ard stages 
of the resultin} CAEM ITethodology. 'lhese two chapters serve to set 
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the scene and provide a context for chapters eight and nine in which 
the author's original contrib.Ition on ·computing and. infonnation 
systems infrastructures for CAPM culminates. 
6. 2 Issues, Concerns and Requirements 
'!he specific issues o:f importance at .this ·stage concerned specifying 
the type and scope of the CAPM methodology required to .i.rrprove on 
cm-rent practice and assist in eliminating the high failure rate of 
CAPM system .i.rrplernentations. A number of issues and concerns were 
identified, for example what constituted an appropriate structure for 
the methodology? What content - tools, techniques and theoretical 
frameworks - were appropriate for inclusion? If appropriate tools and 
techniques could be identified or devised was it possible to 
integrate these into a coherent, consistent and theoretically so'UJ"rl 
approach? Could the requirement for a quick, cost effective and 
usable approach also be met? Could the causes of CAPM system failure 
be addressed by use of the methodology? What were the conStraints on 
CAPM flexibility and how could the current technology be applied more 
effectively to meet the requirement for flexibility. 
The problem of incorrectly defining requirements is an issue many of 
the more recent structured systems methodologies for example SSAL'M 
seek to address. Incorporated in these methodologies are techniques, 
such as data flow diagramming and data analysis for modelling the 
functional and data characteristics within the current physical 
system. Problems with the current system are recorded in the fonn of 
a requirements statement list and logical models are then developed. 
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'lbese are then used to describe the various options available and for 
comparing the anticipated perfonnance of each option for overcoming 
the shortcomings of the current system. A. particular option is then 
chosen and this provides the focus for the requirements definition 
' -
report, which forms the basis and starting point for the next, design 
stage, of the developn-ent process. SSAI:M, for example, is a standard 
approach to the analysis and design of computer-based information 
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systerrs and comprises a set of structurai, procedural and 
documentation standards. 
'lbe structura:}: standards define the stages of the methodology and the 
tasks which are required to be undertaken at each stage. 'lbe 
interfaCes between the stages are clearly defined and each represent 
a tang"ible product such as a requirements definition report. 
In terms of the systems development cycle, which provides a model of 
the stages of system development from conception to replacement, 
SSAI:M addresses analysis and design and begins. with a "statement of 
requirements" (SSAI:M 1986) and ends with "progranun specifications and 
file/database designs for the target hardware/software envirorunent;: 
manual procedures; operating instructions: implementation plan" (NCC 
1984). 
'!he procedural standards provide the development staff with a "set of 
proven, usable techniques and tools, and detailed rules and 
guidelines on when and how to use them" (SSAI:M 1986). The 
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documentation standards provide the means of documenting in detail 
the results of using the techniques and tools. 
One potential problem with this a:wroach, and Weed all structured 
syst.ens methodologies, concerns their reductionist underpinnings. 
Wood-Harper and Fitzgerald's (1982) taxonomy of current approaches 
and techniques of syst.ens analysis classifies traditional systems 
analysis awroaches, eg data flc:M diagrarnmi.ng and data analysis, as 
belonging to the science paradigm. In Cookson's (1983) critique of 
this taxonomy the choice of 'science' as one of the paradigms in the 
scheme is questioned, rut never the less the revised taxonomy clearly 
defines both the aforementioned approaches to systems analysis as 
reductionist. structured methodologies are critically assessed in 
nore detail in chapter eight rut the notion of reductionism has 
relevance here for it represents the antithesis of the systems 
approach, identified by Waterlc:M and Monniot (1986) as a requirement 
for any CAPM methodology. 
'!he syst.ens paradigm focuses on solving problems in tenns of 
'whales', and is best explained in the work of Checkland (1981). 
Checkland' s 'soft' systems awroach to problem solving provides a way 
of thinking about an issue of concern, such as CAPM systems. Enlbodied 
in the approach is the concept of the human activity system which is 
described as a complex set of interdeperxient human and physical 
elements that interact with each other and with their envirornnent. A 
reductionist approach to CAPM systems design would involve drawing a 
boundary arowrl the CAPM system and then using various techniques to 
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define the requirements of the system. In contrast a 1 soft 1 systems 
approach would incorporate consideration of both the human and 
physical elements and examine the CAFM system and its c:ontroll:irg 
envirornnent to identify all relevant inputs to the system which 
affect its function:irg. 
'lherefore one of the principle general requirements for the CAFM 
methodology is an holistic approach by which the elements and inputs 
to the CAFM system are defined, in addition to the elements contained 
within the CAFM system itself. 
System theory provides an appropriate theoretical framework from 
which to develop an holistic approach and has been covered 
extensively in general terms (Bertalanffy 1981; Vickers 1981) and in 
the specific area of information systems (Wilson 1984; Checkland 
1981; Jenkins 1981). 
An other important issue which remained to be addressed by the 
research concerned heM to ensure oommi:bnent to the solution generated 
and therefore avoid problems associated with the :inplementation not 
be:irg accepted by the users. A mnnber of authors on the subject of 
user involvement and participation were reviewed (Olsen and Ives 
1983; King and Rodriguez 1978; swanson 1974; Robey, 1978; Illcas 1978; 
Mumford 1983). 'lhese all irdicated that the likely chance of a 
successful :inplementation was increased with a high degree of user 
involvement. 
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'nle followirg framework devised by Tranfield am smith (1988) was 
fCllll'd to provide a useful checklist for evaluatirg the success of 
i.mplerrentations according to technological, user, organisational am 
t:usiness criteria. 
Figure 6.1 
Validation criteria 
1. Technological Validity - Was the hardware am software installed 
running am delivered according to specification. 
2. User Validity - Did those who operated the system use it, have 
the skills to use it, am feel comfortable usirg it. 
3. Business Validity - Has the system c:ontril::uted to the t:usiness 
related improvement criteria (lead titres, cost, quality, 
responsiveness, rob.Jstness) for which it was purchased. 
4. organisational - Was the organisation designed or redesigned in 
both structural am cultural tenns to deliver the benefits. 
It is clear from the literature that no sirgle methodology exists 
which addresses all four of the above criteria. Research was 
undertaken to clarify the requirements of such a methodology. 
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In ·terms, of .the approaches to user involverrent am the way they are 
utilised in the stages of systems analysis am design, two different 
methods can identified from the literature (Bolam 1981) . '!he first 
of these, as exemplified by Argyris (1978; 1984) fcx:uses on the 
individual as the level of concern. '!he .secorid apProach focuses on 
the organisation am its socio-economic structure. 
"In other words, Argyris starts form the micro aspects of scx:ial 
perfol11'a11CE! am works outward (basically a psychological view) whilst 
ChUrchman begins with the largest relevant system in the design 
situation am focusses inward (basically a sociological view) . For 
Argyris, users constitute the individuals <or groups directly impacted 
by systems ~e, for Churchman the total system or organisation 
provides. the point of departure. '!he strength of the former is that 
user-led developnents from. this perspective tend to have the support 
for quality am implementation mentiOned earlier 1 J::ut in systems 
terms usually involve marginal ~es in an incremental ll'Ode. '!he 
latter offers the possibility of total system redesign am radical 
~e, J::ut thereafter remains the problem of user support for 
implementation. Clearly an adequate, methodology for CAIM systems 
needs to take account of the strengths am weaknesses of both of 
these" (Tranfield am Smith 1988). i 
'!his began to clarify a framework for the work from which the second 
am fourth of the validation criteria shown previously could be met 
as well as providing insights into the structure, stages am content 
of the rnethodology required. Processual elements within the 
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rrethodology, workshops, technical briefings. etc would be needed to 
eniist the participation of all the users am a top dC7Nll structure 
focusin;J on the structural am infrastructural COlllpOnents of the 
system. am the physical resources· would be required to address the 
total systems aspects. 
Tranfield am Smith (1988) comment oh the usefulness of Parnaby's 
(1988) insights into the need for fundamental redesign of the 
manufacturing system due to their age am outdatedness, resulting 
frcan the employment of incremental development strategies. Relating 
this to CMM systems, Tranfield am Smith remark that ''Much the sarre 
argument could be made concerning the supporting CMM systems needed 
to service such manufacturing systems ... this argument for fundamental 
reappraisal am morphogenic change in manufacturing is generally 
accepted by researchers (Tranfield and Smith 1987; 1988 a; b), 
consultants (Irgersoll En;Jineers 1987) and managers in the area of 
manufacturing technology am in CMM systems". 
'!he conclusion to be drawn from this aspect of the work is that while 
an overall system redesign such as pro£XlSed by Churchman appears to 
be a definitive requirerrent for the development of a rrethodology it 
could result in the alienation of those implementing and operating 
the new system. "'!his lack of attention to individual operational 
users is often related as one of the prirre causes of failure of MRP 
II systems ••• is the answer total user education on the functioning of 
the whole system, or detailed e>q>loration and involverrent of the 
individual on redesign at the micro level? To obtain both strategic 
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and localised benefit then the answer must be both. Clearly a user-
led implementation mthodology must .possess a strategic !edesign 
element and· a user eduction progranvre to disseminate this, as well as 
retaining sufficient flexibiHty to pennit response to local needs 
and conditions" (Tranfield and Smith 1988). 
6. 3 SUmmary of Requirements 
'!he requirements at this stage of the mthodology therefore called 
for a top down, business driven; systems approach which enlisted the 
participation of the users in the re-<lesign of the total system. CAPM 
as one of the principal sul::systems of the total system was still the 
main focus of concern for the ACNE team and particularly for the 
author's work. In specific terns the mthodology had to address the 
aspects concerned with re-designing the CAPM system in a way which 
provided a resilient solution capable of coping with the variety of 
potential demands that were likely to be experienced by a particular 
company. 
'!he work so far had provided an overall framework for the rest of the 
research programme and the requirements for the mthodology, 
identified above, were mt through the dual approach of theoretical 
analysis and creative discussion held between the ACME team !l'elllbers, 
user groups and collaborators. 
'!he two specific general requirement areas were the processual 
framework and the structure, content and detail of the top-down 
business driven approach. 
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1he processual requirements included mec:hanisrn for applying the 
methodology in such a way as to enlist the support of all those 
concerned. For collecting company data and for establishing the 
validity of that data so that some acxx:amio:Xlation could be reached on 
the company actions and scale of c::harKJe required. 
'Ihe top down, b.Jsiness driven requirement highlighted the need to 
develop tools and techniques for defining the company environmental 
characteristics and for auditing the internal capability of the firm 
to meet its oompetitive requirements. 
'Ihe requirements of the author's approach was similarly for a top 
down framework by which the characteristics of the company's 
information technology environment could be defined and internal 
oomputing resources and capability audited in order to establish an 
IT strategy and framework for future systems development. In addition 
techniques were required for selecting candidate packages, choosing 
the best "fit" package, the software custornisation requirements and 
the manual policies practices and procedures to enhance the overall 
"fit". 
In summary it was perceived at this stage of the research that the 
CAPM methodology must provide means of achieving the follc::Ming as 
shown in figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 
SUmmary of Regu.:irements for the CAMP Methodology 
an articulation of the company's business strategy with 
respect to the CAm system; 
an identification of the types ani extent of the CAm 
flexibility required; 
the developrent of flexibility of each element in an 
integrated strategy; 
inplernentation is carried out according to best (CAm 
Interim Report 1989). 
'!he author 1 s approach nrust provide the means of achievin;J the 
following as shown in figure 6. 3. 
Figure 6.3 
SUmmary of Requirements for the Author 1 s Approach 
an articulation of the company's rr strategy with respect to 
the CAm system; 
a definition of the CAm flexibility requirements in the 
volume of data to be processed, integration ani 
manufacturin;J oontrol philosophy requirements; 
selection of candidate CAm packages, best 11fit11 package, 
degree of custanisation ani PPP • s. 
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•6. 4 eonel.tision 
This chapter has. Clescrfbe and exPiainedl the .s.ep·, :Of ~· Wl:lich 
resulted; form the work carried out to :determiu.e• the· caUseS of ·~ 
systems failure. h· next chapter provides a detaiii:Eid 4escription. of 
·the CARtl methodology which. resultedj 
·' 
'I 
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<liAP.I'ER 7 
THE CAFM MEIHOOOI.OGY 
'!his chapter provides details of the results of the work carried out 
by all the members of the CAFM team under the guidance of Professors 
Hughes, Tranfield am Smith. Figure 7.1 depicts the relationship 
between stratagem (1990), the relevance of which was explained in 
section 2.6 of chapter two, the CAFM methcxiology am the individual 
work undertaken by the author. '!he reader is directed to figure 9.1 
for a more detailed representation of how the author 1 s work relates, 
stage by stage, to the CAFM methcxiology. 
'Ihe following sections of this chapter describe the overall structure 
of stratagem am the content of the first two stages of the CAPM 
methcxiology together with the user-led ethos, the relevance of which 
was explained in the previous chapter and which governs the work of 
the team as a whole. 
Sections 7. 3 .1, am 7. 3. 2, describe the strategic analysis and 
manufacturing analysis stages of the CAFM methcxiology. Included are 
the tools am techniques used to put these stages into practice and 
the computing and information related outputs from these stages which 
provide inputs into the author 1 s approach - fully covered in chapters 
eight and nine. 'Ihe final two stages of the CAPM methcxiology, the 
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CAPM requirements and CAPM. solution stages are discussed in chapter 
nine as these form an integral part of the author's work. 
'!he reader is directed to the stratagem Workbook (1990) and to CAm: 
Interim Reports and Final Report (1990 a; b) for a complete 
description of stratagem and the CAPM methcxiology respectively. 
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Figure 7.1 
'lHE SIR1m\GEM ~ 
stages in the SIRNmGEM process 
STAGE 1 Ccmnibrent 
STAGE 2 Contractin:] 
STAGE 3 launch 
S'.l7tGE 4 lgllicati.cn 'lHECAHI~ 
STAGE 5 Close 
----
-----------
Cl:llpJt:.inJ and Infar:DBticn I 
systals~ 
I I 
-------~---------- S'l'RA'l'E)::;I C 
ANALYSIS 
1 
I 
MANUFACIURING 
I ANALYSIS 
1 
I 
CAFM 
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CAm 
I 
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7.2 OVerall F'l:"amework 
'!he stratagem (strategic manilfacturin:f) methcxlology provides an 
overall framework within which the CAPM methcxlology and the author's 
work formed a part. '!he relatioilship between the various elements of 
the completed .work are as shown in figure 7.1 on the prf'CJ2ding page. 
'!he Stratagem methcxlology provides an approach for raising company 
competitive perfonnance and achieving manufacturing excellence 
through the application of "the best manufacturing standards and 
practices that are currently in place worldwide." (stratagem, 1990). 
'!he stratagem methcxlology provides a sti:ucture for "companies to 
control their evolution to World Class perfonnance" (stratagem 1990), 
and the workbook fully explains the role of the facilitator to guide 
companies through the process. It is vitally important for companies 
which lack the experience or skills to use such a methcxlology to be 
provided with the assistance necessary. '!he role of the facilitator 
is described below. 
"'!he stratagem process consists of five stages. 
stage 1 
stage 2 
stage 3 
stage 4 
stage 5 
eornmi trnent 
Contractin:f 
launch 
Application 
Close" (stratagem Workbook, 1990) 
'!he first stage, carmnitrnent, aims to ensure that the support of the 
'top management' team is secured at the outset. "Leadership from the 
top is critical to the success of the improvement process... it is 
critical to the successful application of stratagem within the client 
company that top management is seen to give full backing to the 
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improvement process. " (stratagem 1990) . 
1
"1he objective of the contracting, phase is to agree the start date 
for the stratagem process arrl to identify the individuals involved 
frcmi both the client management arrl facilitation teams." (stratagem 
1990). 
'!he launch phasEi provides a way of introducing to all relevant 
company personnel that stratagem has been adopted, serves to enlist 
the support of .everyone arrl provides an unambiguous statement of the 
terms of reference for the work arrl the roles arrl responsibilities of 
all those involved. It is inp:>rtant that as little uncertainty as 
possible is generated within the company so as not to raise anxiety 
levels arrl thereby jeopardise the project from the start. 
'!he application phase involves carrying out the work as agreed, 
following the structure arrl stages of the CAIM methodology, in the 
case of the CAPM application, arrl using the tools arrl teclmiques 
through the processes provided. '!he CAPM methodology provides an 
example of the application of the stratagem principle, contains the 
tools arrl teclmiques for undertaking a strategic· arrl manufacturing 
analysis; determining the manufacturing strategy, defining the CAPM 
requirements arrl generating an appropriate arrl acceptable solution. 
These stages are put into practice through a process involving the 
use of facilitators, workshops, pre-work arrl pro-formas, teclmical 
briefings, infonnation sheets arrl toolkits. 
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'lhe workshops, pre-work, pro-formas and technical briefings are 
managed and; orchestrated by the facil!itator who guides and 
cxxmlinates the entire process. Pro-formas provide the necessary 
structure for the users to carry out the tasks required and, through 
the skilful construction of these, the questions. asked of the users 
and the data requested for collection, provide the necessary guidance 
to ensure that this part of the process is carried out efficiently 
and effectively. 'lhe questions contained in the pro-formas can be 
thought of as the knowledge base of the methodology. 'lhe pre-work 
activities ensure that the data required for use in subsequent 
workshops is collected on time and the technical briefings provide a 
way of updating company personnel who may not have the experience to 
carry out the tasks without such aids. Workshops provide the 
mechanism whereby the data that has been previously collected and the 
results of the pre-work activities are brought together for 
collective decision making about same crucial aspect, eg deciding on 
an appropriate manufacturing strategy or the selection. of the most 
appropriate CAR-I package. At each stage of the process the 
appropriate pro-formas, information sheets etc are available and 
provided as a collective :toolkit for that specific stage. 
'lhe ethos behirrl the approach follows the user-led concept explained 
in the previous chapter. It is ilnplicitly recognised and urxierstood 
that both a top down, organisational and environmental focus is 
required to determine the structural and technological change 
required to meet the needs of a changing environment and also that 
this change must be managed through cooperation with the users. 'lhe 
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solution aimed for is one that provides optirnaiity between strategy, 
technology an:i people. "If companies adopt inappropriate an:i 
ineffective strategies no matter how good their technology, nor how 
well trained an:i notivated their work force they are lxlund to fail" 
(stratagem 1990). '!he approach, therefore, places E!lTiphasis an:i 
provides the tools, techniques an:i mechanisms to bring about 
appropriate an:i simultaneous change in ~y strategy, technology 
an:i people • 
. 7. 3 Content. structure an:i Stages of the CAPM Methodology 
Figure 7.1 clearly shows the relationship between stratagem, the CAPM 
:inethodology an:i the specific area of interest of the author's work, 
which is highlighted by the broken lines. 'lhe remaining sections of 
this chapter describe in detail the first two stages of the CAPM 
methodology. '!his provides an introduction to the computing an:i 
info:rnation systems infrastructure work of the author contained in 
the chapters eight an:i nine. 
The CAPM methodology can best be conceptualised as providing a 
framework an:i the necessary tools an:i techniques through which the 
flexibility requirements of the CAPM system can be defined an:i the 
appropriate infrastructural components an:i software specified. The 
top down orientation of the methodology ensures that the CAPM system 
supports the strategic an:i contextual re:,}Uirements of each company. 
It is intended that the methodology be of practical use to managers, 
incorporating the best project management practices an:i, is in 
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accordance with the guidelines for a CAFM. methodology devised by 
Water low and Monniot (1986) .. 
7.3.1 strategic Analysis 
S'I'RATE):;IC 
ANALYSIS 
I 
V 
'!his stage, together with the manufacturing analysis stage, provides 
a strategic context for the definition of the C1IFM requirements. 
Gattorna (1990) describes the process of strategy fonnulation as 
ensuring the loi1g-term profitability of the organisation and "forces 
management to reconcile two allrost contradictory tasks: long term 
(visionary) planning with short-term responsiveness to customers" 
(Gattorna 1990) . Gattorna further describes this process as covering 
vision statements (what the company stands for), aims (directions in 
which the company wants to go) and objectives (specific quantified 
targets). It is in this way that companies maintain their market 
relationship. "The chief executive is in the best position to 
understand the expectations of 'stakeholders' and the. organisations 
long-term goals. Ac:XX:lrdingly, he (or she) must be the one to 
articulate the vision statement" (Gattorna 1990) . 
The process of undertaking the strategic Analysis stage of the CAPM 
methodology starts with a corporate mission workshop in which the 
company's purpose and the broad scope of its business activities are 
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defined (stratagem 1990). nrls provides an initial focus for the 
subsequent analysis. 
7.3.1.1 strategic Audit 
'!he COLfXJLate mission workshop is follaNeel by the strategic audit 
workshop which involves the oampanies top team working closely with 
the facilitator to develop an Wlderstanding of the company's key 
stakeholders associated with each, previously agreed, product family. 
Gattorna (1990) stresses that understanding the envirorunent is vital 
and that all organisations are directly affected by six envirorunents: 
"the market; goverrnnent; suppliers of materials and services; the 
labour market; and the finance market. Four other enviromnents either 
directly or indirectly affect the organisation; the economy; the 
community; the nation's resource base; and the world envirorunent" 
(Gattorna 1990). 
'!he strategic audit is W1dertaken with the aid of Mendelow's (1981) 
framework for analysing the fXJtential opportunities and threats posed 
by the various stakeholders. For the purpose of the c.AIM IOOthodology 
developed by the ACME team the stakeholders were defined as the 
competitors, custaners and suppliers. '!he relative power and 
influence of each of the stakeholders is assessed and expressed 
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accordi.n] to the measure of uncertainty. In addition the techniques 
developed by Duncan ( 1972) to measure uncertainty are used to provide 
a means of assessirq envirorunental uncertainty arxi are used in 
canbination with Men:ielow's IOOdified stakeholder analysis. 'Ihrough 
this process both the power arxi uncertainty associated with each of 
the stakeholders can be detennined arxi the company's existirq product 
families can be strategically assessed - to identify opportunities 
arxi threats. 'lhis enables a company to rationalise its product 
portfolio arxi identify opportunities for new products. 
Figure, 7. 2, is used to assist in this purpose. 
Figure 7.2 
Amended Mendelow stakeholder Analysis 
* :l?a'lER - ran:;Jllq from high to low 
* UNCER.rAINI'Y - rangirq from static to dynamic. 
High 
Dynamic 
static 
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In addition to the above figure, detailed pro-fonnas on competitors, 
custaners arxi suwliers, in order to identify the degree of power arxi 
the level of uncertainty associated with each, are used to complete 
the strategic audit together with infonnation sheets explaining heM 
the teclmiques may be used. EKanples of these pro-fonnas are provided 
in a~ I. 
7.3.1.2 Financial Evaluation 
'Ihe next stage of strategic analysis involves undertaking a financial 
oontril::ution analysis of each of the sales product families. '!his is 
carried out using the Boston Consultancy Group 1 (BO:i 1) method 
(Herxierson 1970) shc:Mn in figure 7. 3. 
Figure 7.3 
Boston Consultancy Group 1 Financial Evaluation 
High 
High 
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"Tak.in;J each sales family in term participants identify the family as 
a star, cash et::M, dog or a question mark" (stratagem 1990). 'Ihis 
process enables CCillpai1i.es to appreciate rrore fully the cash 
oontril::ution profile of each of their sales products. 
7.3.1.3 Product Portfolio Development 
'Ihe sa; 1 technique has limitations, however, arrl does not really 
provide any guidance on how to formulate an appropriate competitive 
strategy for each product family. In order to overcome these 
limitations the Boston Consultancy Group 2 (Ba; 2) methcxi, shown in 
figure 7 .4, is used to develop the prcxiuct portfolio. 
Figure 7.4 
Boston Consultancy Group 2 Portfolio Development 
lbJiler 
of 
~ 
to 
Different:i.aticm 
Many 
Few 
Size of Advantage . 
small large 
Fragmented Specialised 
stalemate Volume 
Where products fall within the volume quadrant a strategy of improved 
market share arrl cost reduction should be pursued. Finns with 
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products within this quadrant should aim to dominate the industry 
sector on the basis of cost while at the same time achieving parity 
with close CXlllpetitors on the basis of product differentiation. 
Products which lie within the fragmented quadrant depend on same 
product attrib..Ite to achieve CXlllpetitive advantage. Each firm may 
therefore seek to achieve CXlllpetitiveness in a different way. Where a 
c:arpany pursues a differentiation strategy, it seeks to be unique in 
the industry alo119' a dimension that is highly valued by a potential 
custaner. '!he firm selects one or more attrib..Ites that a customer 
sees as important arrl uniquely positions itself in its chosen market. 
'!he basis of differentiation depends on the in:li vidual irrlustry. 
However, in the sense that a finn achieving arrl sustaining 
differentiation will continue to be an above average performer only 
if its price premitnn exceeds the extra costs incurred by being 
unique, a differentiator must aim at cost parity or proximity in 
relation to its competitors. 
'lhe specialisation quadrant favours those cx:xrpanies able to 
distinguish themselves from their competitors through the pursuit of 
a focused strategy. 'Ibis strategy differs from either of the above 
strategies in that it rests on the choice of a narrow competitive 
srope within an industry. 
'!he focus strategy has two variants: cost focus arrl differentiation 
focus. Cost focus exploits differences in cost behaviour in same 
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segments while differentiation focus exploits the special needs of 
ruyers in a market segment. SUch differences :i.rrply that segments are 
poorly served :try broadly-targeted canpetitors. 
Businesses manufacturing products which fall within the stalemate 
category all experience low profitability am few opportunities for 
gaining a canpetitive advantage. 'Ihe horizontal axis of the ro; II 
matrix relates to barriers to enb:y. Only :try erecting high enb:y 
barriers can a firm sustain a long-tenn defensible advantage. 
'Ihe vertical axis of the matrix, on the other hand, is strongly 
linked to differentiation am encompasses the two extremes of 
c:aTUl\Odities am special products. 
7.3.1.4 Competitive Audit 
'Ihe next stage of strategic analysis involves urxlertaking a 
canpetitive audit to identify the order winning criteria for each 
product family. 'Ihis follows the current practice of Hill {1985), for 
exarrple, in identifying the canpetitive dimensions for product 
families. However Hill ' s approach was developed further :try the ACME 
team into the technique known as the price of non competitiveness 
{PC:::NC11). 'Ihis technique wilds on the work of crosby {1979) am 
specifically that concerning the price of non conformance. 'Ihe PONC 
II technique is used to identify "the value, in precise financial 
tenns, of securing :i.rrprovements in key competitive criteria" 
(stratagem 1990). By using this technique it is therefore .[X>SSible to 
estimate the financial benefit of :i.rrproving the perfonnance of a key 
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canpetitive criteria eg cost, quality, functionality etc. Fran this 
the benefits to the b.lsiness of in"proving the corrpetitive profile of 
each product family can be established in precise financial tenns. 
'Ihe output fran the strategic analysis stage is an agreed prcx:luct 
portfolio together with the required in"provements in the canpeti ti ve 
profiles for each prcx:luct family and a financial measure of the 
benefits to the b.lsiness if these are achieved. 
Of relevance and in"portance to the authors work on the computing and 
info:nnation systems aspects is the data on the current and future 
prcx:luct voltnneS, custane.rs and suppliers etc as they in"pact on the 
prcx:luction management processing and info:nnation systems 
requirements. 'Ihis is explained further in chapter nine. 
7.3.2 Manufactur@ analysis 
MANUFACIURING 
ANALYSIS 
I 
V 
7. 3. 2.1 Manufacturing Audit 
'Ihe manufacturing analysis stage starts with a manufacturing audit. 
'Ihe objective of this is to identify the resources (machines, labour) 
and control systems that have a direct bearing upon production. 
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7 .3.2.2 Resource Inpact Analvsis 
'!be resources am cxmtrol systems are matched against each prcx:luct 
family in order to assess their role am use in achieving the 
required c::x:atpetitive profiles, identified in the previous strategic 
analysis stage. '!his enables those resources am oontrol systems 
which need to be chan;Jed in order to support the requirements of the 
prcx:luct family profiles to be identified. In this way the resources 
am oontrol systems are integrated with the strategic requirernents. 
'!he following figure, 7. 5, may be used for the purpose of matching. 
'1he vertical axis represents the resources am oontrol systems. On 
the horizontal axis the cx::npetitive dimensions are displayed. 
Sales Order proc:essing 
Purcllasing 
Design 
Production Planning 
Manufacturing 
Quality Systems 
Data Proc:essing 
Personnel 
Figure 7.5 
Resource IIrpact Matrix 
Cost Delivery Quality FUnctionality 
am Features 
An inportant am relevant a.Itput of this stage of the CAFM 
methodology for the author's work is a statement of the IOC>St 
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appropriate oontrol oonfiguration for each prcx:luct family. 'Ihe 
inli vidual oontrol requirezoonts are then gathered together later in 
the nethodology arrl, using quick rules of thumb developed by Parnaby 
( 1988) on runners, repeaters ani strangers arrl by De Toni ( 1988) on 
look back, look ahead logic, these are used in oonjunction with the 
task m:xlel (Orilde 1991) to highlight the tasks to be done. 
'Ibis provides an ~t to the author 1 s work on computing ani 
infonnation systems infrastructures ani particularly the stage of the 
approach which ooncerns the selection of an appropriate CAFM package. 
'Ibis is fully explained in chapter nine. 
'Ihe manufacturing analysis stage of the nethodology, ani particularly 
the relevant computing arrl infonnation systems aspects mentioned 
above, are carried out with an explicit understanding that change is 
inevitable. 'Ihe ooncept of cperational performance envelopes, 
explained in section 1. 6 of chapter one, is used for this purpose. By 
using this ooncept every effort is made to elicit infonnation on the 
current arrl future resources and oontrol requirements. In this way 
the approach addresses failure due to changed requirements. 
7. 4 Conclusion 
'Ibis chapter has provided details of the work completed by the ArnE 
team and specifically the Stratagem nethodology and the CAIM 
nethodology. 'Ihe first two stages of the CAFM methodology have been 
examined in detail arrl the relevance of these stages to the author 1 s 
inlividual work has been described. 
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The next chapter provides camprehensive details of the requirements 
for a ftmdament:all y new CCil'llpUt.irg and information syst:ew; 
infrastructure approach and therefore builds on the previous 
chapters. In particular, the means of addressi.n;J the requirements of 
the author's approach are discussed before bri.n;Ji.n;J together all the 
work of the author in chapter nine. 
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OfAPI'ER 8 
REPUIREMEN1'S FOR A ·a:MPUI'ING AND INFORMATION SYSI'EMS INF'RASI'RUCI'URE 
APPROAOI 'IO CAPM 
'!he previous two chapters have foc:used on the requirements for the 
overall CAFM methodology and the first two, strategic analysis and 
manufacturing analysis, stages of the resulting CAPM methodology have 
been explained in detail, together with the overall structure of the 
methodology and the process developed for applying Ws in-company. 
'!his dlapter now focuses in detail on addressing the CAPM 
requirements and solution stages, specifically concerning those 
aspects relating to the oamputing and infonnation systems 
infrastructure. '!he rationale behind. the development of the author's 
approach is explained together with a discussion of relevant 
concepts, principles and theoretical frameworks. 
Chapter nine which follows is then used to demonstrate how the 
author's work integrates with the overall CAPM methodology and how 
the components discussed in this dlapter are employed to provide an 
approach capable of being used to specify a resilient CAPM system. 
Integration and networking strategies, reference models, 
architectures and other technological frameworks and conceptual 
models are examined and their usefulness for the development of a 
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comput.il'q and infonnation infrastructure approach are assessed. 'lhe 
concept of contextualiy bound infrastructures and operational 
performance envelopes are explained together with the novel way 
devised by the author for selec:til'q. the appropriate software and 
hardware. configuration. 
'!his. chapter, therefore, examines some of the individual comput.il'q 
and infonnation systems camponents which form the buildi.rg blockS of 
the comput.il'q and infonnation systems infrastructure approach to CAPM 
as well as discussil'q some of the major issues concerned with the 
design of such systems. 
'!he chapter begins by discussil'q a number of computil'q and 
infonnation systems requirements that emerged from the research and 
that needed to be addressed by the author 1 s approach. 
8. 2 Issues, Concerns and Requirements 
'!he outstandil'q issues and requirements for the author 1 s work on the 
comput.il'q and infotmation systems infrastructures aspects of CAPM are 
SlDl11llarised as follC7NS: 
an holistic approach to CAPM is needed which is capable of 
addressil'q the internal and external enviroronental elements which 
affect the performance and resilience of the CAPM system; 
failure due to changed requirements requires an approach to 
systems development which does not focus on sil'qle point 
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solutions 1:ut on the development of flexible, am therefore 
resilient, systems. Fran the research fi.nc:l:irgs, flexibility is 
required in the areas of data storage am proc:essirg, integration 
ani interfacirg between the CAm ani other systems ani in the 
manufacturirg oontrol philosophies supported. 
new ani aptnop:riate techniques are needed to define the CAPM 
requirements correctly; 
new ani aptnop:date techniques are required to oonvert the CAm 
requirements into physical requirements; 
to overcame failure resultirg fran implenentirg the wrong system 
techniques are required for identifyirg am selectirg appropriate 
cardidate packages; 
techniques are required for selectirg the best "fit" package; 
customisation of the software am selection of the manual PPP • s 
must be addressed to improve the "fit" am integrate the software 
with the organisational design; 
installation ani implenentation must be carried out effectively. 
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8. 3 Addressing the Issues 
'!he causes of failure have been previously stated in chapter five of 
this thesis (see figure 5.1). '!he authors work is specifically 
designed to address the first three of these failure types and 
particularly that involvin] changed CAH-1 requiremants. 
'Dle first of these causes of failure, involvin] the incorrect 
definition of requiremants, was highlighted as problematical by 
Waterlow and Monni.ot (1986) and the inadequacy of current, vendor 
led, approaches has already been described in section 5.3 of chapter 
five. Doumeingts (1985), additionally points out that despite the 
attention which has been fcx::used on computerisin;J production 
management systems over the last twenty five years, and the advances 
in information technology made in this time, these "have not lead to 
cxmvincin;J results". He further states that the main problem areas 
are in selectin;J a software package, the time taken for 
implementation, adoption problems by users and, finally, insufficient 
account is taken of the dynamic aspects. 
l!ddressin;J these issues raises a mnnber of serious difficulties, 
particularly concerniJ¥:J the way design has traditionally been 
urxlertaken in the past. Traditional approaches and techniques such as 
modellin;J and adoptin;J a ''means" "ends" schema are clearly 
inadequate. Oleckland (1981) is perhaps the oost articulate critic of 
these approaches and their usefulness for problem solving in htnnan 
activity systems - where business and htnnan requirements, as opposed 
to technical requirements, need to be considered. '!be "means" "ends" 
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schema refers to an approach which takes the problem as given and 
merely concentrates on providing a solution to meet this. In 
contrast, and as Olec:kland (1981) points out, in many instances the 
problem itself is ill defined and requires clarification before MW 
consideration is given to the means of providing an appropriate 
solution. 
Mc:Al.eer (1982) points out that reductionist techniques such as 
structured systems analysis may provide useful tools for revealing 
the structure of systems blt to understand how a system works an 
expansionist, or systems approach is necessary. 
In a similar way Hughes (1985) has critically evaluated traditional 
approaches to the development of CIM systems. Four main approaches 
are identified and the relative merits and drawbacks associated with 
each explained. 'lhe four approaches are discrete applications, 
blueprint, turnkey, and planned evolution. 
8. 3.1 Discrete Applications 
Many c::anpanies developing CIM systems are doing so by implementing 
discrete applications which are unable to talk to one another. 'lhe 
result is a series of 'Islands of Automation' each with it's own data 
base and unable to transfer data to MW other application. Many 
failures have been documented and Maull (1986) attributes one of the 
major causes of this problem to result from a lack of detailed 
investigation of future requirements. 
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8.3.2 '1\lnlkey 
'!he turnkey approach is used to describe the purchase of a "total" 
CIM system from a sirqle vendor. Often .this places unacceptable 
limitations on further development of the CIM system due to the 
shortcx::nni.n:Js of their chosen vendor's equipment. '!he assumption 
behind the approach is that the requirements of many companies can be 
met through the same· CIM system. In contrast, chapter three has 
demonstrated that firms tend to have idiosyncratic requirements. 
8.3.3. Blueprint 
'Ihe blueprint approach is a linear attempt to develop CIM systems and 
is only app:ropdate if all the requirements of the system tan be 
defined in advance and remain unchanged while the system b.rildirq 
' process prcceeds. Often companies who adopt such an approach find 
that by the time the system has been developed and implemented the 
requirements have changed to such a degree as to render the system 
inoperable. 
8.3.4 Planned Evolution 
Previous research (Rzevski 1983; 1984; Hughes and Maull 1985) has 
demonstrated that planned evolution is an effective approach to the 
development of computer-based information systems for most 
envirornnents and certainly manufacturing. Although evolution implies 
an incremental strategy to implementation considerable effort must be 
spent in the initial stages to ensure that the systems designed are 
"well structured, modifiable, mintainable and extendable" (Rzevski 
and Hughes 1986) .. In this respect Hughes and Maull (1985) have 
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established the relevance of techniques for the development of CIM 
systems; the .ill1portance of modellirg the existirg systems; the 
:inp:lrtance of usirg diagranunatic means to help users articulate their 
lll'¥ierst:ar¥l arv:i as an aid in communicatirg this understanding. 
However the focus of planned evolution is still on the evolutionary 
development of a specific system arv:i not on developirg a capability 
to aCXXIltauoJate a range of systems with changirg priorities arv:i 
requirerrents. 
Modellirg techniques will llC7.Il be described arv:i critically evaluated. 
8. 4 Modelling Techniques 
Techniques arv:i methodologies such as SADl' (Ross 1977) arv:i IDEF have 
been developed arv:i many examples of the use of these can be found in 
the literature (HUghes 1985; Maull 1986; 1988). In the general area 
of the analysis arv:i design of computerised information systems, 
recent years has witnessed the development of many techniques (Martin 
arv:i McClure 1985; Jackson 1983; Grin:lley 1975; De marco 1978; Gane 
arv:i Sarson 1979; Olle, Sol arv:i Verrin-stuart 1982; Yourdon arv:i 
Constanti.ne 1975), each with claims am counter claims for solvirg 
systems problems More recently, these techniques have been automated 
to overcome many of the difficulties associated with their manual use 
(Jones 1986; MAcC'ADD; MUsr) • It is :inpJrtant that those adoptirg 
these techniques are aware of what can arv:i cannot be achieved arv:i 
under what envirornnental con:litions. '!here is as yet little knowledge 
relatirg methodologies, tools arv:i techniques for the analysis arv:i 
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design .of C1M systems to the problem cxmtexts in which they are 
currently being used. 
Doumei.ngts (1985) distinguishes between informational (Idef 1; 
SSAI:M) , decisional (GRAI) an::l physical rrethods (PEI'RI NEI'S) -
advocating the use of the decision model on the basis that decisions, 
an::l the decentralisation of decision making, are often overlooked. 
The authors work from 1985 to 1987 was concerned with investigating 
the use of systems analysis an::l design techniques for modelling 
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems. Working in-company, 
with members of a systems department of a large aerospace 
manufacturer, the author developed a formal data flOW' model of the 
cOmpanies current CAPM system using the structured systems analysis 
an::l design rrethodology called Project Development Method (p[J.1), a 
derivative of SSAI:M. The data flow figure included the processes an::l 
information flOW'S for identifyi.ng the work to be manufactured, issued 
to the machine shop, an::l down loaded to the N. C. machines. SUbsequent 
analysis .was undertaken to study the way the machine shop receive and 
action the work together with the role played by support areas i.e. 
N•C Progranuni.ng, Tool Progress, Oltter management an::l stores etc. 
From this work a m.nnber of draw backs with the data modelling 
approach were identified. The first concerns the issue of problem 
solving versus modelling. With the traditional modelling based 
approach problem solving is not addressed but rather it is assumed 
that sucx:essful data analysis leads to sucx:essful design. Wood-Harper 
and Fit~erald (1982) provide a classification of systems analysis 
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methodologies and approaches. '!heir classification is based upon a 
number of criteria incllld.irg the conceptual base and objectives of 
the respective methodologies. It is worth examinin;J two of the 
approaches in more detail - that of structured systems analysis and 
data analysis. 
Wood-Harper and Fitzgerald classify both of these approaches as 
sharing the science paradigm, characterised by reductionism, 
repeatability and refutation (Checkland 1981); haviig the same 
objective, namely analysis, rut differing in both approach and 
conceptual models. In the data analysis approach, the conceptual 
model can be thought of as one of data entities, attrib.ltes and 
relationships. 'Whereas in the structure systems approach, the 
emphasis is more on the functions rather than on the data, although 
the functions are observed from the viewpoint of the data rather than 
of any person or organization. 
'lhe structured systems analysis approach, exenplified by de Marco 
(1978) and Gane and Sarson (1979), provides tools and techniques for 
analysis and documentation such as data flow diagrams, the concept of 
data dictionaries and structured english. 'lhe method of data analysis 
is based on the concept that the underlyin;J ruildiig blocks of a 
system are data and that if the set of data elements (entities and 
attrih.Ites) that exist within a particular situation can be 
identified and modelled, then a true representation of that system 
can be obtained. It is assumed that the processes which use the data 
can change and be changed, rut that the W'Xierlyiig nature of the 
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system remains unchanged because the data is taken as static; much 
less likely to change than the fwlc:tions or processes applied to it. 
In essence the implications for defi.ninj the requirements of a 
system, such as CAm, is that the system can be defined without 
defi.ninj the in:lividual applications that need to use it. In 
addition, through defi.ninj the relationships between the data, the 
model can be validated before implementation and as such data 
analysis can be seen as providing a neutral method of agreeirg the 
requirements. 
'!he data analysis methods can be thought of as developed from the 
concept of a data base and, as Shave (1981), describes, seeks to 
model the system as it exists and then solve later problems through 
fwlc:tional applications on a data base. 'Ihese methods are not 
orientated to problem solvirg in itself, rather what is attempted is 
a definition of the system in which the problem exists - defined in 
terms of the underlyirg data and the relationships between data. 
8.4.1 critique of Modelling Approaches 
'Ihe major issue of conc:em arisirg for the analyst with this approach 
is that problem solvirg is not addressed, rather it is assumed that 
sucx::essful data analysis leads to successful design. Indeed, as 
Jayaratne (1985) points out data analysis may not solve the 
underlyirg problems an organisation might have and may indeed capture 
existin] problems within the data model. 
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In contrast, the aUthor's work and the CAPM methcxlology has been 
designed to address the root cause of infonnation systems and other 
problems affectin:] manufacturin:] companies. The solution put forward 
provides a means of addressin:] blsiness strategy, infonnation 
technology and human requirements in a simple, cost effective, and 
highly practical manner. 
Another inq:lortant issue conc:emin:] the use of modellin:] approaches is 
the time required to model the system under consideration and the 
lack of fcx:::us on flexibility requirements. The underlyin:] assumptions 
of structured systems analysis and design rnethcxlologies do not 
necessarily encompass flexibility requirements - rather they are· 
fcx:::used on the provision of solutions to meet current requirements. 
In addition they are often employed in a technologically 
detenninistic way. This refers to the nonnative stance often adopted 
by the analyst/designer community who perceive that technology, and a 
technological solution, should be applied wherever the technical 
benefits can be exploited. This neglects the benefits to the user 
oonununity of providin:] a more flexible solution through the 
incorporation of manual policies, practices and procedures to enhance 
the overall solution and attain a higher level of "fit" of 
requirerrents. 
The length of time required to use these techniques means that the 
system may be outdated by .the time it is installed and i.mplerrented. 
The work by Rzevski (1983; 1984) on the Evolutionary Design 
Methcxlology (EIJ.t) , which incorporates techniques such as prototypin:] 
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and advocates the use of advanced software tools and application 
generators, aims to overcame same of these problems. Prototyping 
involves rapidly constructing a system to JTeet only the very basic 
requirements l::ut which is then used to identify new and more 
CClllprehensi ve requirements which can then l::e incorporated into the 
overall system specification. The system therefore evolves in an 
evolutionary rranner (Rzevski and Hughes 1986). 
However, this approach, although having merit and Sharing same of the 
principles expressed in the work by the ACNE team, never-the-less 
lacks the contextual orientation and the detailed htnnan and 
prcx::essual mechanisms for putting this into practice in a way which 
guarantees ownership and conunitment to the solution generated. 
The author's work and contril::ution addresses the root problems of 
CAm failure by, firstly, identifying the dimensions of change and 
secondly by providing the tools and techniques to specify a resilient 
solution. 
8. 5 Conceptual and Reference M<xlels 
A number of conceptual and reference nodels were examined as a way of 
overcaming the inadequacies of the nodelling approach. Doumeingts 
( 1985) points out the need for a conceptual nodel as a reference when 
drawing up specifications. "The conceptual nodel helps man in 
figuring the whole system and in designing" (Doumeingts 1895) He 
further quotes from Sim:>n (1969) in that it is difficult for a man to 
conceive artificial systems. "The conceptual nodel aims to figure 
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through abstract tenns the real prcduction !MI'Iagen'ent· system, its 
entities an:i links between then " (Doumeingts 1895) .. 
'!here are a wide an:i varied number of IOOdels which provide 
c:onprehensive task an:i infonnation details for the general area of 
manufacturing an:i for specific functionai areas such as prcxiuction 
!MI'Iagernent. For example, ~ ICliM conceptual IOOdel (ICliM; Mayer 1985) 
provides a top down IOOdel of the main functions of a manufacturing 
c:onpany. 1he CAM-I (Liu 1985) IOOdel provides both general an:i 
specific IOOdels eg for data collection an:i reporting at the shop 
floor level. Jones, Barkmeyer an:i Davis's (1989) detailed IOOdel of 
CAPM tasks covers all those related to the order, design, fabrication 
an:i inspection of parts. More recently the CIM-<>SA architecture 
'cube' (MacConaill 1990; Jorysz an:i Vernadat 1990) provides a 
reference IOOdel enc:onpassing enterprise wide functions, infonnation 
an:i infrastructure requirements. 1his is described in more detail 
later in this chapter. 
Kochar (1990) has developed a reference IOOdel for CAPM which matches 
control system requirements to eight different manufacturing control 
philosophies that he identifies. His reference IOOdel is lldesigned to 
help users detemine the need for an:i suitability for the 
inlplernentation of particular types of control systems, namely 
Material Requirements Planning (MRPI), Inventory 
control/Purchasing/capacity Planning an:i Scheduling/Shop Floor 
Modules of an overall MRPII system, Reorder point control, Pull or 
Kanban type of control, an:i OPI'" (Kochar, 1990). As Kochar 
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recognises, one of the f\miarnental problems concerns understanding 
the envirornnental con::litions which are "critical to successful 
ilnplementation of particular control philosophies; and how to combine 
philosophies" (Kochar 1990). 
The conclusions frcun his work are relevant for both the author's work 
and the combined work of the ACME team. '!he basic conclusions he 
draws are "that philosophies are complementary and not competing as 
the literature sometimes ilnplies" (Kochar 1990). '!his augurs well for 
the developrent of software with multi-philosophy support 
capabilities. He further remarks that "the IOOSt general prerequisites 
apply to all CAPM ilnplementation5, and are not specific to particular 
philosophies" (Kochar 1990). '!he computing and information systems 
prerequisites which errerged at the CAPM workshop (Waterlow and 
Clouder-Richards 1988) have previously ~described in section 4.5. 
Kochar's (1990) reference m::xiel aims to provide guidance for users on 
matching manufacturing characteristics with control system 
philosophies. He acknowledges that this is a complex process and 
"requires a large number of factors to be considered" (Kochar 1990). 
His m::xiel weighs each of the 8 selected control system philosophies 
on 39 parameters. Seventeen of these are concerned with complexity 
issues, 10 of the characteristics deal with Uncertainty and the 
remaining 12 are associated with flexibility. '!he findings of this 
work are discussed in "a reference m::xiel for the selection of 
manufacturing control systems suitable for a given environment" 
(Mc:Qu-rie and Kochar 1990). Much of this work is outside the scope of 
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the author's area of interest but is relevant to the activity of 
defining CAEM task requirements, explained previously, arxi, more 
inp:lrtantly, provides guidance on when arxi heM these control tasks 
should be undertaken. 
ihe need in this case, as previously stated, is for a fast arxi cost 
effective rrethod which users can apply themselves. In order to 
provide a simple, yet effective solution to this problem the ACME 
team investigated the notion of core arxi optional tasks (CAEM Interim 
Report 1990). 
Core tasks are essential to every manufacturing situation, for 
example sales order processing, arxi optional tasks are only required 
in certain situations, for exaiTple, forecasting. Core arxi optional 
tasks are discussed in more detail in section 9. 6. 
In effect the core arxi optional tasks represent a generic template, 
or CAEM production management architecture arxi an alternative 
approach to the more traditional, modelling based approaches. '!his 
provides a useful starting point for identifying arxi selecting an 
appropriate <XllllpUting arxi information infrastructure. 
8. 6 Dealing With Charging Requirements 
ihe need to develop a rrethodolCXJY with a capability of addressing the 
problem of charging requirements has been explained in chapter four. 
ihe issue for the author at this stage of the research concerned how 
to rreet this requirement. Techniques were required for communicating 
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to users the notion that an appropriate solution must be sought, 
capable of coping with the range of potential demands arising from 
change. 'Ibis is required in order to overc::arne any predilection that 
may exist for single point solutions. In addition, techniques were · 
required for COJlllliUl1icating the concept of infrastru~es and for 
providing a means of assessing the degree of flexibility that was 
required. 
'Ihe following two sections explain haw the concepts of operational 
perfonnance envelopes (OPE's) and contextually bound computing and 
information systems infrastructures were devised for this purpOse. 
8.6.1 'Ihe Infrastructure Approach 
Dictionary definitions of infrast.nlcture and nruch of the recent work 
concerning infrast.nlctures in a manufacturing context are not really 
appropriate to this work, which uses the term in a specific sense. 
Hill's (1885) definition is relevant, however, for indicating 
components of an infrast.nlcture as the "controls, procedures, systems 
and COJlllliUl1ications c:cmbined with the attitudes, experience and skill 
of the people involved" (Hill 1985). Skinner's definition supports 
this to the extent that manufacturin;J infrast.nlctures are defined as 
the "policies, procedures and organisation by which manufacturing 
acx::omplishes its work, specifically production and inventory control 
systems, cost and quality control systems, work force management 
policies and organisational structure" (Skinner, 1985) . 'Ihe work by 
Meredith (1988) and Fine and Hax (1984) concentrate on distinguishing 
between structure and infrastructure with the latter defining the 
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organisationail: infrastructure. as planning and control systems, 
operating policies, and lines of authority and responsibility in 
addition to a corporate culture that reinforces manufacturing 
strategy. 
'lhe infrastructure concept, for the purposes of the work carried by 
the Aa.tE team, has a specific meaning which is "the combination of 
computer hardware, software and the policies, procedures and 
practices infrastructure which supports the production management 
activities .of the CXlll1pally" (stratagem 1990). Of particular relevance 
to the author's work, Hughes (1988) states that "a contextually 
boundoo information processing infrastructure (IPI) is an 
infrastructure able to provide an information processing capability 
able to support a range of potential manufacturing con:litions". '!his 
conveys much of the essence of the approach offered and presented in 
the papers by the author and other members of the ArnE team (Apperxlix 
A, B, C, D, E, F). 
8.6.2 Operational Performance Envelopes. COPE's) and Computing and 
Information Systems Infrastructures. 
In order to. c:amrnunicate to users that a variety of potential and 
unpredictable clemarxis may be placed on the computing and information 
systems, the concept of operational performance envelopes was 
devised. OPE's represent the range of corrli.tions likely to be 
experienced by a company and the boundary of the envelope indicates 
the likely extreme con:litions that may arise. Three such envelopes 
may be thought of as existing, each describing the potential demands 
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at different etWironmental levels. '!he strategic performance envelope 
represents the company's markets, products and COII'Q.J9titors and sets 
the requireirents for the manufacturing perfonnance envelope that the 
manufacturing system must fulfil, which in turn sets the requireirents 
for the CAm perfonnance envelope and the requirerrents of the system 
at this level. '!his sets the requirerrents for the computing and 
infonnation infrastructure, as described in weston and Maull (1990). 
'!he relationship between the three operating perfonnance envelopes 
are shown in figure 8.1 together with the various stages of 
stratagem, the CAm methodology and the author's computing and 
infonnation system; infrastructure approach. '!he way the various 
stages are used to define a resilient CAm system is described and 
fully explained in chapter nine. 
'!he CAm operating perfonnance envelope is of particular ilnportance 
for it sets the parameters that the computing and information systems 
infrastructure must be capable of supporting. 
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'!he concept of "contextually bouOOed" infrastructures ccmplenents the 
operational perfonnanoe envelope concept by expressing that there are 
a (any) ntmlber of }X)SSible solutions arxl CCitlbinations of ccmponents 
arxi alternative strategies that oc:uld be errployed to meet the raJ'¥3e 
of potential demarx:ts. Contextually bouOO acts as a corrli tional 
statenent for limiting the }X)SSible solutions to a range that is 
required, by the specific context, arxi which is acceptable given the 
cost constraints. '!he final fonn of the solution ccmprises 
strategies, hardware arxl software ccmponents arxl policies, procedures 
arxi practices. 
In tenns of the. firrlings from this work arxl the causes of CAFM 
systems failure that have been identified, the three parameters of 
the CAIM operational perfonnance envelope cx:xrprise the data volmnes, 
the integration arxl the manufacturing }:ililOSOiilY requirenents as 
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shown in figure 8. 2. 
• 
• 
Figure 8.2 
CAm Operating Perfonnance Envelope 
• 
• 
• 
Data 
VoltnneS 
• Manufacturing Philosophy 
Integration 
'lhe exact specification of the computing arrl information systems 
infrastructure will deperrl on the degree of flexibility required 
after considering the data volUIOO, integration and manufacturing 
philosophy requirerrents. '!his is aided by use of the following figure 
(figure 8.3). 'lhe degree of cl'lanJe, the dynamic component, may vary 
over sane tirre pericxi fonn relatively static to dynamic arrl 
differentially across all three dirrensions. 'lhe infrastructure to 
support the requirerrents must possess an equivalent degree of 
flexibility. 
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Figure 8.3 
Derivation of the Gatp.rt:in:J am Information Systems 
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Where large ch.aDJes in the vol\.Dlle of data to be processed are 
anticipated then a system which can be exparded in line with the 
c.hargi.ng requirements walid be 100St suitable. <llarge in manufacturing 
pri.losqily requirements may be best accat1l00dated through a package 
which has the capability to support the ran:Je required. Monniot am 
Waterlov.r (1986) provide an additional model which has utility in 
determining how the integration requirements may be met. 'lbeir lOOdel 
shown in figure 8. 4 provides a classification of the levels of 
integration. carpanies in level o may well be S\Jl.'PC)rted with an 
infrastructure consisting of a li'Odular based package. Progression 
thralgh levels 1 to 4 requires the developnent of an increasingly 
scpristicated integration infrastructure through the inplementation 
am adcption of st:.aryjards arrl catpany wide reference models. 'lbese 
elements are described next. 
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Figure 8.4 
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8. 7 Computing arrl Information Systems Infrastructure Components 
'!he technological components which fonn the computing arrl information 
systems infrastructure to match the flexibility requirerrents are the 
hardware arrl software elerrents arrl integration strategies. In-line 
with the ethos expressed in stratagem (1990) that strategies for 
success, appropriate arrl effective technology arrl well- IOC>ti vated 
people are the furx1amental enablers of achieving arrl maintaining 
manufacturing competitiveness, the author's research addresses 
information technology (IT) strategy, a::anputer technology arrl users, 
their skills, needs arrl requirerrents. 
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As e>q>lained in section 1. 6 of chapter one, these areas are addressed 
by urrlert.akin;J an appraisal of a canpanies IT envirollltel1t follc:Med by 
an internal audit of its c:clll'plti.rg resources etc. 'nle follc:Mi.rg 
chapter derronstrates heM the approach may be used together with 
specific detail of each stage (see figure 9.1) . 
• 
In the conclud.:irg sections of this chapter the corrp:>nents of the IT 
enviromnent are described arxi critically evaluated. 'nlese components 
consist of the standards, reference m:x:lels arxi ardritectures which it 
may be necessary to consider in order to establish an IT strategy. 
'lbe CAFM technology arxi the user arxi data processi.rg skill base which 
both must be audited arxi docurrented are discussed together with 
decisions surrourrling the level of c::atpUterisation required. 
'lbe infrastructure components will 'f'Dil be considered in detail with 
reference to the degree of flexibility they provide. '!he 
technological factors of speed, access, ccarpatibility etc which serve 
to constrain the solution have been discussed previously in section 
4. 4 of chapter four arxi are further discussed in the next chapter. 
8.7.1 strategy 
'lbe problem of ensuring the availability of information across the 
enterprise in an heterogeneous equipnent envirollltel1t has been 
discussed at 1~ over the past decade arxi researched on a scale 
unprecedented in the field of infonnation technology developnent. 'nle 
total ESPRIT I budget for 1984-1988 was 1.5 billion Eeus. 3.2 Billion 
ECus has been earmarked for ESPRIT II (MacConail 1990). 'nle IOC>vem:mt 
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tcMards a new manufacturinJ paradigm of irxiustrial automation arrl the 
application of infornation technologies, machines arrl equipment, arrl 
telecxmnunications to the manufacturinJ process has been gaininJ 
rapidity "WOrldwide over the last decade (llli 1985; Ranky 1986). 
starrlards have been develc.ped durinJ this tiloo to support the ever 
growinJ level of automation rut, as llli (1985) observes the major 
problem arises from the c:x:mparatively recent trend tcMards the 
integration of these technologies arrl equipments. 
A number of integration strategies have errerged in response to this 
issue arrl attempts have made to provide a "standard internationally 
accepted :n'Ddel (or :n'Ddels) of the various aspects of industrial 
(factory) automation" (llli 1985). Of recent interest has been the 
concept of architecture. Hughes (1987) describes factory 
architectures as enc:::anpassinJ "systems configuration; ie the set of 
system canponents, hardware, software, machines arrl equipment arrl 
their interconnections, the :n'Dde of operation (batch or real- time), 
the :n'Dde of processinJ (tiroe-sharinJ or dedicated) arrl the :n'Dde of 
control (centralised or decentralised) established to achieve the 
desired system management arrl control functions" (Hughes 1987). 'Ihe 
work by Hughes provides a cx::rrprehensive, arrl critical review, of some 
of the USA, D..lropean arrl UK architecture approaches includinJ the 
following shown in figure 8.5. 
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Figure 8.5 
USA, Em'opean am UK architecture approaches 
USA Approaches 
National Bureau of standards 
Industrial Technology Institute (ITI') 
IBM 
Hl.l9hes Aircraft 
General Electric 
C'JIM-I 
Allen Bradley, GCA, DuPont, Boeing, L'IV, am Aerospace 
EAlropean Approaches 
Fsprit rnMA Project 
Fsprit Krl<:7Niedge Based Systems Project 
Fsprit Project CIM-oSA 
Uk Approaches 
ICL 
Hughes (1987) concludes that "evident in the approaches outlined 
atove is the increasing functionality of controllers, at all levels, 
a greater emphasis on integration between levels and integration with 
other rusiness systems. '!his process seems certain to continue as the 
technology develops and as vendors am users seek to integrate 
existing islands of automation. It will be further re-enforced as 
ccmpanies increasingly recognise that the true benefits of CIM cannot 
be obtained without integrating manufacturing with the rest of the 
rusiness systems in order to secure and maintain a competitive 
advantage" (Hughes, 1987) . 
Hughes (1987) provides a rnnnber of additional insights relating to 
the convergence of factory management and· control software and 
hardware and in factory architectures towards industry starrlards. 
Hughes postulates that as a result of the expanding number of 
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software and hardware verXiars, and the choice of factory management 
and control hardware and software currently available to users, 
"considerable pressure will be placed on verXiars by their customers 
to provide portable and extemable solutions" (Hughes 1987). 
Concemin} factory architec:tures, Hughes (1987) view is that the 
distril:uted factory managementjcontrol architecture based on the 
principle of hierarchical control will emerge as the dominant 
standard. Of particular importance Hughes (1987) cites the work 
undertaken at C'AMI and sub;equently NBS as influencing this "to the 
extent that a reference mcxlel on factory management/control 
architecture has been proposed to the International standards 
organisation (ISO). 
A de-facto standard has already emerged which partitions the factory 
into five hierarchical levels: Facility (Plant) , Shop (Area) , Cell, 
Work station and EkiUipment. By petitioning the various standards 
bodies, ESprit and the NBS, who support this approach, are likely to 
see it accepted in the reference mcxlel. 
C\1rrent ideas on factory management and control architecture are 
fully CXJl'll)atible with wider CIM concepts relating to the distribution 
of activities and intelligence and, in particular, the need for a 
hierarchy of planning and coub:ol systems (for example, local 
scheduling) • 'lhe current consensus aJilOJqSt verrlars and users that 
decisions should be made at the lowest possible level underlines this 
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view ani is likely to lead to demands for increased functionality in 
control equiprrent" (Hughes 1987). 
In line with a need to incorporate the expectations of cc:mprt:er 
integrated manufacturi.rv;J (CIM), which Rzevski (1987) describes as to 
add value to the rusiness by employi.rv;J infonnation technology, the 
work on the ESPRIT CIM-Open Systems Architecture project (MacConaill 
1990) provides the mst up-to-date b:xiy of knowledge on the subject 
of reference Jrodels, standards, architectures ani integrati.rv;J 
infrastructures. Of relevance here is the "CIM-DSA architecture for 
the manufacturi.rv;J enterprise at large and for its operation in 
enterprise wide heterogeneous envirornnents" (Kosanke 1990). 'Ibis work 
provides Jrodelli.rv;J techniques at an enterprise function and 
infonnation level ani an "integrati.rv;J infrastructure. for vendor-
independent infonnation processi.rv;J" (Kosanke 1990). The work 
currently underway in the second phase of the project ''will 
consolidate the results of ESPRIT 1 with a strong leani.rv;J toward 
strategies, tools, methods ani compommts for b.rlldi.rv;J multi-vendor 
systems based on open systems concepts. Movi.rv;J centre-stage are low 
cost, reliable ani customizable CIM systems also suitable for use in 
small, medium-sized enterprise (SME) envirornnents" (MacConaill 1990). 
Underpinni.rv;J this work is a statement of the objective of CIM, which 
is "the appropriate integration of enterprise operations by means of 
efficient infonnation exchange within the enterprise with the help of 
infonnation technology. Integration includes the physical ani logical 
connection of processes by means of data communications technology 
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operating to specified staroards, b.It also the integration of 
enterprise functions as well as enterprise information." (MacConaill 
1990) • '!he generalised models an:i the open systerrs architecture 
presented in the CIM-osA work aiJns to reduce the "system CO!Iq)lexity 
to a manageable level" (MaCCOnaill 1990). 'nle open systems 
architecture allows the functionality an:i behaviour of CIM systems to 
be represented at three different levels (requirerrents definition, 
design specification an:i implerrentation description. (MaCCOnaill 
1990). 
CIM-QSA incorporates many of the accepted ideas an:i principles of 
previous work such as functional deccurlfX'Sition in SADl' (Ross 1977) 
an:i IDEF (Yadav 1985); entity relationship modelling (Chen 1986; 
SSAI:M,) ; OSI, MAP an:i 'lOP developments in data communications an:i 
CCIII'pUter networks an:i the work on architectures previously mentioned 
at NBS (Simson et al 1982), IBM an:i CAM-I (CAM-I 1988). MaoCanaill 
(1990), hc:Mever, argues that CIM-OSA goes far beyond previous 
modelling tools and CIM system Jrethcxiologies, particularly as a 
result of the follc:Ming: 
CIM-osA covers the complete CIM system development life cycle for 
discrete manufacturing enterprises including the analysis, design 
and implementation stages. SOftware tools are used to support the 
design and implementation stages; 
the CIM-osA model enforces the design principle of modularity; 
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the use of well accepted stardards are enforced; 
enterprise information, functionality and behaviour are clearly 
separated; 
b..Jsiness processes rather than organisational functions or 
departments are the main focus for analysis and design. A logical 
approach is therefore adopted which greatly reduces the chance of 
automating existing organisational structures and the resulting 
problem of the so called 1 Islands of automation 1 ; 
a processable model of the CIM system is produced by the CIM-QSA 
approach "as opposed to SliDI'-based ll'ethods or to IDEF which only 
produce a static, incanplete, descriptive IOOdel of system 
requirements (lacking dynamics IOOdelling, precise infonnation 
IOOdelling and technical imple!1'elltation." (MacConaill 1990). 
Many of these precepts are embodied in the work by the ACME team and 
that of the author, although at a different scale of analysis (CAPM) 
and underpinned by an objective to provide a simple and cost 
effective ll'ethod which users can apply themselves. 
An overview of the CIM-QSA architectural framework is provided by 
MacConaill (1990) and of particular note is. the separation of 
enterprise functionality and information. '!his provides two different 
perspectives from which to view systems development and serves to 
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remind practitioners that the role of information and information 
systems is to suwor:t the frmctionality that is required. 
'lhis principle is also adhered to in the CAm methodology by 
separating the task model and template fran the computing and 
information systems infrastructure and the policies, procedures and 
practices. In this way a higher degree of stability and flexibility 
is created for c:harges in one of these will only have a limited 
effect on the other two. ie new requirements can be defined through 
iterative use of the task model and aCXXllmlOdated through either 
software enhancements or changes in the PPP's. Also of similarity is 
the process of stepwise instantiation and stepwise derivation where 
particular requirements are detennined from general models. lhe task 
model and the computing and information systems infrastructure are 
two of the generic tuilding blocks or basic constructs on which the 
CAFM methodology is based and from which the requirements and 
solutions of a particular company can be specified. 
In conclucliig this section, the greater the requirement for 
integration as firms make the transition to level four of the 
Waterlow and Monniot framework as shown in figure 8.4 then it is nore 
ill1portant that standards are adopted and a company wide architectural 
framework for integration is developed. nte work on the ESPRIT CIM-
OSA progranun is vitally important for prtlltK:lting the developrrent of 
standards to overcame the problems inherent in heterogeneous 
enviromoonts and for providing a coherent, rut as yet incomplete, set 
of techniques to achieve integration at an enterprise level. 'D1e body 
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of knowledge provided by CIM-osA, an:i the principles, techniques and 
strategies provide an illlportant an:i vital component of the computing 
an:i information systems infrastructure discussed here. 
8.7.2 Technology 
In chapter four CAPM packages were discussed. Figure 8.6 outlines 
CAPM package flexibility parameters. 
Figure 8.6 
CAPM Package Flexibility Parameters 
the portability of the software to run on different hardware 
platforms; 
the interfacing capability to other packages such as computer 
aided design (CAD) systems, quality, aCCCllD1ting etc; 
the m:x:lularity an:i the degree to which individual m:x:lules can be 
implemented, individually, bearing in mind the issue of technical 
precedence (the need for one or JOOre m:x:lules to be in place prior 
to the implementation of another m:x:lule (Hollier an:i Barber 
1989); 
expenjability of the system; 
the degree to which different manufacturing philosophies can be 
supported. 
On of the JOOSt recent advances in software flexibility for CAPM 
systems has been through the development of fourth generation 
larguages (4GL's). '!heir low cost and availability offers users with 
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the data pnx::essing and programming skills an opportunity to create 
applications that can be easily I!Ddified and enhanced as cltarqing 
requiremants dictate (Grindley Report 1985). 1.be work by Muhlemann, 
Price and Sharp (1989) have derocmst:rated their particular usefulness 
for small, medium-sized enterprises (SME's). 'lhrough the adoption of 
mxlular design principles, templates and data structures designed as 
interconnectable control models, "cltarqes in management policies, 
which require different control principles, can be implemented by 
restructuring the mxlules, through rearranging the interfaces and 
frequency of cammunication between the mxlules" (Muhlemann, Price and 
Sharp 1989). 
Even if companies do not possess the in-house skills to develop their 
C1Nl1 CAPM systeJns, proprietary packages based on 4GL' s provide the 
flexibility for rapid enhancements to be made. 1.be falling cost of 
information technology over the last decade, the advanc:ements in 
hardware performance and the increased flexibility and modularity of 
software packages has presented new opportunities of using computer 
systeJns for production management, which rerrlers much of the early 
work on the application of computer systelns, notably SChofield and 
Bonney (1980) ol:solete. 1.be importance of the "environment affecting 
systems" (SChofield and Bonney 1980) are not challenged but rather 
that since the study wal? undertaken, (and based on 1960's and 1970's 
technological capabilities) , the developments in infonnation and 
cammunications technologies (and simplification teclmiques) has 
widened the scope of possibilities to such an extent that their 
reccmurendations JlC7tl appear naive. EVen the use of micro-based 
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spreadsheets for production management (Bentley 1987) , a taken far 
granted technology nowadays, would have been revolutionary in the 
late 1970's. 
To conclude this section, the degree of flexibility offered by CAR-t 
software varies from JOOdul.ar packages such as Copies and Mapics (IBM 
1990) based on traditional procedural languages through 4GL 1s which 
provide a flexible development envirornnent. 'lhe expansion capability 
of CMM systems currently offer the opportunity to purchase a 
• starter system' , (perhaps micro-ccmp.rt:er based) , and develop this 
into a mini system supportin;J a rn.unber of terminals. It is claimed by 
_ the vendors that some of these packages can support a rn.unber of 
control philosophies (MRP and JIT) si:multaneously. '1he rarge of 
software options would seem to provide the necessary support and 
flexibility to aCXXlllllocdate a large proportion of the integration, 
data volUII'e and Jl'aJlUfacturin;J philosophy requirements. What is 
lacking, and is addressed in this thesis, are techniques for defining 
the flexibility requirements and selectin;J appropriate packages. 
'1he ACME team's approach of software and policies, procedures and 
practices offers the possibility of a high level of "fit", tuned to 
the requirements of the blsiness and the users. 
8.7.3 People 
A rn.unber of technological factors constraint the choice of package. 
'1hese have been introduced and discussed in chapter four as, 
usability, compatibility, reliability, cost, security etc. Of 
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particular importance to this piece of work ard its user-led 
orientation are the requirements of the users ard their acx:eptability 
preferences. '!he nnst technically appropriate solution eg in terms of 
functionality or the nnst desirable level of task automation, may be 
rejected on the groun:is of user or organisational factors. It may be 
required for reasons of organisational harJ!Dny, cooperation or to 
ensure motivation that tasks are carried out manually. In this way a 
solution is provided which provides the highest level of "fit" to the 
t:usiness ard organisational requirements. '!he requirements of the 
users themselves are therefore taken into consideration in the 
overall CAFM ccmputllq ard information systems infrastructure design; 
their skills in operatirg or enhancirg the system ard their wider 
social ard organisational needs. 
8. 7. 4 Manual or Computerised Tasks 
Research into the problem of choosirg heM the CAFM tasks should be 
carried out - manually or by c:orrputer was a requirement for the 
author's work. Useful rules to address this problem were sought. 
Clearly, given the complexity and volwne of data to be processed in a 
modern, high volwne process or discrete manufacturirg company, would 
appear to necessitate the use of ccmputers. 'lhis is supported by the 
systems already in existence, or beirg installed, in all the 
C'X"J!!J[)mies visited by the research team ard the overwh.el.Inin;J exarrples 
of CAFM installations reported in the literature. '!he question is not 
therefore so much concerned with the choice between a manual or a 
computerised CAFM systems, it is the mix or composition of the final 
solution which is all important. 
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'lhe technological detenninistic view, as espoused by ,Jones, Barkrneyer 
arx:1 Davis (1989) advocates the widespread automation of all tasks to 
the extent .possible. 'lhe opposirg view is one that advocates the 
minimalist use of infonnation technology arx:1 only where the task 
cannot be carried out manually. Clearly both of these views are 
inadequate arx:1 same simple rules of thwnb arx:1 guidance are necessary. 
The position outlined in stratagem (1990) is for a process of 
simplification prior to conputerisation. C\lrrent manufacturirg 
philosophies, notably JIT, through the simplification of procedures, 
rely less on complex arrl sophisticated infonnation prooessirg 
technologies. 'lhe work urxlertaken on the IBM study Grant (1990) into 
advanced office automation systems provided insights arx:1 instances 
where companies had rerroved non-value added activities from their 
office automation systems. 'lhe traditional invoice prooessirg systems 
had largely been dispensed with in a m.unber of cases in favour of 
simpler, arx:1 less costly systems where data .was collected on the 
number of completed' products in a t:iire period, the number of 
components used were calculated arx:1 payment despatched for the 
appropriate cmount to the component supplier. 
'lhe nature of the tasks, and the decisions associated with the tasks, 
have an important bearirg on the feasibility and desirability of 
conputerisation and automation. 'lhe work by CIM-QSA highlights the 
distinction between inferential and non-inferential decisions and 
notes that only in the latter category has computerisation really 
been exploited. Dotuneingts' work (1985) is important for providirg 
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the tools am teclmiques for mcx:lelling. the decision making, cx:nt1pOllE!llt 
of CAFM systems. 'lhe author argues that these, together with the 
silllple niles asscx::iated with the vol1.111e, frequency am repetition of 
tasks are also useful. In the mid seventies much of the management 
information literature (MIS) ooncentrated on distinguishing between 
the infoil!lation requirements at different levels within an 
organisation (Gorry am Morton 1971) . Information prcx::essing at lower 
levels was characterised by a requirement for frequent, repetitive 
am largely internal information. In oontrast, at strategic levels in 
the hierarchy infoil!lation was required mainly from external, 
environmental sources on an infrequent basis with little repetition. 
'lhe time horizon for decision making based on this information was 
long am as such not amenable to oonventional data prcx::essing 
support. 'lhe distinction was therefore made between data prcx::essing 
support at the lower levels am for programmable decision making and 
environmental scanning am decision support systems for the non-
programmable strategic levels. 'lhis provides a framework within which 
the decision to automate or not can be made. Non-detenninistic 
decisions, am software algorithms asscx::iated with these types of 
tasks, appear to be received less favorably by users, as Waterlow and 
Monniot (1986) discovered. Detenninistic, repetitive and silllple tasks 
that require the prcx::essing of data and which are carried out 
frequently appear to be well suited to CCI!TpUter support. 
'!his framework of niles should not be adhered to too rigorously. 
Clearly, there are situations where an application may be illlplemented 
which does not justify CCIITpUterisation by itself due to low data 
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storage and processirg requirements, however, this may interface with 
other applications with high data voltmleS. 
'D1e way this framework was used by the author in developirg the 
methodology is covered in the next cllapter. 
A requirement for identifyirg the production management tasks that 
the CAfM system should suppcn: t was that this should be l.Uldertaken 
without any consideration of how the tasks should be physically 
(canputer of manually) accomplished. It is important to delay any 
consideration of how the requirements are to be met and the CAfM 
system hlilt until the requirements have been finnly established. 
'!his avoids any possibility of corrlitionirg the requirements due to 
the constraints inherent in a potential solution. '!he physical design 
specification concerns choosirg the hardware and software, decidirg 
on the level of desired automation, customisirg the software and 
selectirg the appzopziate policies, procedures and practices to 
create a resilient CAfM solution. 
8.8 Conclusion 
'!his chapter has covered the requirements for the author's -work in 
developirg an infrastructure approach to the computirg and 
infonnation systems aspects of CAR>~. 'Ihese requirements also apply to 
the overall CAfM methodology and are specifically relevant for 
c:ompletin:j the final two stages of the approach. '!he tools and 
techniques devised for this purpose have been di smssed together with 
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the strategy, technology and people components of the infrastructure 
on which the approach has been based. 
'!he basis for the selection of components has been described and 
explained as a flexibility requirement to acx::onnrLXlate c:harge in the 
volume of data, integration and rnanufacturin:;r philosophy 
requirements. Both analytical tools, in the farm of the operational 
perfonrance envelope and its three axis framework, and corrmn.mication 
tools in the farm of contextually bound computin;J and information 
systems infrastructures has been presented. '!he next chapter 
concludes the work by descri.bin:;r the arrangement of these tools and 
techniques into a workable approach. 
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CltAPl'ER 9 
DEVElDPING A cntP!Jl'ING AND INFORMATION' SYSI'EMS INFRASI'RUClURE FOR 
cru::M 
9 .1 Introduction 
'1lle objectives of this chapter are twofold. Firstly to derronstrate 
how the concept of a computing an:l information systems infrast.nlcture 
an:l the approach devised by the author may be applied to develop a 
resilient CAPM system. In this way the chapter draws together all 
previous work reported in the thesis, in particular, the work 
reported in chapter eight on the theoretical aspects of computing an:l 
information systems infrastructures. Secorrlly to explain how this 
work integrates with the overall cru::M methodology. 
'1llese objectives are achieved by working through the approach, stage 
by stage, to derronstrate how it may be used to define the cru::M 
requirements an:l to specify an appropriate an:l resilient CAR>'! system. 
For brevity, an:l because the focus of the author's work is on CAR>'! 
systems, this chapter concentrates on using the approach in respect 
of cru::M. In practice, the approach would encompass all company 
applications an:l address the developrrent of a company wide 
information technology (IT) infrastructure. 
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9. 2 structure am stages of the Computing am Infonnation Systems 
Infrastructure Approach 
To reiterate, the CAPM methodology consists of four stages, strategic 
analysis, manufacturin} analysis, CAPM requirements am CAPM solution 
as illustrated previously in figure 1.1 of chapter one. '!he authors 
approach integrates with this framework, as shown in the previous 
figure, 7 .1, am in figure 9.1 \Yhich shows the individual stages that 
make up the computin} am information systems infrastructure 
approach. 
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Figure 9.1 
'lhe C'AFM Methodology and the computing and Infonnation .Systems 
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'!he oamputing and information systems infrastructure stages shown in 
figure 9.1 may be regarded as sul.:H3tages of the overall CAPM 
methOdology and oonsist of a series of activities which utilise 
outputs from the CAPM methcxiology as well as oontril::uting inputs to 
it. It nrust be emphasised that the structure and stages of the 
approach are used iteratively and not linearly. 
Figure 9.2 shows the data, source of data and the specific use to 
which the data is put. 'Ibis data provides the foundation from which 
decisions can be subsequently made to determine the CAPM requirements 
and for specifying heM the system will be milt. 
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Figure 9.2 
Data I Sources of Data am Use of Data 
DATA OOURCE OF DATA USE OF DATA 
1. smA.'JlGIC ANl\LYSIS 
Olrrent and anticipated custane.rs, . stakeholder Analysis 
suwliers 
Defined portfolio of exi.st.in;J and . Financial EValuatioo 'lb identify the <X.il'plting and infonnatioo 
anticipated products, mixes, . Product Portfolio systems requirements, size, flmctionality 
volumes Developoont eg. quality control etc 
catpetitive dimensioo far each . canpetiti ve AOOi.t 
product family 
2.Mi\NOFliCl1RI}I ~ 
Rescurces and control systems, • Marrufacturing AOOi.t 'lb identify the manufacturing pulosqily 
current awlications, product, • Resooroes Inpact requirements (MRP I JIT I OPI') and initial 
prcx:ess technology Analysis integration requirements 
Rough cut oonb:ol strategies • Marrufacturing Solutions 
Hardware and software, data 1.1 rr APmAISAL 'lb identify new IT products, CAm package 
CXJ!JIJ!Imications enhancement enhancements, stan:lards, reference IOOdels 
possibilities, stan::lards, reference 
uvdel.s 
'I'ec:hoological constraints 1 CAfM 2.1 rr ~AIIliT 'lb identify in detail the technological 
integratioo, data prcx:essing, • Marrufacturing AOOi.t oonstraints 'Which lll.lSt be taken fully 
storage and network requirements, into ac:xnmt in selecting the CAm 
preferred suwlier, DP skills system 
CARol task IOOdels 2.~ANMXSIS 'lb identify the overall manufacturing 
3 .CARt RIQJIRDtEJfm control pulosqily requirements and 
scqJe of the CARol system 
CMM Infrastructure requirements 3.1~ 'lb provide a detailed, documented, 
RIQJIREJmfrS specification of the size and scope 
of the CAfM system required 
CMM packages 4.1.1~ 'lb enable the candidate CAm packages to be 
oow:r:ICif identified that meet the requirements as 
specified 
Best "fit" package, PPP's, 4 .CARt mmr.rm 'lb identify the best fit package, 
installation and :ilnplE!I1'elltation 4.1.1~ ccanbination of PPP \ s, installation 
framework mmr.rm and :ilnplE!I1'elltation ~
\ 
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'lhe series of tasks of the c:amputirg am information systems 
infrastructure sub-stages am how these interrelate with the overall 
CAFM methodology will now be explained. 
9. 3 strategic Analvsis 
An output of the strategic analysis stage of the CAFM methodology 
(denoted by the rnnneric identifier 1. in figure 9.1) is a defined 
portfolio of current am anticipated products am the competitive 
dimensions far each product family. 'lbe product portfolio is derived 
after analysirg all the relevant envirornnental factors am influences 
(ie stakeholders, products am marketirg position) am consists of 
the current am anticipated future product requirements. 
'Ibis provides an essential input to the COlT'pl.ltirg am information 
infrastructure sub-stage of the methodology by indicatirg the current 
am likely future product volumes, variety am mix, anticipated 
number of customers, orders am suppliers etc. 'Ibis in turn provides 
valuable information to assist in specifyirg the size of the CAFM 
system required am to indicate the likely volume of data to be 
processed am stored both now am in the future. In addition, the 
competitive dimensions identified far each product family also serve 
to set the requirements for the CAFM system. For example, certain 
product families may ccaupete on volume am cost am, together with 
other considerations, a fl01t1 line approach may be the JOOSt 
appLopLiate method of manufacture. others may occupy a niche market 
am compete on dimensions which can best be achieved through batch 
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manufacture. The iltplication for the CAPM system is that it must be 
able to accommodate l:xrt:h the manufacturing philosophies of JIT. and 
MRP. In such a situation this capability may •be achieved through the 
iltplementation of a CAPM system such as <11AC JIT (<!1AC 1990) which, 
it is claimed, supports l:xrt:h philosophies. Alternatively it may be 
decided that the requirements are best :mat by iltplementing two 
in:tividual, rut integrated, CAPM packages that again provide the 
total control functionality required. 
If quality is identified as an iDportant competitive di:mansion then, 
again, the CAPM system must contain the necessary functionality for 
this dimension to be toonitored and controlled. Protos sold by Powell 
Duffryn Systems incorporates quality management teclmiques for 
statistical control and, by linking this module to a report 
generator, allows statistical data· to be extracted from the data base 
and manipulated to provide custam.ised reports (Benwell 1988). 
9. 4 Manufacturirg Analvsis 
The manufacturing analysis stage (denoted 2. in figure 9.1) provides 
a list of the necessary manufacturing control philosophy requirements 
for each ~Ct family, and, in-line with the requirement for 
resilience, again takes into account l:xrt:h the current and the 
potential future control requirements for the defined product 
portfolio. The output of this stage is a rough,-cut manufacturing 
control strategy which sets a direct requirement for the CAPM system. 
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'!he runners, repeaters arx:l strangers fr~k by PamabY ( 1988) and 
the De Toni (1988) look back, look ahead logic assists in the 
selection of CAFM tasks. '!his in turn is used to define the scope of 
the CAFM systems .arx:l the supporting computing arx:l information systems 
infrastructure. 
9.5 IT Appraisal an IT Internal Audit 
In parallel with the strategic analysis arx:l :rranufacturing analysis 
stages, the information technology (IT) appraisal (1.1) arx:l IT audit 
(2.1) ~ges are W'rlertaken. 
'!he IT appraisal stage consists of investigating the company's IT 
environment comprising that part of the IT supply industry which 
directly impacts on the company together with the company's existing 
hardware, software, data CCIIIIlliU11i.cations arx:l service suppliers. Major 
research arx:l development initiatives such as CIM-QSA arx:l their 
relevant contrib.rt:ions may also be appraised. 
'!he objective is firstly to identify new IT products, package 
enhancerrents arx:l forefront technologies arx:l suppliers. Secondly to 
identify the emergence of standards arx:l reference models. '!he extent 
of the investigation will depend on the size of each individual 
company arx:l its level of CAFM integration as shown in figure 8.4. 
In terms of package enhancement it is important to be aware of the 
upward arx:l forward compatibility potential. ~ compatibility is 
the term which covers the ability to move to a larger machine arx:l 
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still use the original operatin] and applications software. Forwards 
ccmpatibility means that when a new hardware roodel is introduced the 
original software may continue to be used. SUch concepts, together 
with the importance of emerginJ stamards and reference roodels were 
discussed in chapters four and eight. 
It is equally inp:>rtant if the company cxmputing and infonnation 
system infrastructure is to be upgraded, developed and extended as 
new requirements emerge that the technological constraints do not 
reJ'Der this infeasible. 'Dle IT internal audit stage, 2.1, of the 
approach, therefore, consists of dOCI.DrelltinJ the existinJ hardware 
and software resources together with the technological constraints, 
user and data processinJ skill base and if a preferred supplier is in 
existence. 
Figure 9. 3 provides a list of same of the possible technological 
constraints which require dcx::urnentin]. '!his list is not meant to be 
exhaustive rut to provide a framework so that the author's approach 
can be umerstood. Clifton (1986) provides technical details on each 
of the constraints listed. 
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Figure 9.3 
Technological Constraints 
1. camp.rt:er Processing capacity 
Micro 
Mini 
Mainframe 
2. Comp.rt:er storage capacity 
Magnetic Tape, Disk 
Optical Disk 
3. Comp.rt:er Inp.lt/~ Devices 
Tenn:inals, Keyboards, Visual Display Units, 
Printers 
4. Software 
Operating Systems 
Applications Software 
Data Communications Software and Protocols (MAP, TOP) 
Applications Developnent Tools 
5. Data Communications 
Data Communications Architecture 
Distrib.Ited 
Hierarchical 
lateral 
Data Transmission Media 
Telephone, Coaxial cable, Fibre Optics 
Networks and Network Topology 
I.ocal Area Networks (IANS) , 
Wide Area Networks (WANS) 
Tree, star, Bus, Ring 
6. User and Data Prcx::essing Skill Base 
7. Preferred SUpplier 
8. Reliability 
9. Cost 
10. security 
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'n1e technological constraints list shown in figure 9. 3 provides a 
framework far can:ying out the IT internal audit sub-stage 2 .1. One of 
the first tasks is to doounent all the current applications and the 
supporting hardware and data linkages between applications. As the 
research findings have shown in chapter four, determining the current, 
and anticipated, linkages between this application and any other is of 
paranr:lW'lt i.mpartance to the development of a resilient CAFM capability, 
particularly in ensuring that the integration requirements can be fully 
rret. 
Auditing the current computer hardware environment also assists in 
determining the size of the camputer required far CAFM ie mainfrarre, 
mini or micro. It is Wll.ikely that a micro camputer would be suitable 
in a mmpany where the ClClllp.lting envirornnent is daninated by mainfrarre 
systems. 'lhe output frcan the strategic analysis stage additionally aids 
in this process as previously dj,;oJssed in section 9.2. 
9. 5.1 First a.tt Phvsical Design 
All the technological constraints which may potentially affect the 
functioning of the CAFM system once it is :i.n'plernented. must be fully 
assessed and taken into acx::ount in the design stage of the development 
process. 'Ihe constraints place limitations on the choice of the 
available CAFM hardware and software and therefore consideration of 
these constraints first greatly assists the selection process. 
'n1e first consideration should naturally concern the operating systems, 
applications systems and comnnmications software for, as Hughes (1985) 
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points out, developments in the area of computer integrated 
manufacturing should be software led. '1he incompatibility of 
heterogeneous equipnent and software from different vendors continues 
to cause integration problems. 
'!his should be followed by consideration of the required hardware 
platfonn. 'lhe existence of a preferred supplier policy should be 
ascertained and recm:ded at this time ie. a canpany may only purchase 
from one, or a limited number of suppliers. Consideration of hardware 
and packages from alternative suppliers at a later date would be 
unacx::eptable and therefore ascertaining this information at this stage 
greatly assists in s.i.JrQ:>lifying the selection process. 
Once in operation, however, the constraints also serve to limit the 
f\mctioning of the C'APM system and it is therefore equally essential 
that all such limitations are fully un:ierstood. '1hese may include 
speed, capacity, reliability, testing, cost, and CCIIllpatibility etc. 
Speed refers to the time required to access stored information, 
transmit and process information. Connor (1985) points out that 
insufficient processing capacity can cause totally unacx::eptable 
response times in interactive, on-line systems. '!he storage capacity 
describes the amount of data that can be stored and prcx:essed. Again, 
insufficient disk storage space could limit the efficiency or 
effectiveness of the system once installed. 
Reliability can be thought of as the mean time between failures and can 
be enhanced through the aid of fault tolerant computers and operator 
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education and tra.ini.rg. Rzevski (1982) provides a detailed account of 
some of the factors which can lead to software failure. 1he automatic 
test:irg of hardware and software by diagnostic tools are widely 
available and used in even the silllplest micro-computer today. 
1he availability of software development tools such as data 
dictionaries which allCM design information to be stored and from whicll 
new applications can be automatically generated was discussed in 
chapter eight. SUch tools together with flexible fourth generation 
lar¥JUages greatly assist the modification of exist:irg applications and 
the creation of new ones. 
An often overlooked aspect of systems design and development is the 
computing skill base of the users and that of the data process:irg 
staff. Any comput:irg deficiency or lack of confidence amongst the users 
may be overcome by the use of appzopriate man-maclline interfaces, user 
friendly devices and tra.ini.rg. Document:irg this constraint is therefore 
essential for both the design and illlplernentation stages of systems 
development. Technical deficiencies amongst the data process:irg staff 
may require support from the facilitator in the fonn of technical 
briefings and through the aid of information sheets. 
Data is collected in the IT internal audit suJ::rstage of the methodology 
on each of the technological constraints described previously. 1his 
data is then used in the later infrastructure requirements and 
infrastructure solution suJ::rstages (suJ::rstages 3.1 and 4.1.1 of figure 
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9 .1) which concern specifying am designing an appropriate computing 
and information systems infrastructure. 'lhese are discussed next. 
9. 6 Infrastructure Requirements 
'!he infrastructure requireirents sub-stage of the approach (stage 3 .1 in 
figure 9 .1) provides a first step t.cMards identifying a set of 
appwptiate CAm: packages. '!he output from the previous stages have 
provided a strategic context for the definition of CAm: requirell'ellts 
and the technological constraints have been also been dOCUII'ellted. '!he 
approach devised by the ACME team for defining the CAm: requirell'ellts, 
as discussed in the DI'I Guide (1990), the CAm: Interim and Final 
Reports (1990; 1991) am the stratagem Workbook (1990) involves the use 
of a task m:xiel. '!his is used in the CAm: requirements stage and the 
results provide an input to the infrastructure requirements sub-stage 
(3 .1) • 
'!he model, provides a set of related core, optional am dependent CAm: 
tasks. '!he core tasks represent tasks that are essential to every 
marrufacturing situation "am are, therefore, done by every 
marrufacturing company. For exarrple, sales order processing, purchasing, 
release of material to the shop floor, invoicing etc" (CAm: Interim 
Report, 1990). '!he choice of a particular task necessarily involves 
carrying out sul:sidiary, dependent tasks. Optional tasks are those 
which are required only in certain situations, "for example, 
forecasting. Forecasting is indicated in situations where the 
manufacturing lead time for the product is greater than the maximum 
accepted lead time to market" (CAm: Interim Report 1990). 
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'lhe CAm requirements stage of the CAm :rrethodology therefore involves 
us:irq the task JOOdel to define the detailed scope of the CAm system. 
'lhe activity of def:ini.rg the required CAm tasks is a complex process 
and as such deman:1s a considerable amount of tilre for thought and 
debate by all the users concerned. A workshop is used for the purpose 
of br:irq:irq together all the necessary users "to agree the set of CAm 
tasks to be performed by the CAm solution" (stratagem 1990). Included 
are representatives from the manufactur:irq team, data prcx::ess:irq and 
information systems staff and other staff concerned with the 
development of manufacturi.n;J systems. 
Presentations of the fi.rdin:;Js from the previous stages of the work, eg 
the rough-cut control philosophy requirements are made and with the 
aid of the task lOOdel agreement is reached on the CAm tasks required. 
'lhe relevant core, optional and dependent tasks shown on the task model 
are highlighted and this serves to provide a template of the functions 
that must be suworted by the CAm hardware, software and the policies 
procedures and practices within which the hardware and software 
operates. 
More detail of the task lOOdel can be found in the work by <l'lilde 
(1991). 
Given the task template, the infrastructure requirements sub-stage 
(3.1) of the :rrethodology involves analys:irq the implications of the 
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CAIM task template for developing the computing and infonnation systems 
infrastructure. With the data from the previous stages of the 
methodology on the CCBllpUter processing and storage capacity 
requirements, integration requirements, manufacturing control 
philosophy requirements and technological constraints a physical design 
specification is derived. 
'!he requirements definition of the CAIM system provides a detailed 
definition of what the system must do, in the physical definition the 
requirements are converted into a physical specification of how the 
system will be l::uilt. Unlike traditional structured approaches to this 
phase of systems development the focus of the physical design is not 
only on meeting the current requirements of the system rut also the 
anticipated future requirements as identified through the strategic 
orientation of the methodology. A single point solution, therefore, is 
not sought rut rather a computing and infonnation systems 
infrastructure in which the CAIM system can continue to function as 
requirements change. 
'!he facilitator nay be required to provide an input to the process at 
this stage by way of presenting and explaining the concepts of 
operational performance envelopes and contextually lxrunded computing 
and infonnation systems infrastructures. '!his is required to ensure 
that the problem of change, and specifically in data volumes, 
integration and manufacturing philosophies, is not overlooked. '!he 
contents of the previous chapter, and with the aid of figures such as 
8.1 and 8. 2, assist in this process. 
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9. 7 !nfrastructure SOlution 
'lhis stage involves usin] the physical design specification to identify 
and select a set of can:iidate packages. Appendix H provides details of 
the functionality and features of same of the C'AFM packages and could 
be used as an information sheet to assist in the process of package 
identification. Experience has sham that the data proc:essin] manager 
would possess sufficient .krlowledge to undertake this activity, which is 
essentially a research task, and identify a set of appropriate 
can:iidate packages that meet the requirements of the physical design 
specification. 
Again the facilitator may be required to intervene to reinforce the 
concepts of operational performance envelopes and contextually bound 
computin] and information systems infrastructures as this stage of the 
process has resulted in the many past failures, discussed previously in 
chapter four. 
9.8 Choosing the Most ApprOpriate C'AFM Package. 
1he next stage of the work is to choose the most appropriate C'AFM 
package from the set of candidate packages, the amount of software 
c:ustamisation required and the policies, practices and procedures to 
provide the best "fit" and a resilient solution. 
1his is a CXI!Tplex process and as such requires ample t:i.Ire for 
deliberation and discussion by all the users concerned. Often 
insufficient t:i.Ire is given to this task and results in package 
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selection based on popularity or best sales perfonnance without 
cxmsidering the ccmpany's real needs. 
A workshop is used for the purpose of debating the relative merits of 
alternative packages and for generating a CAFM solution which best 
satisfies the CAFM requirements and constraints. '!he workshop, 
CC~ll>I'ising members from the manufacturing, data processing and systems 
functions etc, agree the best choice of package. "Where the packages do 
not fully meet the requirements or when packages need to be supported 
by particular policies, procedures and practices this needs to be taken 
into consideration" (stratagem 1990). 
In deciclirq on the scope of computerisation the rules of thumb, 
discussed in sections 4. 5 and 8. 7. 4, for selecting between tasks that 
are to be carried out manually and those that are suitable for computer 
processing are used. As indicated, this process is complex and involves 
a mnnber of variables including the nature of the tasks, the decisions 
associated with the tasks, transaction processing volumes, frequencies 
and repetitiveness and organisational factors specific only to a 
particular company context. '!he role of the facilitator at this stage 
is to help the users umerstand the trade offs involved and to reach an 
acceptable and workable solution. 
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9.8.1 eustamisation 
F\lrther enhancements of the software may be possible through 
custanisation to improve the level of fit. '!he level of custamisation 
includes changilg field sizes and nan'eS, screen layouts etc. 
9. 8. 2 Policies, Practices and Prcx::edures 
In addition manual policies, procedures and practices may be used to 
further .inprove the hardware and software fit. "Required functionality 
and flexibility which cannot be provided by the hardware and software 
might be achieved by adjustilg the production management policies, 
procedures and practices. 'lhus, a combination of hardware, software, 
policies procedures and practices can be identified which are able to 
support CAEM requirements" (CAPM Interim Report 1990) . 
9.8.3 Installation 
'lhe final stage concerns establishing an implementation plan for "once 
a suitable CAEM configuration has been identified the implementation 
sequence must be specified. For example it is clear that many recent 
CAPM packages require an inventory module to be in place before 
subsequent activities can take place (Hollier and Barber 1989). 'Ihe BaM 
file is also an essential pre-requisite to many activities, for exanple 
MRP. In addition activities such as MPS are essential if MRP is to be 
effective. Consequently, technical precedence must be considered" (C'AFM 
Interim Report 1990). 
'!he output from this workshop is a detailed CAPM specification of the 
total CAEM infrastructure c:cmprisilg the CClJIIPlltiig and information 
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systems components and the policies, procedures and practices that need 
to be in place to run the system. 
9.9 Decisions Involved in the Development of a Resilient Computing and 
Information systems Infrastructure for CAm 
In order to CCI11plete the process of selectin::J the camputin::J and 
information systems infrastructure for CAm a nwnber of inlportant 
decision :must be taken. '!he series of decisions are as shown in figure 
9.4. 
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Figure 9.4 
Decisions Required to Develop a CAlM Computing and Infonnation Systems 
Infrastructure 
Decision source of Data 
Size of System 1. strategic Analysis 
. stakeholder Analysis 
. Financial Evaluation 
. Product Portfolio 
Development 
2. Manufacturi.rg Analysis 
. Manufacturing Audit 
2.1 rr Internal Audit 
CAEM, fwlctionality 3. CAlM Requirerrents, 
required and scope . CAlM task model 
OVerall control requirements 2. Manufacturi.rg Analysis 
. Manufacturing Solutions 
3. CAlM Requirements 
• CAlM task model 
Integration requirements 2. Manufacturi.rg Analysis 
2.1 rr Internal Audit 
Hardware, software 1.1 rr Appraisal 
platfonn 2.1 rr Internal Audit 
• Manufacturi.rg Audit 
Constraints, preferred 2 .1 rr Internal Audit 
supplier 
Candidate Packages 4 .1.1 Infrastructure 
Solution 
Most suitable package, CAEM Workshop, CAlM Solution 
customisation requirements, stage 4. of Methodology 
PPP 1s 
Installation and CAlM Solutions Workshop, 
implementation requirerrents CAlM Solution stage 4. 
4 .1.1 Infrastructure Solution 
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9.10 Conclusions 
'Ihis chapter has derronstrated the use of the techniques, principles and 
concepts developed in this thesis for defining a CMM computing and 
information systems infrastructure. 'lhe application of these concepts 
through the process based framework and rrec:hanisms eg workshops has 
been described and explained. '1he causes of CMM system failure, as 
previously identified, have been fully addressed to ensure that the 
specification of the CMM infrastructure is capable of meeting the 
contextual deman::ls of c:han;Je. 
All the stages necessary to define a resilient CMM system have been 
outlined. Specifically, the size of the CMM system has been addressed 
with reference to data derived from phases of the overall methodology 
and the author's approach. Similarly the integration and overall 
manufacturing control philosophy requirements have been addressed. 
'lhese requirements have been defined through adopting a wider, 
strategic approach, to avoid the problem of developing a single point 
solution - the likely outcome from traditional approaches. 
'1he final stages of the approach have been described which concern 
specifying the overall solution of hardware and software, the 
customisation requirements and the PPP' s necessary to provide a high 
level of "fit" and a resilient capability. 
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CHAPl'ER 10 
SUMMARY AND <X>NCUJSIONS 
10 .1 Slimmary 
'lhroUghout this thesis the emergence of a new paradigm arxl era for 
manUfacturin;J has been described arxl the specific CAFM design arxl 
implementation problems following in its wake have been explained. The 
extensive fieldwork W1dertaken by the ACME team uncovered a number of 
key envirorunental factors which, when related to the production 
management function arxl the. CAFM system, were responsible for the high 
level of reported failure. 'Ihe dynamic nature of the enviro1111'e11t within 
which manufacturers must o.trrently compete places demarx:ls on the 
supp:>rtin;J" infrastructure that can only be met by building in the 
requisite degree of flexibility. In addition a legacy of less turbulent 
times is the predilection for sin;Jle point solutions. These have been 
shown to be inadequate in the current climate of change. 
Specific causes of CAFM systems failure have been identified as 
changing data volumes, changing integration requirements arxl changing 
manufacturing control philosophy requirements. However, it was 
recognised early in the work by the ACME team that in order to provide 
a methodology capable of preventing these types of failure, a far wider 
approach was called for than was currently available. The CAFM system 
is one of the most complex, interrelated arxl vital functions in a 
rrodern manUfacturin;J enterprise arxl is inextricable linked with 
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blsiness ard manufacturing strategy, policies, procedures ard 
practices, ard technological ani human resources. 
nm methodology required to address this factor has been presented as 
the CAal.l methodology ani its CXl!I!!!leZ'Cial counterpart, stratagem (1990). 
Envirorunental, b.lsiness, strategy, people ani technological issues are 
addressed in the five phase process of stratagem ani the four stage 
process of the CAal.l methodology, which represents an example of a 
particular application (see figure 5.1) of stratagem. 
Within this overall work the author undertook a specific piece of 
research to develop suitable concepts ani techniques for the design ani 
selection of the computing ard infonnation systems components for CAFM. 
nte concepts of operational performance envelopes (OPE's) and 
contextually bounded ClCllllplltin:j ani infonnation infrastructures were 
devised together with techniques for their practical application. The 
rationale l::lehi.m the concepts, ard the concepts themselves, have been 
fully explained in the context of the wider CAFM methodology. The 
camponents from which the infrastructure would be selected have been 
discussed in relation to the varying degrees of flexibility which might 
be required. 
10.2 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the validity ani contrihltion of the work by the ACME 
team as a whole, ard the specific work by the author, can only be 
judged by the implementation of more effective ani resilient CAFM 
systems. In this respect the methodology developed is currently being 
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used by a large consultancy group in a m.nnber of their clients. Its 
cxmtrib.Ition to scholarly research can be judged by the written 
cxmtrib.Itions in learned journals ard conference presentations to 
academic colleagues ard industrialists where the presentations have 
been well received. However, in the dynamic 1990's where the i.Jrp>rtance 
of continual evolution has been demonstrated for CAm systems, 
development of methodology is necessary to both increase its scope ard 
functionality. 
10. 3 F\Jrther Work 
F\Jrther work is therefore required in the fonn of testi.rg ard 
validation of the methodology. Specifically, in terms of the author's 
work, to c::c.mplement ard exten::l the concepts ard techniques devised, 
work is required on the process of selecti.rg appropriate infrastructure 
oc:arpments ie the hardware, software ard integration strategies. 
additional rules are needed to enable the contextual characteristics to 
be specified mre precisely ard for selecti.rg an apptopdate 
infrastructure configuration to retch these. 
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THE DESIGB OF All IMPIJ!XERTATIOB METHODOLOGY 
FOR COMPUtER IBTEGRATED IWTUFACTURIRG SYSTEMS 
IB THE ELECTRONICS SECTOR 
N Weston, D R Hughes CIM Institute, Plymouth Polytechnic 
1. IBTRODUCTION. 
The environment facing many manufacturing companies today is dynamic, 
complex and often highly uncertain. Changing consumer demand, often 
difficult to predict, has forced dramatic reductions in product 
development times as companies strive to maintain competitiveness by 
being "first to market". At the same time process and material 
technologies and production techniques are rapidly changing providing 
significant opportunities for cost reduction, improved responsiveness 
and quality for companies willing, and able to adopt them. 
As manufacturing grows even more competitive, responding to these 
opportunities will be crucial for survival. This paper argues that the 
major bottleneck inhibiting the full exploitation of advanced 
manufacturing and information technologies is no longer the 
availability of the technology itself but the lack of a rigorous, 
practical methodology for applying them. Such a methodology would 
enable companies to select the most appropriate technologies, secure 
user ownership and committment to more effective, and resilient 
solutions capable of delivering the full business benefits. 
As a first step in overcoming this deficiency a Process Methodology is 
presented and discussed for implementing flexible computing and 
information systems within electronics manufacturing companies. 
Computer aided production management (CAPM) systems have been chosen as 
a relevant application area to illustrate the advantages of the 
approach. 
2. TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 
Increasingly complex and uncertain manufacturing environments require 
the development of computing and information systems able to provide 
the flexibility arid resilience needed to survive in highly competitive 
world markets. Experience has shown that traditionaL~. systems 
development approaches tend to create highly inflexible and unreliable 
systems inappropriate in situations where requirements cannot be 
predicted and/or where requirements are subject to rapid change, like 
manufacturing. 
Traditional approaches provide single point solutions to an inherently 
dynamic problem. They attempt to meet current needs rather than provide 
a solution with the resilience to withstand unforeseeable and unplanned 
events. A resilient solution requires the development and 
implementation of a flexible computing and information systems 
infrastructure in which systems can be re-configured as new and 
unplanned requirements emerge. · 
However, unlimited flexibility is impractical and would be 
prohibitively expensive. Flexibility therefore needs to be restricted 
and it is for this reason that the concept of 'contextually bound' 
1 
inf'rastructures ('Weston et al, 1988) has been devised. This. explicitly 
recognises that in any manufacturing situation there are a number of 
alternative strategies that could be adopted and a variety of means by 
which the strategies could' be implemented. Given that unlimited 
flexibility is prohibitively expensive there is a need to restrict the 
number of possibilities that could reaUstically be addressed by a 
particuiar company .• 
The notion of "context" relates both to the external constraints of the 
environment (market, trading conditions etc) an:d internally by the 
existing technical core (machines, skills, financial resources ate). In 
some situations it may be feasible and desirable to relax certain 
constraints but in practice many constraints would prove impossible to 
remove. For example, it would be unrealistic to expect that a 
manufacturer of milk bottles could become a manufacturer of printed 
circlrlt boards. However, it might well be possible for a manufacturer 
of computers to manufacture PABX· 1s and vice versa. 
The 'contextually bound' computing and information systems 
infrastructure is defined as an infrastructure able to provide an 
information processing capability able to support a range of potential 
manufacturing conditions. 
This concept clearly challenges conventional notions concerning the 
design and implementation of information system. The emphasis is not on 
understanding the existing system, and on forecasting future 
requirements. It is concerned with identifying the functionality, the 
extent, location and nature of the required flexibility to respond to a 
range of potential demands. · 
Traditional approaches are also deficient because they failed to 
adequately address human factor considerations. The Process Methodology 
recognises the importance of these factors and has been designed to 
ensure user ownership and commitment to the solution generated. Through 
this the methodology dramatically improves the prospects for successful 
implementation and in addition provides a·catalyst for change by 
assisting in the educational process of understanding the nature and 
extent of the system requirements. 
3. THE PROCESS METHODOLOGY 
The Process Methodology has been specifically developed to overcome the 
deficiencies of traditional approaches and to provide an effective 
method of coping with unpredictable situations and situations where 
company characteristics tend towards idi:osyncracy. For example, an on 
going research project (Hughes et al, 1989) has demonstrated· that 
segmenting the electronics sector, according to product, industrial 
classification, size or production mode serves no useful purpose in 
developing an implementation methodology since it leads to no large 
homogeneous groups. 
Consequently, an implementation methodology for the electronics sector 
must be capable of addressing all these idiosyncratic requirements if 
it is to be effective for all electronics manufacturing companies. This 
can only be done by developing a methodology which is not dependent on 
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the characteristics of the company, or the unique characteristics of 
its environment, but on the process of implementation 1tse1t. 
The following sections describe and explain the factors causing the 
failure of arguable one of the least understood yet most important CIM 
application areas, namely, CAPM systems. Infrastructure and flexibility 
concepts are further explained and their importance for preventing 
premature failure discussed together with a detailed outline of the 
methodology itself. 
3.1 Factors Leading to Capm Failure 
The authors have interviewed CAPM practitioners and visited over 20 UK 
electronics manufacturing companies to collect data on CAPM 
implementation. A number of factors which have lead to immediate or 
eventual failure of CAPM systems 'have been identified. 
• Requirements were defined incorrectly; 
Requirements were defined correctly, but the wrong system was 
implemented; 
Requirements were defined correctly, the right system was 
implemented, however requirements changed over time and the 
system failed; 
The correct system was defined and implemented, however 
implementation was badiy managed resulting in failure. 
or these four principal causes of failure the third, involving changed 
requirements, is of considerable importance. It is important because 
even when requirements are defined correctly and the correct system is 
specified and implemented successfully, subsequent changes in 
requirements can lead to failure. Thus even systems which are currently 
performing well, but which lack the flexibility to respond to new 
requirements, are potential failures. 
Three primary reasons for changes in requirements have been identified: 
Large scale changes in manufacturing volumes; 
Changes in integration requirements; 
Changes in manufacturing strategy. 
The authors regard systems which do not meet the requirements and which 
need to be replaced as outr:l!ght failures. Systems which only partially 
fulfil their requirements are regarded as partial failures and systems 
which are able to fulfil current requirements, but which lack the 
flexibility to respond to new demands as potential failures. 
It is apparent from these failure modes that traditional approaches to 
CAPM implementation are unlikely to succeed. At beet the outcome will 
be a system capable of meeting current requirements before decaying 
into partial failure and subsequent outright failure. 
In highly stable manufacturing situations this process may take some 
time, however in other situations the mismatch between the system 
implemented and current requirements may develop eo rapidly that almost 
immediate replacement is necessitated. The lack of flexibility in many 
CAPM systems currently considered as potential failures is likely to 
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eventually result -in outright failure • 
.3.2 ·Flexible Infrastructures 
CAPM flexibility concerns both the software packages themselves.and the 
addltionai supporting infrastructure components - the policies, 
procedures and controls associated with the production management 
activity. · 
CAPM systems can be thought of as encompassing all computer aids 
supplied to the production manager (Waterlow and Monniot, 1986) .• This 
includes 3 main information .processing activities. 
SPECIFICATION. ensuring the manufacturing task has been 
defined and instructions produced; 
PLANNING AND CONTROL planning the timetable, adjusting r_eaources and 
priorities and controlling production activlty,; 
RECORDING AND REPORTING recording and reporting production status and 
performance for liaison with other departments 
and future use in specification, planning and 
costing. 
These activities support a number of modules including:-
Master Production Scheduling 
Stock Recording (bought out parts) 
Stock Recording (finished parts) 
Capacity Planning 
Detailed Scheduling 
Process Planning 
Materials Requirement Planning 
Order Control 
Bill of Materials Processing 
Monitoring Work in Progress 
Coating 
Forecasting 
Performance Analysis 
Purchase Order File 
Many current CAPM packages are modular based, enabling users some 
degree of freedom to implement the moat appropriate set of modules to 
meet their immediate requirements, as well as offering the potential to 
develop their CAPM systems as new requirements emerge. The 
cuatomiaati:on of the modules provides for additional flexibility and 
allows a better 1 fit 1 to be achieved. However, not all CAPM packages 
necessarily contain the complete set of modules required to meet the 
idiosyncratic requirements of an individual company, and, even less so, 
the diverse range of companies which comprise the electronics sector. 
It is important, therefore, that companies have the facility to 'pick 
and mix' modules from different software vendors if they are to develop 
an effective infrastructure with the requisite amount of flexi-bility. 
Another equally problematical area which has still to be addressed 
concerns the ability of CAPM packages to concurrently support a number 
of production philosophies such as MRP and JIT. For many users the 
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excitement of recent developments in production philosophy, and what 
these promise in terms of business benefits, has been tempered both by 
a lack of suitable software·- which has often resulted in users 
augmenting their CAPM system with micro-based spreadsheets - and a lack 
of understanding of the likely impact of adopting these philosophies 
for their existing CAPM system. As previously described, the 
implementation of a di!fferent production philosophy generally results 
in failure of the existing CAPM system. 
Although a number of software vendors are currently developing CAPM 
software which, it is claimed, support more than one production 
philosophy, this is an impor.tant in£rastructure requirement which has 
yet to be fully addressed. 
3.2 Requirement for Integration 
The requirement for companies to respond quickly to new demands in the 
electronics market requires all systems within the company which are 
connected with production - and therefore with CAPM - to respond in a 
coordinated fashion to changing requirements. 
Visits to collaborating companies have revealed a number of moves 
towards the development of integrated solutions. One, company A, have 
established Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with key suppliers and 
are now able to access existing supplier databases and place component 
orders. Company B have an integration policy based on MAP/TOP 
connections. Each new software module has to be capable of integrating 
with MAP/TOP protocols and existing software structures. 
However, the research has found examples of companies who have 
installed CAPM systems which cannot process existing BoM files, 
integrate with existing order processing, access process planning data 
or link to the financial data necessary for accurate costing. It is 
therefore important in the context of CAPM implementation to consider 
the linkages which integrate CAPM with the wider business. 
Company visits, discussions with practitioners and CAPM consultants and 
a survey of the literature has led to the identification of existing or 
potential links between CAPM, other manufacturing and wider business 
systems. Some of these linkages have been modelled using the !CAM 
Definition method J.DEFO. This ar.ea of work is still being undertaken 
with the aim of developing the methodology for company wide computer 
integrated manufacturing (1CIM) implementations. 
4. THE PROCESS METHODOLOGY IN DETAIL 
The process methodology incorporates a number of important concepts 
which are brought together in a highly practical framework. The 
methodology provides a mechanism for guiding users through a series of 
questions relating to the principal issues that need to be considered 
in order to identify the nature and extent of potential manufacturing 
requirements and ultimately CAPM requirements. 
In this way the methodology provides users with a means of thinking 
through thei·r market and trading conditions and the resulting 
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repercussions of change for manufacturing. Carrying out this process 
will enable resilient CAPM solutions to be specified, able to support a 
range of likely /potential manufacturing conditions. Resilience would be 
achieved through the implementation of infrastructures with the 
necessary .degree of flexibility. 
A resilient solution is provided by defining a hierarchy of operating 
performance envelopes. Each envelope represents a range of states 
within which the system may be required to operate. Thus, through the 
identification of appropriate envelopes, systems with the appropriate 
type and ,extent of flexibility to support the .range of conditions 
bounded by the envelope can be specified. 
The process begins by defining the strategic performance envelope. This 
envelope is established through consideration of the company' a markets, 
products and competitors and is constrained by the technical and 
economic factors which reduce or limit the range of possibilities. 
This envelope sets the requirements for the manufacturing performance 
envelope that the manufacturing system must fulfil. Further 
consideration of these requirements, through analysis of the principal 
manufacturing resources, enables the requirements and constraints of an 
appropriate CAPM solution to be defined. 
This, in turn, sets the condition for the CAPM performance envelope and 
the requirements of the system at this level. 
Finally, the CAPM performance envelope seta the requirements for the 
information systems and supporting infrastructure. 
Using this approach a logical specification may be derived. This can 
then be compared with the current company conditions to determine the 
implementation space and the appropriate implementation strategy to 
bring about the change required. 
Research by the authors has revealed that once an appropriate CAPM 
software solution has been specified using the Process Methodology, the 
degree to which this ultimately meets the business requirements varies 
according to the implementation strategy adopted. The implementation of 
a generic CAPM package provides the least best 'fit'; customisation of 
the package provides a better 'fit' while the addition of services 
provides the best 1fit 1 • The services component involves analysing the 
existing company policies, practices and procedures to assess the 
degree to which these need to be changed to complement the 
customisation capability of the software. 
5. CONCLUSIO:N 
In this paper the authors have presented a new methodology that 
challenges many of the traditional assumptions underlying current 
thinking. The top down, business oriented, structure of the methodology 
has been descri!bed and the stages necessary to implement flexible, 
resilient CAPM systems discussed. Although the paper has specifically 
focused on the detailed CAPM implementation requirements and the means 
by which an informed choice of CAPM software and services can be made, 
the authors believe that this approach is equally applicable for 
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company wide CIM implementations. 
Many of the deficienciea of the traditional approaches have been 
identified and the implication& of employing theae methods for the long 
term aurvival of CAPM ayatema fUlly explained. 
The context within which both CAPM and other manufacturing and businesa 
application& exiat haa been outlined for the electronic& aector and the 
importance of developing flexible infraatructurea stressed. 
The methodology brings together a number of important concepts, in a 
practical way, and provides a means of ensuring that resilient 
aolutions are created which are capable of delivering the full business 
benefit&. 
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The .paper discusses the developnent of an approach for the design 
of Canputer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) systems - focusing upon 
those canpanies developing Canp.Jter Aided PrOO.uction Managanent (CAPM) 
systems within the Electronics sector. 
The turbulent envirorunent facing designers of CIM systems within 
Electronics fs described and the implications examined. A new process 
orientated approach is proposed which focuses upon the developnent of 
contextually bourrled canputing and infonnation infrastructures. 
rnTRODUCI'IOO 
In recent years IIUlch enphasis has been placed on the importance of 
introducing advanced manufacturing and infonnatioh technologies intO 
British industries. 'lhese technologies reSult in an approach to 
manufacturing which differs fran traditional approaches in. the extent 
to which the canp..1ter is used in the design of prcrlucts, in the design 
of the prcrluction process, in manufacturing and test and in the 
management and control of the manufacturing system. Undoubtedly, for 
those canpanies able to harness and utilise these technologies 
effectively the reo.r.rards derived fran improvanents in• manufacturing 
CUt!fEtitiveness are substantial. 
Unfortunately, the results of intrcrlucing Mvanced Manufacturing 
Technology and Infonnation Teclmology in many ccrnpanies have been 
unsatisfactory when evaluated against technical, user, business .or 
organisational criteria and it is not unusual for the perfonnance of 
the implemented system to differ markedly fran that which was 
originally conceived. One of the reasons for this stems fran the fact 
that the benefits fran large scale investment in such technologies 
often cannot be fully exploited without also undertaking a major 
reorganisation of the cc:mpany, involving a redistribution of 
activities and intelligence and a fl.trmmental rethink of manufacturing 
strategy and systems. 'lbe problem of achieving these benefits is 
further a::mpo..uded in an enviralment where it is difficult to define 
current requirements am near impossible to predict future ooes. 
Recent evidence [ 1] suggests that the UK Electronics sector is one 
of the fastest growing industrial sectors in Europe. '!be growth in 
Electronics output in the pericxi 1979-1981 was consistently oore than 
twice total manufacturing outp1t growth. '1be 1983 figure was even roore 
significant with electronics output growing by 21% oaopared to 1 • 9% 
for manufacturing as a wlx>le. Evidence such as this supports the view 
that whatever 'recovery' took place in the UK during 1983 it was by 
and large electronics led. However, these figures mask an underlying 
malaise. In tenns of international canpetitlveness, the UK had a trade 
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deficit en electronics of E2,000M in 1983. 
Research urrlertaken by the authors has Wicated that the ability 
to respond quickly to changing market requirements is of parcuoount 
inqx>rtanoe and one of the principal areas in which ccmpanies are 
facing increasing canpetition. Hc1.rlever, as Bentley [2) has p:>inted 
out, predicting market requirements in Electronics is problematical. 
This can lead to disastrous consequences if canpanies "back a loser'' 
having cx:nmitted invesbnent to the developnent of a CAPM systan. which 
when implemented does not enable the canpany to meet the requirements 
of a changed marketplace. 
In such an environment a major .problem· for canpanies is coping 
with uncertainties in supply .and demand on one hand and the need to 
utilise ·manufacturing facilities efficiently on the other. This 
problem is ccmpourrled by an increasingly canpetitive market in which 
stock and WIP need to be minimised to reduce costs; where shrinking 
product life cycles reduce the time available to design and 
manufacture; where frequent design changes create large volumes of 
rework; where the quality of canponents received frari suppl!iers needs 
to be carefully llPI1itored and in situations where the supply time of 
critical canponents frequently exceeds the perioo covered by the 
assembly schedule. 
An essential requirement therefore is to reduce these 
uncertainties throogh the provision of timely infonmtion to a work 
area about its own situation and that of other, p:>Ssibly renote, 
areas. Most of the current cx:mputer support and infonmtion systens 
provision in electronics manufacturing is focused on material supply 
and production planning. In developing an integrated system further 
infonnation on cost, quality, machine status etc is required. In a 
fully integrated system part programs, test programs and routing 
infonnaticn wo..Ud also be required. 
Solutions to the business planning and prcrluction management 
problem such as MRP, OPI' or JIT based on standard or custanised 
packages offer sane help in integrating plaiming and control 
activities [3] and quality [4]. However, as was recognised in a CAPM 
State-of-the-Art Report [·5], the key to full exploitation of CAPM does 
not lie in the inlplementation of a particular systan to address a 
specific need but in the developnent of an infrastructure within which 
organisations can continue to adapt and gn:M, that is learn. fot-dnlar 
system desiqn strategies [ 6, 7] and m:rlular CAPM packages [ 8] 
facilitate this kind of evolutionary developnent. 
~AND~TI~~ 
When the enviraunent is highly dynamic and markets turb.ll.ent 
single p:>int solutions are inapptopdate and ineffective. In such a 
situatioo the auth>rs propose that the way forward lies in the 
develq:ment of infrastructures to provide adaptability, flexibility 
and to facilitate the continual evolution of the organisational 
system. Evidence from research so far W'rlertaken suggests that these 
infrastructures need to address cx:mputing and infonmtional, technical 
and organisational factors in an integrated manner in order to achieve 
the necessary level of responsiveness to changing and often 
unpredictable dernan:is. 
The implications for the design of CIM systems are staggering. 
Traditional methcrls involving the specificaticn of a design are no 
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l<mger valid because of the difficulty, or impossibility, of defining 
the I errls I required - when the I ends I are subject to continual change. 
'lbe focus of attention nnJSt therefore be directed at ensurirv;J that the 
1 means 1 are available to cope with the variety of potential danand.s on 
manufacturing• 'Ibis can only be achieved through the developnent of an 
appropriate set of infrastructures. 
The authors recognise that there is a trade off between 
flexibility am cost am attempting to develop infinitely flexible 
systans able to respond to all potential changes in the 
environment - even if this were technically feasible.- would be 
prohibitively costly. It is therefore proposed that contextually 
bourrled infrastructures. are developed which are cira.unscribed by the 
core business activities. 
The challenge to those concerned with the creation of canputing 
an:i infonnation systems infrastructures involves firstly identifying 
an:i removing the barriers inhibiting the developnent of well 
structured, flexible, mcrlifiable am maintainable systems am 
secorrlly, praooting the establishment of systems with perfonnance 
parameters consonant with the requirements of the wider system. 
M::rlular design strategies, nn:fular CAPM packages, 4GL' s, fault 
tolerant ~ters etc are examples of .current technologies which 
facilitate this desired system state. 
The premises W'rler investigation within this, and the overall 
research project [ 9] , have implications that challenge conventional 
notions concerning the design and implementation of integrated 
manufacturing systems. It is proposed that the focus of attention 
should no longer be placed on gaining a gocd urxlerstanding of the 
existing system state, arrl on forecasting future requirements, but 
rather on the process of creating appropriate infrastructures. 
An approach to the design of infrastructures 
An approach to the design and implementation of infrastructures is 
currently being developed whose theoretical fourrlation is based upon 
<::OOtingency theory [10]. The objective is to provide users and 
practitioners with a structured set of guidelines for the 
implementation of infrastructures contingent on the organisational 
environment. A relevant infrastructure set can be thought as 
canprising of both social am technical elements; attemant system 
cx:rnponents arrl their configuration. The attributes of the 
infrastructures relate to the degree of flexibility and the re-
configurability of the system to meet new requirements. For example 
the level of flexibility of the informational infrastructure is 
depement upon the a::mpatibility of the system CXJIIfOI.tents and the 
level of data arrl informational integration [ 5] • 
The initial stage of the approach cx:ncerns carrying oot an 
external appraisal am internal analysis of the canpany with users. 
'lbe output of this stage is a 'fingerprint' of the canpany an:l its 
current position relative to its environment. 
Fran this it is possible to oanpare the 'fingerprint' against 
benchmarks of 'best practice' arrl make a judgement of the 
appropriateness of the infrastructures currently in operation against 
those of the best performing cx:mpanies with similar environmental 
characteristics. System canponents with the appropriate degree of 
flexibility to cope with the potential set of demarrls on manufacturing 
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can then be selected. 
This finai stage of the implementation approach concerns bringing 
about the changes identified as appropriate am necessary. 
Intervention is again b:tsed up:m guidelines drawn fran best practice 
but can be thought of as invol vinq change alonq a oontirn.rum fran 
incranental to step fwlction [ 1'1 ]. 
RESULTS 'ID •DATE 
The research team have begun by investigating the a::rrtp.~ting am 
informational infrastructures within b.u large electronic canpanies. 
The output fran this phase of the work has been an urrlerstarrling of 
how canpanies are developing a:mputing am informational 
infrastructures to cope with changing manufacturing requirements. 
Canpany A is a major UK a:mputer manufacturer. 'Ihe research 
focused on the manufacture am assembly of Printed Circuit Boards 
('!'CB 1 s) for their range of o:rnputers. They produce in excess of 1 0, 000 
PCB 1 s a week. with a potential variety in excess of 500 lxlards with 
approximately 150 canponents per OOard. 
O:mpany B is a major UK consumer electronics canpany. Here too the 
research has focused on the prcx:luction of FCB 1 s. This canpany employs 
300 people and produces several thoosand PCB 1 s a day with an average 
batch size arowrl 50. 
Informational infrastructures 
Canpany A have developed an extensive infrastructure set. Software 
developnent is carried out in accordance with a set of principles of 
good systems design •[ 12]. Software is developed in a rroiular fashion 
arrl is implemented according to a three stage process which 
facilitates user involvement and prototyping. An example of the use of 
this approach is described below which concerns a recent extension to 
the existing manufacturing system. 
A functional requirements specification was derived for a 
materials oontrol system, WIP tracking system, a quality system and a 
production oontrol system. ~lity and WIP tracking systerrL<; were 
integrated into~ (~lity am Roote Tracking), which used bar 
cxrles arrl operation carils to track OOards throoghout the plant, 
materials control systems thrwgh the use of caroosels and an 
autanatic storage and retrieval system and a lc:Mer level production 
CXJntrol system based aroon:l a pull oontrol system. 
The procedure for specification inclOOed in-house systems 
analysts. 'lhese analysts interacted with the project !IBilager to 
specify requirements. Various 'l«)l')dng groups had the task of reviewing 
the functional:! ty of the proposed systems am they reported to a 
project board which included a senior management representative fran 
all those depart.Ioonts involved in the implementation of the proposed 
systems. 
Fach of the systems; WIP tracking, ~i ty, PrOOuction Chltrol am 
Materials Control were implemented acoording to a prototypfu} plan. 
().lick build tools were used to generate 1 rough arrl ready 1 menus which 
were then iteratively refined by the iniividual workfu} groups lD'ltil 
at near certainty the code was developed am then trials were rlD'l, 
department by department am datab:tse by database. 
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ldiitional:ly, the changes to the lower level systems resulted in 
enhancenents to the higher level MRP system which incorporated NIP 
information to give on-line tracking of jobs, quality data which gave 
information on scrap, prcduction oontrol and materiais oontrol which 
gave information on status of boards and oanponents. 
All these enhancements take place within an integrated network and 
cxmnunications strategy. All systems have to integrated within the 
ocmpany' s MAP network and a strategy for software developnent which 
reduces database proliferation and helps ensure data integrity. 
The design of the MAP system is based upon 6 considerations; 
Full support of the MAP 7 layer protocol standard 
Qxrl perfonnance and providing a basis for later expansion 
Short developnent tilooscales 
ftt:ldular structures 
D:l not interrupt the production line and adopt an evolutionary 
replacement schedule 
Acceptable cost 
Based upon these considerations any systems developnents use the 
naximum amount of proprietary hardware and software to reduce 
developnent costs and timescales and any further developnents will 
increase the performance of the system and provide the basis for 
expansion. 
Canpany B have developed a very limited infrastructure for 
informational flexibility. They have purchased an "off the shelf" CAPM 
package based on an existing hardware capability. They have recently 
invesUgated the possibility of developing bar ccxling and WIP tracking 
systens. Because they have failed to upjate their existing package 
with new nroifications they are fiming it difficult to .add on these 
new roodules to their outdated software. Further as they have no 
strategy for carmunications they fin::i it difficult to integrate other 
software to their existing package. '1lrus a lack of foresight in the 
original prrchasing decision. has constrained their flexibility in 
enhancing their existing system to. meet changing CAPM requirements. 
The method used by the external consultants for prcducing the 
system specification was based simply on interviews with all system 
users, and resulted in a specification which reflected the existing 
procedures and' perceived information requirements. No strategic view 
of system operation was included, and' certain elements were emitted 
fran the specification. Middle management levels apparently failed to 
realise the necessity of their involVement in system design, and in 
any case were oot given flexibility to cover their absence for 
participation. 
aN:UJSIOOS 
'1he approach ootlined in this p3.per addresses the need to develop 
flexible CIM systems to respond to rapidly changing environmental 
c:x:niitions. It is I:Bsed up::n the concept of flexible infrastructures 
as a means of coping with the uncertainty of the market place. 
'1he p3.per has focused up:ltl the developnent of Canp.Jting and 
Informational infrastructures within the Electronics sector as an 
example of the types of infrastructures required in markets which are 
wrlergoing partia.Uarly rapid change. 
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The authors (:X!Stulate that those tcyinq to design CIM systens in 
response to rapidly changing" markets shruld focus on the means of 
achieving flexibU!ity within infrastructures rather than designing CIM 
systems on the basis of existing requirements. 'lbe authors have 
reoognised that it is not feasible to design infrastructures which are 
capable of dealing with all p:lSSible outcanes. Infrastructures should 
be contextually bounded by an eXternal analysis arrl internal appraisal 
of the canpany ard the environment in which it operates. 
We oonclude with examples fran two major electronics canpanies 
operating in highly dynamic environments. Canpany A have attempted to 
respond by developing a strategy for flexible infrastructures based 
upon a set ·Of principles for gocd systems design all within a set of 
guidelines designed to ensure that future systems will be implemented 
within an integrated CIM ccmnunications strategy. 
Canpany B has taken a less pro-active approach based up:m the ~se 
of off-the-shelf packages. !bey have found problems in respon:li.ng to 
changes in the market place and in integrating extensions to their 
existing systems. 
It would be simplistic to suggest that Canpany A had achieved 
success am Canpany B had failed. However the conclusion is that those 
canpanies who develop an approach to the design of CIM systems which 
facilitates flexibility through an infrastructure geared to respcn:l to 
changes in the market place will have an improved chance of responding 
to transient market opportunities. 
This paper stems fran research conducted urrler the CAPM progranme 
of the A01E directorate of the smc. The objective of the research is 
to develop a user led methcrlology for the implerrentation of integrated 
manufacturing systems within the electronics sector am is scheduled 
to conclude in September 1990. 
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Introduction 
For a variety of reasons outlined within the body of this article, the approach 
taken to this research task has been strongly contextualist and strongly 
processual. In summary, this is because of the dynamic nature of many 
companies in an environment which is producing a requirement for rapid, 
idiosyncratic manufacturing and computer aided production management (CAPM) 
adaptability both in the design and implementation of systems. 
The article begins by outlining the results of research into the reasons for 
CAPM systems failure(l]. Using these results, the research team have developed 
a methodology based on the concepts of Oex~ble infrastructures - those policies, 
procedures and practices that support the hardware/software configuration of 
the CAPM system. The methodology is examined stage by stage to specify 
the context in which the CAPM system is installed and to focus on the 
implementation of an appropriate CAPM systems and infrastructure configuration. 
The article concludes with a brief case study based on a recent application 
of the methodology. 
Fieldwork Results 
From our discussions with CAPM practitioners, company visits and from 
surveying the literature, a number of factors which lead to immediate or eventual 
failure of CAPM systems have been identified. 
• Requirements were defined incorrectly. 
• Requirements were defined correctly, but the wrong system was 
implemented. 
• Requirements were defined correctly, the right system was implemented, 
but requirements changed over time and the system failed. 
• The correct system was defined and implemented, but implementation 
was badly managed resulting in failure. 
Of these four principal causes of failure the third, involving changed requirements, 
is of considerable importance. It is important because even when requirements 
are defined correctly and the correct system is specified and implemented 
successfully, subsequent changes in requirements can lead to failure. Thus even 
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systems which are currently per(orining weD,.bul which laGk. tbe~ty~ 
respond to new requirements, are potential fdilures. Such a chataCterisatfoo 
of failure mode has particular significance for the fast moving electronics sector. 
Three primary reasons for changes in requirements have been identified: 
• Large scale changes in manufacturing volumes; 
• Changes in integration requirements; 
• Changes in manufacturing strategy. 
For our purposes we regard systems which do not meet the requirements and 
which need to be replaced as outright failures. Systems which only partially 
fulfil their requirements we regard as partial failures. Systems which are able 
to fulfil current requirements but which lack the flexibility to respond to new 
demands, the team regard as potential failures. Failure Modes are: 
Outright System is replaced. 
Partial - System does not meet requirements. 
Potential - System cannot meet new requirements. 
It is apparent from these failure modes that traditional approaches to CAPM 
implementation are unlikely to succeed. At best the outcome will be a system 
capable of meeting current requirements before decaying into partial failure and 
subsequent outright failure. 
In highly stable manufacturing situations this process may take some time, 
however in other situations the mismatch between the system implemented 
and current requirements may develop so rapidly that almost immediate 
replacement is required. The lack of flexibility in many CAPM systems currently 
considered as potential failures is likely to result eventually in outright failure. 
In our view, the manufacturing sector epitomises the need for fiexible 
manufacturing of which so much has been written recently(2]. What is clear 
from our study of CAPM failures is that CAPM systems and their supporting 
infrastructures can be major constraints on the overall flexibility of manufacturing 
systems. Slack's[3] typology of Oex:~bility into product, mix, volume and delivery 
are all critically affected by the type of CAPM system deployed and it is important 
that companies determine the Oexibilities which underpin their strategic 
competitive edge. 
Infrastructures 
The research team believe that user companies need to move away from the 
development of a single point CAPM solution toward the development of CAPM 
systems which are capable of adapting to changing demands. However, the CAPM 
system is only one of a range of systems which support manufacturing and which 
needs to be considered as an integrated whole. Similarly, CAPM solutions are 
much more than software. They involve the policies, procedures and practices 
which govern the software use and which therefore restrict or enhance its 
fleXIbility. These support systems have been dubbed "infrastructures" and have 
been considered by several writers[3,4,5,6,7,8]. 
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CAPM /fl/rastnldures ... 
'The project team have applied the concept of infrastructures to computer aided 
production management. The CAPM infrastructure provides a set of policies, 
procedures, systems and knowledge that surrounds the processing of customer 
orders, to provide information such as work-to tists, job schedules, picking lists, 
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batch cards, travellers and material orders. 
An example of a OeXJble set of CAPM policies, procedures and controls is ______ 2_9_ 
seen in Company A. They have designed an infrastructure which can support 
the CAPM activities required for two quite different manufacturing strategies. 
Part of their manufacturing system operates under a continuous Oow just-in-
time 0111 strategy whilst the rest is controUed through a material requirements 
planning (M RP) push system. The CAPM system itself is a product of information 
systems policies, procedures and controls which are geared to securing a OeXJble 
solution. This is manifested in the use of a modular hardware and software 
design approach, and in the use of common data protocols to allow communication 
between the modules and to other systems. 
Examples such as this are rare. More frequently, the group has found examples 
of systems that are currently successful but which have only restricted potential 
since they are the products of short-term CAPM policies. These systems appear 
to be restricted in terms of the manufacturing strategies that they can support, 
the integration that can be achieved and the volumes of data that can be 
processed. 
CAPM vendors have traditionally tended to focus on the supply of the hardware 
and software of systems to the exclusion of the policies and procedures which 
must be put in place to ensure success. However we note that some vendors 
are now attempting to develop these elements through more emphasis on 
"service" rather than supply. 
Principles of a Methodology 
Because of these and our own fieldwork results, the research team have taken 
as a basic premise that electronics companies show sufficient idiosyncrasy to 
make individuality a working assumption in developing a generic methodology. 
FoUowing this argument, the only feature common to aU user companies is the 
process of introducing the CAPM system. Thus the methodology developed 
by the research team has to address the process of implementation within the 
whole range of electronic companies rather than developing a prescriptive 
solution for individual segments. 
Implementation methodologies inevitably tend to be more extensive pieces 
of work than design methodologies because, if for no other reason, it is 
impossible to think of how to implement without prior considerntion of what 
to implement. In this sense it is probably more appropriate to think of devising 
a CAPM developmenJ methodology than focusing only on implementation. 
However, any methodology needs to specify two main charncteristics. First, 
it must identify the salient variables to be taken into account, thus 
dimensionalising the problem. Second, it has to order these variables or 
dimensions to enable the user to progress in an orderly and understandable 
3 
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way from an initial to a new situation{m this case from no:CAPM•or ailing CAPM 
to a flex.ole CAPM), , ·,.:-· 
From the argument above, the·primary design principles for CAPM tailOred 
for electronics companies are that they should address the dimensions of context 
in which the CAPM is situated and should focus primarily on the process of 
30 introduction rather than,the specification:of a1single point solution. Therefore, 
------- what is required is,the development ofan implementation methodology which: 
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<» articulates .the company's business strategy with respect to 
manufacturing; 
o identifies the nature of the manufacturing system to support theibusiness 
strategy; 
O simplifies the CAPM task and then identifies.the CAPM modules required; 
O matches CAPM requirements against CAPM solutions (software plus _. 
infrastructures) to ensure a good business fit; 
o ensures,thatthe implementation.of the,methodology is managed according 
to good implementation practice. 
All of these principles are foUowed throllgh in the development of a user-led 
CAPM methodology. 
The CAPM Methodology 
The CAPM methodology, has three main features: 
0 Resilience, developed through a top doYin approach, 
o Human factor considerations, .in that the methodology is user-led. 
O Facilitator provides guidance through the process. 
Figure 1 represents the hierarchical framework of the methodology. Although 
represented schematicaUy as such, it is non-sequential in operation, and there 
is considerable iteration between stages. 
Business Strategy 
The process begins by taking a company through a process of product 
rationalisation. \\brking in conjunction with :the facilitator the company develops 
an understanding of its key stake holders. A stakeholder is an individual or group 
who influences or is influenced',by the company. This influence may stem from 
the possession of resources, the dictation of alternatives,.or authority (possibly 
through legislation). Examples oLstakeholders include competitors, suppliers, 
employees and customers. Stakeholder analysis provides the strategic context 
for the specification of the manufacturing system and the subsequent CAPM 
requirements. It is a vital backdrop, difficult to undertake adequately from within 
the company, and usuaUy needing a skilled facilitator to bring itto an effective 
conclusion. 
4 
The·methodology then requires the company to,take·a strategic vieW of ita 
,product families, distinguishing between1those thahre profitable, those which 
may become profitable and those that are unprofitable. Data·frnm the:stakeholder 
analysis.are used to identify the directions in which product families are expected 
to.move. This stage enables a company to rationalise its.product portfolio and 
identify potential market opportunities for new products. 
Strategic· 
analysis 
l 
Manufacturing 
analysis 
.I 
~ 
CAPM' 
requirements · , 
CAPM ~ 
policies 
-
CAPM HI CAPM packages 11 procedures solution 
practices 
The third element of the strategic analysis is to relate order winning criteria 
to each individual product family in turn. This uses a technique called "price 
of non-competitiveness" (PONCm. Here the facilitator derives an estimate 
of the gain to be made from improvements in order winning criteria. For example, 
by using this technique in a loCal engineering company the research 'team were 
able to identify that a 10 per cent drop in .price on a particular product family 
would generate a 20 per cent increase in tilmover; 
Manufacturing Strategy 
This stage begins with a manufacturing audit. This identifies both the structural 
(machines, labour, etc.) and.infrastructural (policies, procedures, controls and 
systems) factors that have a direct bearing on production. These are then 
matched against individual product family order winning criteria in a resource 
impact analysis. The next activity is to identify those factors that can be changed 
to enable individual product families to meet ·the competitive criteria derived 
from PONCII. 
Because of the complexity involved in developing a complete methodology 
.:·· 
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for eacb of these manufacturing areas and because of the focus of tbe CAPM 
initiative, the research team have concentrated on developing a methodoJogy 
which identifies an appropriate CAPM solution. The research team recognise 
that CAPM systems cannot be implemented in isolation. However, the broader 
based methodology is intended to be the focus of future work. 
32 
------- CAPM Requiremmts 
This stage is about how to set up CAPM systems to produce those product 
families on the competitive criteria established earlier. It incorporates a 
simplification procedw"e foDowing a number of ''rules of thumb'' (9]. For example, 
in Company 8 the lead time needed to obtain material from a supplier exceeds 
the planning time in which material must be made available to meet delivery 
dates. In this case these families need their inventory management systems 
to run according to re-order point logic. However, the danger with re-order 
point is that it is based on look back (previous use) criteria and could easily 
lead to stock-outs or high safety stock levels. The only alternatives are to extend 
delivery dates, or procure material more quickly or shorten the manufacturing 
cycle time. 
In families where the material lead time is less than planning time a company 
can use look ahead logic. This may utilise MRP, MRPTI or ]IT where ]IT 
attempts to bring safety stocks and safety lead times towards zero whilst 
developing lot for lot sizing[9]. Yet moving an existing MRP system towards 
this would have major implications for purchasing control systems, policies and 
procedures - in fact these and not the software may be the constraints on 
moving to a ]IT system. 
Another simplification procedure surrounds the choice of manufacturing control 
system and depends on predictability of demand. For example: 
Repetitive manufacturing 
Some repetitive 
Mostly non-repetitive 
Very non-repetitive 
just-in-Time 
Mixed Kanban!MRP system, using MRP for 
material procurement 
MRP-
Project management tools. 
The next stage is to match company profiles against CAPM modules. These 
may include bill of materials (BOM), sales order processing (SOP), capacity 
planning, work in progress (WIP) tracking, purchasing, shop order release, stock 
control, etc. These tasks can be accomplished either by software or by the 
infrastructure e.g. WIP tracking is a module available in most CAPM software 
packages, however it may equally weU be undertaken as a shopOoor practice 
under a manual system. 
Deciding whether or not the task is required is contingent upon the number 
and unpredictability of several manufacturing system variables including number 
of items per product, number of levels of BOM, degree of commonality of parts, 
number of sequential operations in a manufacturing routine and the number 
6 
of workcentres. Therefore, establishing whether or DOt, for example, a 
purchasing module is required is contingent upon the number and unpredict-
ability of the variables'' required to support purchasing order processing. 
CAPM Solution 
Resilient CAPM 
Systems 
This stage matches the CAPM task requirements against existing software 33 
packages to identify a best fit. A set of features of the major CAPM packages ------
is compared against the requirements from stage three and an appropriate package 
selected. This fit is then improved through "tailoring" the software package. 
HoweW!r, the principal business benefit is obtained through the improved fit offered 
by the infrastructures. For example, a company may have chosen a CAPM 
configuration based on an MRP system fur material procurement. Clearly, accuracy 
of the BOM and inventory status files are of critical importance. The control 
of these data items has to be carried out through company policies, procedures 
and practices, such as locked stores, daily stock checking, improvements in the 
control of the BOM, change proposals and change notes. 
Jmplemenlation 
In implementing the CAPM methodology their are four key managerial activities: 
Audit and VISion Build - This activity uses the stakeholder analysis of the 
strategic analysis phase to develop corporate mission statements and a 
business plan complete with a set of four to six central values with which 
company members can identify. 
The Cascade - This activity spreads the word through the management 
team. The mechanism suggested is a series of workshops which allow the 
plans to be discussed and questioned. This may go on after structural 
reorganisation and may involve some training and development work. 
Spn'nting- In this stage, bursts of activity are paced with bursts of stability 
and consolidation. The activities (or sprints) are short discrete projects which 
each have measurable targets of success and a fixed time frame. They are 
managed from the top of the company and are seen to be so, involving all 
company members. Each sprint is focused on a key element of the changes 
required. The sprint is a high-energy burst which cannot be sustained over 
long periods. However its strength is that in a short time it can make a clear 
move from A to 8 (a morphogenic change). Support and enthusiasm are 
generated by the high energy and high profile of this stage. 
The Perfonnance Ratchet - This stage takes over from the sprints and 
continues to make incremental improvements to the performance of the 
company. Success of these morphostatic changes is ensured by getting the 
activities done by the most appropriate people. The performance ratchet 
is pushed onwards by making ever higher demands from the departments 
and individuals concerned - targets are continually raised. 
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Case Study 
Background 
The company is a small mechanical engineering manufacturer which dominates 
its UK marketplace with a 50 per cent share of the market. It also sells heavily 
into a variety of European countries, including France, Holland and Scandinavia. 
The company recognises that, while it appears to occupy the high ground in 
the market, revenues are being squeezed from two important directions. 
------- Competition, particularly from Southern Europe is rapidly intensifying. This 
is due, in part, to the use of more advanced casting methods. At the same 
time, raw material costs are spiralling. As a consequence, turnover has remained 
constant during 1989 and profits have fallen by 30 per cent. 
Results 
The research team undertook a rigorous app6cation of the methodology over 
a period of three months. Each stage was taken in turn and worked through 
with the help of proformas and a series of technical briefings. Because of two 
severe constraints imposed by the company, i.e. cash restrictions and limited 
technical knowhow, a CAPM software specification was to prove impossible. 
However, it is interesting to note that the solutions that were identified (and 
being implemented) were based on the CAPM infrastructure. 
The company was experiencing considerable variations in demand that had 
to be matched by an approach to CAPM capable of responding to this variety. 
The problem could be considered from two points of view. The variety could 
be reduced, and manufacturing could be enabled to meet the variety. A 
combination of these two approaches was attempted. 
0) The company's sales team were given a po6cy of reducing variety as 
far as possible, in this case by selling standard products. This was to 
be supported by a training or awareness scheme for sales staff together 
with the implementation of sales procedures which involved presenting 
the customer with the option of purchasing a standard product under 
more advantageous tenns (of cost and lead time) than a special. 
(2) A short-tenn solution to the infonnation system problem was generated 
by the workshop meetings. It consisted of a simple paper-based system 
for day-to-day scheduling, relying on a procedure in which each day's 
capacity would be loaded to 80 per cent, the remaining 20 per cent being 
held open until noon on the preceding day to allow rush jobs to be fitted 
in. This provided an interim system solution which would help 
manufacturing to manage the variety. 
In addition it was also recommended that a 6nk between sales and manufacturing 
be estab6shed to identify problem areas. This would enable sales and production 
to agree on lead times and de6very dates over a monthly period. In combination 
with the manual card-based tool it would enable sales to estimate (fairly 
accurately) a lead time for an order. 
For continued success and development it was clear that the boundary 
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between the sales and manufacturing functions must be monitored and lines 
of communication must be kept open. It was decided to implement this regular 
meeting between the two functions to look at the perfonnance of current 
procedures. 
Resilient CAPM 
Systems 
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There are a number of reasons why a methodology is the most appropriate -------
way of improving manufacturing competitiveness. Typically, UK manufacturing 
has resorted to the use of outside consultancies to improve manufacturing. 
However, the consequences of this are that the consultant provides a "quick 
fix'' without the user gaining a full understanding of his processes. The result 
is a company that has an increasing dependency on the consultant. By using 
a documented methodology, a company will have a record of its progress through 
the various stages and can return to the process as necessary without additional 
costs. Furthermore, the use of proven techniques in methodology reduces the 
risks of failure, prescn'bed deliverables help to gain management commitment 
and guidelines ensure uniformity of application by providing auditability and 
assisting in the transference of skills. · 
The CAPM methodology has been developed through funding provided by 
the ACME Directorate of the SERC through its CAPM initiative. The project 
team began by concentrating on why CAPM systems were failing. The team 
quickly identified the major reason - that requirements were changing over 
time. To cope with these changing requirements the research team have 
developed a methodology that places the CAPM purchasing decision in the 
context of the changing business needs which it has to support. This is achieved 
by taking a "look out" over the foreseeable planning horizon using the 
stakeholder analysis. Furthermore the CAPM requirement had to be seen as 
part of the complete manufacturing system. ConsequenUy, the first two stages 
of the methodology address the business and manufacturing contexts. The third 
stage takes the output from the manufacturing analysis and matches this to 
a CAPM requirements specification. The final stage is to match this requirement 
against existing CAPM packages. 
The application of the methodology has proved to be a particularly fruitful 
part of the research and has benefited both the company and the development 
of methodology. For the company, a series of policies, procedures and practices 
were identified that should enable the company to improve its ability to cope 
with demand Ouctuations. For the research team the case study has highlighted 
the learning process needed in developing such a methodology. The further 
refinement of the methodology based on the case data is currenUy taking place 
and is expected to be included in the development of a software package to 
facilitate stages three and four. 
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Introduction 
This paper discusses some of the early results of a three 
year research project sponsored by the ACME directorate of 
the Science and Engineering Research Council. The research 
is multi-disciplinary in nature, incorporating ideas from the 
fields of Engineering., Computing. Management Science and 
Organisational Behaviour. The aim is to develop a 
methodology for the design and implementation of integrated 
manufacturing systems within the electronics sector and is 
focussed upon the range of applications known as 
Computer-Aided Production Management (CAPM). 
Computer Aided Production Management 
CAPM can be thought of as encompassing all computer aids 
supplied to the production manager. This includes three main 
information processing activities [1]. 
Specification 
ensuring the manufacturing task has been defined and 
instructions produced. 
Planning and Control 
planning the time.table, adjusting resources and 
priorities and controlling production activity. 
Recording and Reporting 
recording and reporting production status and 
performance for liaison with other departments and 
future use in specification, planning and costing. 
These activities are often performed by the following modules 
or functions: 
Master production scheduling 
Stock recording 
Capacity planning 
Detailed scheduling 
Materials requirements planning 
1 
Order .processing 
Bill of materials processing 
Work in progress mo.ni toring. 
Cos.ting 
Performance analysis . 
Etc. 
These individual functions may be implemented separately, 
e.g. in the form of "micro based spreadsheets" [2]; in an 
integrated environment such as through the full exploitation 
of MRPII, or in some intermediate level of integration .. 
Requirements for Flexibility 
The research to date has indicated that the ability to 
respond flexibly to changi·ng requirements is a key to 
competitive success. This appears to be true even in the 
areas where the products do not change quickly, change often 
coming from increased competitive pressure on delivery, cost 
and quality or from the challenges of implementing new 
technologies such as surface mountinq. 
Many companies seem to approach these problems by a 
combination of the three leqs of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology described by Hollier [3]: Computer Aided Design 
(CAD), Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), and Computer Aided 
Production Manaqement (CAPM). As part of ACME's CAPM 
initiative this research has focussed on the implementation 
of CAPM systems. 
Research Method 
The case study methodoloqy was selected in order to identify 
and represent both the context in which CAPM systems are 
being introduced and the nature of the systems themselves, 
the content. 
The principal means of data collection for the cases has been 
focused interviews with key personnel from collaborating 
companies. The aim of these interviews has been to elicit 
information on the following: 
the historical account of the development of the current 
CAPM system 
the level of integration and the interfaces to wider 
manufacturing and business systems. 
the kind of computer support and information systems 
required for business planning and production management 
activities 
the organisational and attitudinal issues which were 
important to the implementation 
2 
the complexity and dynamic characteristics of the CAPM 
implementation envi-ronment and the wider system 
envi'ronment 
Outcomes of CAPM Implementations 
It is apparent that failure rather than success is more often 
the outcome of CAPM implementations. This can be attrfbuted 
to a number of causes': 
the CAPM requirements were not defined correctly; 
the CAPM requirements were initially defined correctly 
but they subsequently changed as a result of either a 
change in manufacturing strategy or new information 
req~irements and subsequent integration difficulties; 
the implementation was badly managed. 
Requirements definition was vague in many of the cases 
studied to date. This appears to stem from the fact that the 
reasons for implementing the system were unclear. Some of 
the more vague reasons for implementation of systems were 
because related companies used similar systems or because it 
was felt that manufacturing was out of control. 
However from the findings to-date most failures would seem to 
be attributable ·to changes in the requirements of the system 
brought about by the need to satisfy two new demands. The 
first of these is as a result of changes in the manufacturing 
strategies employed, such as the change to a "pull" system 
involving the need to process orders and schedule work in new 
ways, .physical reorganisa,tion such as the removal of a part 
of the manufacturing facility to another site, or the 
introduction of a new product causing changes in production 
volumes. The second comes as a result of new information 
requirements and the need to integrate the CAPM system with 
other business systems such as quality and finance. Despite 
recent deve•lopments in the integration of information systems 
this is still a maj~r problem area. 
Traditional methods involving the specification of a system 
de~ign are no longer valid because changing requirements mean 
that the envisaged end state is unlikely to be precisely what 
is required for any length of time, if at all. The focus of 
attention must therefore be directed at ensuring that the 
means are available to cope with the variety of potential 
demands on manufacturing by facilitating a range of system 
end states. Thus the focus of attention must move from the 
"ends" to look at the means to the ends, which points to a 
consideration of the system design features such as 
modularity (etc etc) but also it becomes vitally important to 
consider the support systems. the infrastructure. Thus, as 
was recognised in a CAPM State-of-the-Art Report [9], the key 
to full exploitation of CAPM does not lie in the 
implementation of a particular system to address a specific 
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need, since this implies a static solution. Rather we 
propose that the key lies in the development of flexible 
infrastructures within which orQanisations can continue to 
respond to change. 
Infrastructures 
Hill [4] has defined manufacturinQ infrastructures as the 
"controls, procedures, systems and communications combined 
with the attitudes, experience and skill of the peop~e 
involved" whilst Skinner (5] has· defined manufacturi:ng 
infrastructures as the "policies., procedures and organisation 
by which manufactu~ing accomplishes· its work. Specifically 
production and inventory contro·l systems, cost and quality 
control systems, work force management policies and 
organisational structure". 
Meredith [6] also considers the importance of the 
infrastructure in automation strateQies, which must be seen 
to include CAPM. Meredith's definition of the infrastructure 
is "the network of non-physical support systems that enable 
the technical structure to operate". 
More specifically the infrastructure can be defined by the 
functions it fulfills in facilitating, supporting and 
controllinQ manufacturing activities. There are six principal 
functional areas providing the six principal requirements for 
production. These are: 
Designs; 
Methods, routes and part programs; 
Orders, schedules, work lists; 
Maintained machinery, tools and equipment; 
Materials; 
Trained personnel. 
In order to achieve flexibility in manufacturinQ, it is 
necessary to have the flexibility or capacity required in the 
infrastructure. For instance it has been observed that 
increased production rates have caused difficulties in the 
areas of material procurement; increased rates of new 
product introduction may cause problems in Design or Methods 
EngineerinQ. Meredith [6] observes that automation is often 
held back by the managerial and infrastructural problems 
involved. It should be noted that the three legs of AMT 
mentioned earlier are in the infrastructure area: 
CAD 
CAM 
CAPM 
- Design infrastructure 
- Methods infrastructure 
- Order flow and Materials infrastructure 
It is recognised that there ts a trade off between 
flexibility and cost. To attempt to develop infinitely 
flexible systems able to respond to every chanQe in the 
environment - even if this were technically feasible - would 
be prohibitively costly. It is therefore proposed that 
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contextually bounded infrastr.uctures are developed which are 
circumscribed by the nature of the core business activities. 
The challenge to those concerned with the creation of 
infrastructures involves firstly identifying and removing the 
barriers inhibiting the development -of well struc.tured, 
flexible, modifiable and maintainable systems and secondly, 
promoting the establishment of systems with performance 
parameters consonant with the requirements of the wider 
system. 
Results·to date 
The research team have begun by investigating the 
infrastructures within electronics companies. The output from 
this phase of the work has been some i·nitial understanding of · 
how infrastructures help companies to cope with changing 
manufacturing requirements. Some examples of infrastructure 
flexibility have been apparent. 
One components manufacturer employs staff on a "core and 
peripheral" basis with the peripheral staff on short-term 
contracts to allow numbers to be adjusted to match trends in 
production volumes. This is applied to staff of a•ll types 
including office staff such as purchasing and finance. 
Another company producing electronic products makes much use 
of outworkers paid per piece and subcontractors to allow 
adjustment. Although both these systems add to the 
flexibili.ty of the companies' infrastructures there is a 
price to be paid in terms of the skill level and commitment 
of people employed only intermittently. The latter solution 
also leads to a greater procurement activity. 
The use of an expert system in the design area has allowed 
one electronic product manufacturer to cope with a demand for 
a very wide number of variations to a range of products in a 
very short time. This means that the design-supplying part 
of the infrastructure is very flexible. The same system can 
also perform cost estimating for the product although it has 
yet to be integrated with the CAPM system to automatically 
order the parts required. 
The ability to reconfigure systems is an example of 
infrastructure flexibility. One company has deliberately 
expanded its data processing and programming staff in order 
to be able to reconfigure the CAPM system to suit any change 
in the business. However this has caused dif-ficulties in 
incorporating software upgrades since their system has been 
customised to the extent that software supplied by the vendor 
is no longer compatible. Another approach to the same aspect 
of flexibility was shown by a company whose main criterion 
for the choice of CAPM system was the accessibility of the 
programmers and their arrangements for tailoring and updating 
the system. 
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Conclusions 
This paper has attempted to show that changing requirements 
can result in the failure of a CAPM system developed as a 
static solution to a particular problem at an instant in a 
company's development, even when the system requirements are 
correctly defined and the system's implementation is well 
managed. It has attempted to highlight the importance of an 
approach to flexibility which ranges wider than the 
implementation of any single system and which involves the 
development of flexible infrastructures to allow companies to 
adapt and adjust. Infrastructures should be tailored to suit 
the nature of the business concerned and the next phase of 
the research will investigate further the details of 
infrastructure elements in order to assist companies to 
develop flexible infrastructures. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The structure and stages of the process methodology devised by the Polytechnic South West 
group, the research findings and the rationale for the approach have been previously reported 
(I, 2). To aid understanding the .main points and stages of the methodology are repeated in 
summary, although the focus of attention. of this paper is on providing more detail of the 
concluding stage of the methodology. This stage utilises processes and techniques to define 
the CAPM system requirements and to specify an appropriate solution to meet both the 
current and future requirements for flexibility and thereby provide the resilience necessary to 
withstand change. 
The overall methodology is a process based approach which aims to enlist the skills and 
expertise of the users in a way which can be applied to many different company types. The 
important mechanisms which are used to bring this about are pre-work activities, technical 
briefings and worksh.ops - orchestrated by a facilitator who guides and manages the entire 
process. Pro-formas provide the necessary structure for users to·carry out the tasks required 
and through the skilful construction of these, the questions asked and the data requested, 
provide the necessary guidance tq ensure that the operation is carried out efficiently and 
effectively. The questions contained in the pro-formas can be ihought of as the knowledge 
base contained in the methodology. 
This paper describes and explains fully how the final stage of the methodology works in 
practice. The concepts and techniques of operational performance envelopes, task templates 
and computing and infonnation processing infrastructures are introduced and the way they 
may be used for achieving resilience is explained. 
2.0 The IPr:ocess Methodology 
The methodology utilises the concept of operational performance envelopes (OPE's). These 
may be thought of as closures which circumscribe the range of conditions likely to be 
1 
experienced by a company. The boundary of the shape, in this case a cuboid although· the 
geometries are irrelevant, which represents the envelope describes the likely extreme 
conditions that may be experienced The concept graphically portrays the notion that in any 
dynamic manufacturing situation there are a number of requirements that must be 
accommodated In this way the operating .performance envelope is used as a conceptual tool 
to help managers and users dispense 
with their information systems stereotype 
· i.e the single point solution. In addition, 
the envelope is used as an analytical :tool 
because the axis of the .envelope 
represent the range and extent of 
flexibility required by the supporting 
infrastructure. 
This concept clearly challenges 
conventional notions concerning the 
design and implementation of systems. 
The emphasis is not solely on 
understanding the existing system, and 
on forecasting future requirements. It is 
concerned with identifying the 
functionality, storage, processing and 
integration requirements for some time 
period that extends beyond the current 
requirements and thereby on providing a 
resilient solution. 
CAPM Metlilodology 
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Figure 1 The Process Methodology 
The process begins, see Figure l, by defining the strategic performance envelope. This 
envelope is established through consideration of the company's markets, products and 
competitors and is constrained by the technical and economic factors which reduce or limit 
the range of possibilities. 
This envelope sets the requirements for the manufacturing performance envelope that the 
manufacturing system must fulfil. 
This, in turn, sets the condition for the CAPM performance envelope and the requirements 
of the system at this level. 
Finally, the CAPM performance envelope sets the requirements for the computing and 
information infrastructure. 
The aim of the process methodology is to provide a practical, efficient and cost effective 
method for users to select the most resilient CAPM system ie the system that is capable of 
supporting the requirements of a changing manufacturing environment The dimensions of 
2 
change which CAPM systems must be 
able to adjust to have been identified as 
data volumes, data and information 
integration and new manufacturing 
philosophy requirements (3). 
In terms of these three causes of CAPM 
systems failure, the axis of the CAPM 
operating perfonnance envelope (see 
figure 2) mark the storage and 
processing requirements, the 
manufacturing ideology and control 
philosophy requirements and the data 
and information integration 
requirements. 
Although the methodology employs this 
lnt.aratlan 
Figure 2 CAPM OPE 
top down structure, the detail and focus of analysis at each of the performance levels is on 
the CAPM system requirements. The term CAPM systems is used in this context by the 
authors to describe the computing elements, the hardware and software, together with the 
manual policies, practices and procedures (PPP's) which make up the complete solution. The 
important distinction here is that CAPM systems are not regarded as merely technical systems 
but rather as complex configurations of technical and managerial policies, procedures and 
practices (PPP'). This distinction is important because in order to. achieve a high degree of 
"fit", ie a match between the requirements and the solution, both customising the software and 
adjusting the manual PPP's may be necessary. In order to do this a number of problems must 
frrst be addressed. 
3.0 The Design Dilemma 
The problem of dealing with changing CAPM requirements is compounded in a situation, 
such as the Electronics sector, where the rate of change in product demand and developments 
in product and process technologies is difficult to predict. Current design approaches which 
focus on the creation of single point solutions are clearly inadequate in this context. Single 
point solutions are inherent in the traditional vendor driven approach which has five stages; 
Identify technical requirements 
Complete a cursory definition of modules 
Specify financial systems requirements 
Determine the scale of the package 
Visit an existing software location 
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Clearly, none of these stages is designed to·cope with a fast changing demand and 
technological environment 
This raises a serious dilemma for the designers of new information systems, such as CAPM. 
One of the major finding from this research is a that a new approach is called for which, 
instead, directs attention towards the creation of a computing and information processing 
infrastructure that possesses the capability of coping with' change and the variety of potential 
demands. 
However, in order to devise a methodology for creating this capability the research team had 
to solve a number of problems; The frrst of these concerned devising techniques for 
specifying the CAPM tasks required both now and in the future. The second problem 
concerned selecting an appropriate package which conformed as closely as possible to the 
functionaVtask requirements and which possessed the necessary flexibility to be modified as 
new changes demanded. If this is not possible then these changes must be accommodated 
through adjustments in the manual procedures. The third problem concerned carrying out both 
the above within the technological and social constraints of the organisation. 
4.0 The Solution 
Taking these problems in turn, the traditional method of defining requirements for a 
manufacturing company has been through the use of modelling techniques and by analysing 
the existing system. Many examples of this type of approach can be found in the literature 
(4,5,6). However, there are a number of drawbacks to this approach. The time required to 
model the system under consideration is often long and modelling existing structures is not 
always appropriate and can constrain the eventual solution. The underlying assumption of 
structured systems analysis and design methodologies do not necessarily encompass flexibility 
requirements - rather they are focused on the provision of solutions to meet current 
requirements. In addition they are often employed in a technologically deterministic way and 
as such neglect the benefits of including manual policies, practices and procedures in the 
overall solution. 
The solution taken by the research group was to provide resilience at two levels. At the 
strategic level the methodology uses workshops and pro-fonnas to guide the user through a 
process which takes a "look out" at the company's business environment. This is based on an 
analysis of key customers, suppliers and competitors. At the CAPM level resilience is 
provided both through policies, procedures and practices and through the tailoring of software 
modules to meet the requirements of the manufacturing performance envelope. The key issues 
were to identify the extent of the flexibility required in the CAPM system and to decide 
where that flexibility should reside, ie. in the software or in the PPP's. 
The second and third problems are addressed explicitly in the CAPM stage of the 
methodology are outlined below. 
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4,1 Defining the·CAPM Task Requirements 
In order to provide a simple, yet effective solution •to these problems .the ·Polytechnic CAPM 
group investigated the notion of core and optional .tasks. In effect the core and optional tasks 
represent a generic template, or CAPM production management architecture and an alternative 
approach to the .more traditional, modelling based approaches. This provides a .quick and 
effective starting point:for users to identify and select an appropriate computing.and 
information infrastructure. 
The methodology provides the production• manager with a pro-forma which outlines a list of 
core and optional tasks. The model of core CAPM tasks is based on the premise that in all 
manufacturing situations a number of tasks are always carried out The process of identifying 
the optional tasks demands a detailed understanding of the environment in which product 
families compete, the complexity of manufacturing products and processes, demand patterns, 
le!id times; manufacturing cycle times etc. 
The CAPM task template (7), through providing users with a list of core and optional tasks, 
provides a quick and simple tool for defining the CAPM requirements. Previous stages of the 
methodology have been concerned with defining the product groups now and in the future 
and the control philosophies required for these product groups. These requirements are 
combined with the task template to provided a list of tasks required by the production 
management function to operate and control production of these product groups. The metrics 
associated with the task, the volumes and frequencies of data required to be processed can 
then be determined. 
Further information is now required on the constraints which are to be imposed on the 
solution from the host company. The pro-forma used for this stage of the methodology 
contains a list of the technological constraints which must be adhered to. For example, 
compatibility and the preferred hardware platform, speed, access, usability, cost etc. Data is 
gathered through questions such as: 
What is the existing hardware platform? 
What are the software compatibility requirements? 
What is the level of DP ski Us? 
What are the security requirements? 
What numbering systems are used in the company? 
Are there any constraints imposed by the financial function? 
What is the company's budgeted spend on the project? 
The conclusion of this stage of the methodology is a detailed template of CAPM tasks, along 
with a specification of the constraints to be imposed upon the CAPM software/hardware 
system. 
4.2 Specifying an Appropriate CAPM Package 
Once the requirements phase has been carried out the best software fit is sought. Frequently 
5 
the constraints imposed by hardware, compatibility requirements and the capacity 
requirements (identified through data storage and processing requirements) wiU limit the 
number of 'target' software options considerably. Although it is difficult to imagine a perfect 
fit, software suppliers do provide extensive flexibility through the use of tailorable software 
packages. Even then experience suggests that recourse to the manual policies, procedures and 
practices is required to enhance the system flexibility. The flexibility offered by policies, 
procedures and practices is critical to the fit of the software to the task requirements. Those 
tasks that cannot be supponed by the software will need to be accomplished by the manual 
PPP's. A workshop now assesses each software option in turn and identifies the various trade-
offs. 
5.0 Conclusion 
The CAPM methodology, outlined in this paper, has been developed through funding 
provided by the ACME directorate of the SERC through its CAPM initiative. 
The project team began by concentrating on why CAPM systems were failing. The team 
quickly identified the major reason - that requirements were changing over rime. To cope 
with these changing requirements the research team have developed a methodology that 
places the definition of a CAPM solution in the context of the changing business needs which 
it has to suppon. This is achieved by taking a 'look out' over the foreseeable planning 
horizon using the stakeholder analysis. Furthermore the CAPM requirement had to be seen as 
part of the complete manufacturing system. Consequently, the first two stages of the 
methodology address the business and manufacturing contexts. The third stage takes the 
output from the manufacturing analysis and matches this to a CAPM requirements 
specification. The final stage is to match this requirement against existing CAPM packages. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper stems ·from an ACHE research 
project jointly held by Plymouth Poiytechnic 
and Sheffield Business School which has the 
aim of assisting electronics companies to 
develop and implement integrated 
manufacturing systems. 
In this paper we concentrate on those 
companies within the electronics industry 
developing CAPM systems. Early findings 
suggest that time horizons have shortened 
considerably and that these companies are 
facing particularly turbulent environments. 
We outline the requirements for flexibility 
and propose a solution based on the 
development of contextually bounded 
infrastructures. 
1 Introduction 
In recent years much emphasis has been placed 
on the importance of introducing advanced 
manufacturing and information technologies 
into British industries. These technologies 
reaul t in an approach to manufacturing which 
differs from traditional approaches in the 
extent to which the computer ia used in the 
design of products, in the design of the 
production process, in manufacturing and teat 
and in the management and control of the 
manufacturing system. Undoubtedly, for those 
companies able to harness and utilise these 
technologies effectively the rewards derived 
from improvements in manufacturing 
competitiveness are substantial. 
Unfortunately, the results of 
introducing Advanced ,Manufacturing Technology 
(AMT) and Information Technology in many 
companies have been unsatisfactory when 
evaluated against technical, user, business 
or organisational criteria and it h not 
unusual for the performance of the 
implemented system to differ markadly from 
that which was originally conceived. One of 
the reasons for this atema from the fact that 
the benefits from large scale investment in 
such technologies often cannot be fully 
exploited without also undertaking a major 
reorganisation of the company, involving a 
redistribution of activities and intelligence 
and a fundamental rethink of manufacturing 
• The CIH Institute, Department of Computing, 
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strategy and systems. The problem of achieving 
these benefits is further compounded in an 
environment where it is difficult to define 
current requirements and near impossible to 
predict future ones. 
2 The Electronics Sector 
2. 1 Background 
Recent evidence (1,2] suggests that the UK 
electronics sector 1a one of .the fastest 
growing industrial sectors in Europe. Turnover 
grew by 37% during the period April 84 to April 
86 with a corresponding grovth in net profit 
before tax. Return on ea pi tal employed in 
1985/86 Wa.s 19% for the industry as a whole 
whilst the stock turnover ratio was 7:1, 
remarkably lov when compared to Japanese 
figures which indicate ratios in excess of 
25:1. 
In comparison to the rest of UK industry, 
1983 saw a growth in electronics output or 21% 
compared to 1.9% for manufacturing as a whole. 
Evidence such as this supports the View that 
whatever •recovery" took place in the OK during 
1983 it was by and large electronics led. 
However, these figures mask an underlying 
malaise. In terms of international 
competitiveness, the OK bad a trade deficit in 
electronics in excess of £2 billion in 1987 
which· is forecast to quadruple by 1993. 
2.2 Research Method 
The case study methodology was selected in 
order to identify and represent the rich 
picture in terms. of content and context in 
which CAPH systems are being introduced. 
The principal means of data collection for 
the cases· has been focused interviews with key 
personnel from collaborating companies. The aim 
of these interviews has been to elicit 
information on the following: 
the historical account of the development 
of the. current CAPM system; · 
the level of integration and the 
interfaces to wider manufacturing and 
business systems; 
the kind of computer support and 
information systems required for business 
planning and production management 
activities; 
the important organiBatioDBl and 
attitudinal iaauea; 
the complexity and dynamic 
characteristics of the CAPH 
implementation environment and the wider 
system environment. 
Fieldwork sought to establish whether 
the follovillg were significant in practice! 
that the environment faced ~ companies 
within the defined electronics 
manufacturing sector vas complex, 
dynamic and perceived as highly 
uncertain by those involved' in the 
implementation of effective CAPH 
systems; 
that the key to the JUccessful 
implementation of CAPH systems lay in 
adopting a multi-disciplinary approach 
embodying a top down,, business driven 
orientation rather than the· installation 
of a software product; 
that successful implementation required 
a fundamental rethink of manufacturing 
strategy and systems and a 
redistribution of activities and 
intelligence. 
J Requirements for Flexibility 
Recent research carried out by the authors in 
a number of companies engaged in surface 
mount, PCB connectors and in developing 
electronics for the automotive industry has 
indicated that the .ability to respond 
flexibly to changing market requirements la a 
key to competitive success. 
This requirement for flexibility is 
supported by a number ·of other research 
findings, Bentley IJ1 has pointed out the 
difficulties iD predicting future market 
requirements in Electronics. Slack 141 has 
aiated that "flexibility is the least 
understood of manufactUring objectives•, 
Burbidge 151 has focused on the development 
of a production control system for flexible 
production systems whilst Skinner 161 and 
Schonberger 171 both address tha need for 
flexibility in making manufacturing 
competitive, 
In such an environment a major problem 
for companies is coping vith uncertainties in 
supply and demand on one band and the need to 
utilise manufacturing facilities efficiently 
on the other. Experience suggests that 
companies are responding to these competitive 
pressures through the increasing use of AHT. 
Hollier 181 has described AMT has having 
three legs; Computer Aided Design, Computer 
Aided Manufacture and Computer Aided 
Production Management. Aa part of ACHE's CAPH 
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initiative thle research has .focused on the 
implementation of CAPH' systems. 
4 Computer Aided Production· Management 
CAPM can be thought of aa encompasaill£ aH 
computer aids supplied to· the production 
manager. This includes J main information 
processing activities 191. 
SPECIFICATION 
ensuring the manufacturing task has been 
defined. and instructions produced, 
PLANNING: AHD CONTROL 
planning ·the timetable, adjusting 
resources and priorities and controlling 
production activity. 
RECORDING AND REPORTING 
recording and reporting production status 
and performance for liaison with other 
departments and future use iD 
specification, planning and costing. 
Tbese individual modules may be 
implemented separately, e.g. in the form of 
•micro based spreadsheeta• [JJ;. in an 
integrated environment such as through tha full 
exploitation of HRPII, or in some intermediate 
level of integration. 
4,1, CAPH Failures 
A number or major Electronics companies 
have been lnve'atigated With the objective of 
deternining the implementation success, or 
otherwise, or their CAPH systems. It is 
apparent that failure rather than success ia 
more often the outcome, This can be attributed 
to a number or causea1 
the CAPM requirements were not defined 
correctly; 
the CAPH requirements were defined 
correctly but the wrong system 
implemented 1 · 
the CAPH requirements were initially 
defined correctly but these subsequently 
changed as a result or either nev 
manufacturing strategies or new 
information requirements; 
the implementation was badly managed; 
From the findings to-date the moat 
significant of these failures would seem to be 
attributable to subsequent changes in the 
requirements or the system and the need to 
satisfy, principally, two new demands. The 
first of these aa a result of changes in the 
manufacturing strategies employed and secondly 
new information requirements and the 
intagration·of the CAPM system to other 
business systems such as quality and f1nance. · 
Despite recent advancements and developments in 
the integration of information technology this 
is still a major problem area. 
Thus, aa vas recognised in a CAPM State-
of-the-Art Report (9), the key to full 
exploitation of CAPM does not lie in the 
implementation or a particular system to 
address ·a specific need but in the 
development of flexible infrastructures 
within which organisations can continue to 
respond to change. 
5 Infrastructures 
Hill [10) has defined manufacturing 
infrastructures aa the •controls, procedures, 
systems and communications combined with the 
attitudes, experience and skHl of the people· 
involved• whilst Skinner [6) has defined 
manufacturing infrastructures aa the 
"policies, procedures and organisation by 
which manufacturing accomplishes its work. 
Specifically production and inventory control 
systems, coat and quality control systems, 
work force management policies and 
organisational structure•, Interestingly 
Skinner differentiates between structural 
elements, the number, capacity and location 
of plants, and the equipment and process 
technology. The infrastructure includes the 
people, ayatema and procedures. 
The authors believe that the deficiency 
vi tb both deflni tiona 1a that they fall to 
include equipment, although Skinner includes 
this within his definition or structure. The 
authors believe that machines and equipment 
are part of the infrastructure. For instance, 
flexible 111achining and modular conveyor 
systems can add to the flexibility of a 
manufacturing enterprise. In recognition of 
this deficiency ve propose an eclectic 
definition incorporating, machines, people, 
ayatema, procedures, controls, communications 
and organisational structure. 
When the enviroDIIIBDt is highl7 dynamic 
and the markets turbulent single point 
solutions are inappropriate and ineffective. 
In auch a situation the authors propose that 
the way forward lies in the development of 
infrastructures to provide adaptability and 
flexibility and· to facilitate the continual 
evolution of the organisational system. 
Evidence from research so far undertaken 
suggests that these infrastructures need to 
address computing and informational, 
technical and organisational factors in an 
integrated ID8llller in order to achieve the 
necessary level of responsiveness to changing 
and often unpredictable demands. 
The implications for the design of CIH 
ayatema are revolutionary. Traditional 
methods involving the specification of a 
design are no longer valid because of the 
difficulty, or impossibility., of defining the 
"ends• required - when the •ends• are subJect 
to continual change, The focus of attention 
must therefore be directed at ensuring that 
the •means• are available to cope with the 
variety of potential demands on 
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manufacturing. This can only be achieved 
through the development of an appropriate aet 
of flexible in!raatruct.Urea. 
The authors recognise that there ia a 
trade off between flexibility and coat. To 
attempt to develop infinitely flexible systems 
able to respond to every change in the 
environment - even if thia were technically 
feasible - would be prohibitively costly. It is 
therefore proposed' that contextuaH.y bounded 
infrastructures are developed which are 
circUI!Iscribed by the nature of the core 
business activities, 
The challenge to those concerned with the 
creation of infrastructures involves firstly 
identifying and removing the barriers 
inhibiting the development of well structured, 
flexible, modifiable and maintainable systems 
and secondly, promoting the establishment of 
ayeteme with performance parameters consonant 
with the requirements of the wider system. 
Modular design strategies, modular CAPM 
packages, fourth generation languages, fault 
tolerant computers etc. are examples of current 
technologies which facilitate this desired 
system state. 
The premises under investigation within 
thia, and the overall research proJect [HI, 
have implications that challenge conventional 
notions concerning the design and 
implementation of integrated manufacturing 
systems. It is proposed that the focus of 
attention' should no longer be placed on gaining 
a good Understanding of the existing system 
state and forecasting future requirements, but 
rather on the process of creating appropriate 
infraotructurea. 
5.1 An Approach to the Design and 
llllplementet.ion of Infrastructures 
An approach to the deolgn and implementation of 
infrastructures le currently being developed 
vhoae theoretical foundation la based upon 
contingency theory [11). Tbe obJective is to 
provide users and practitioners with a 
structured aet of guidelines for the 
implementation of infrastructures whose 
features wiU be contingent on the 
organisational environment. The attributes of 
the infrastructures relate to the degree or 
flexibility needed to meet new requirements. 
For example the level of flexibility of the 
in!orraational infrastructure is dependent upon 
the compatibility of the system components and 
the level of date and informational integration 
[9). 
The approach begins vi th an external 
appraisal and internal analysis of the company 
carried out with company atarr. Users 
articulate current and ruture degrees of 
flexibility along a series of dimensions such 
as changes in manufacturing strategy, changes 
in integration requirements, etc. along with 
the limitations imposed b,y the existing 
manufacturing facili t.iea. The output or this 
atage la a "fingerprint• of the coa~ and 
ita current position relative to lte 
environment. 
From thiB it ia posai\lle to compare the 
RfingerprintD &gaiD&t beDChaarkB Of beat 
practice and make a Judgement or the 
appropriateness of the infrastructures 
currently in operation against those of tbe 
best performing companies with aiailar 
enviroftllental cbaracteriatica. Systea 
components with the appropriate degree of 
flexibility to cope with the potential set of 
demands on ~~anutacturing can then be 
selected, 
The final stage of the implementation 
approach concerns bringing about the changes 
identified as appropriate and necessary. 
Intervention is basad upon guidelines drawn 
from best practice (12) but can be thought of 
as involving change along a continuua from 
incremental to step function. 
6 Conclusions 
The approach outlined in thiB paper addresses 
the need to develop fiexible CIM systems to 
respond to rapidly changing environmental 
conditions. It ia based upon the concept of 
tlexible lntraatructurea aa a means of coping 
with the uncertainty of the ~~&rket place. 
The paper baa focused upon the 
development or infrastructures within the 
Electronics sector aa an example of the types 
of lntrastructures required in IIIBl'keta vhich 
are undergoing particularly rapid change. 
The authors postulate that those trying 
to design CIM systems in response to rapidly 
changing markets should focus on the maana of 
achieving flexibility through the 
illplementation of appropriate intraetructures 
rather than deelgnlng CIM systems on the 
bailie of existing requirements, Tbe authors 
have recognised that it la not feasible to 
design Wraatructurea which are capable of 
dealing with all possible outcomes. 
Infrastructures should be contextually 
bounded through the enviroDIIent in vhich U 
operates. 
These early investigations have extended 
our knowledge ot intraatructuree and their 
desirability tor flexibility. Tbe research 
teaa have bagun to apply the approach in 
evaluating individual coapaniea and are 
atteapting to develop a aituational variety 
matrix vbich vlll place lndividual companies 
within a framework of variety. From this a 
reference model of baat practice vill ba 
derived vhich will assist other electronics 
companies to detaraine the appropriate degree 
and type of flexibility required for their 
environment. 
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APPENDIX G 
SUmrrary of the CAFM systeJTs of Ccmpani:es Visited 
CAPtl CASE STUDIES - SUMI'IARY TABLE 
BanSvara Prod ' n Hoda Product Rana• Prod'n Hathod 
Inatallation 
none job/sml batch Wide 1000s H/C + assy 
tU'r IBM HRP batch !farrow • assembly 
tU'r IBM batch Narrow assembly 
IiiH PC-Net a schadulsr batch ~arrow process 
'. 
tU'r HP HRP+achad. batch + flow aarrov H/C + aaay 
..... 
Apricot PC-Net batch wide assembly 
Purchase 0 P batch vide M/C + assy 
IBMtU'r batch vide M/C + assy 
KFr ICL SOP + Accounts batch narrow process, assy. 
+ factoring 
MFr ICL SOP + Accounts batch narrow process, aasy, 
+stock + SOR + factoring 
KFr ICL + replacement batch narrow process, assy, 
Apricot PC-Net SOP + factoring 
Cuat.omera 
HoD 
Domestic 
Domestic 
induatrial 
induatrial 
,industrial 
industrial 
industrial 
industrial 
industrial 
industrial 
Implementation Software 
Failure 
overload, & 
lacked flex 
inadequate 
req'ta def'n 
lack• flex 
Not in yet 
inadequate 
functions 
more functions 
required 
more functions 
required 
more functions 
required 
Origin 
elsewhere in 
company 
bought + mod 
developed by 
vendor 
bought for 
all sites 
bought 
bought 
bought 
bought + 
added to 
bought + 
added to 
Program 
Hac Pac 
AIHS 
HAS-H 
T!HS 
COPICS 
SAFES 
SAFES + 
additions 
SAFES etc 
+ dBase Il 
1\J 
, 
CAPt! CASE STUDIES - SUMMARY TABLE 
Hardware CAPt! Type Prod' n Mode, Produc~ Kange Prod'n Method Customers Implementation Software Program 
Inatallation Failure Origin 
----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Datapoint mini Purcbaaing BOM batch 
+accounts 
MFr ICL !!OM + atock 
MFr IBII HRP batch 
MFrHP HRP batch 
MFr ICL HRP batch 
MFr ICL HRP batch 
MFr ICL JIT/HRP batch 
HRP batch 
MFr HP HRP batch 
MFr HP MRP batch 
narrow 
narrow 
narrow 
narrow 
vide 
vide 
vide 
narrov 
vide 
narrow 
assy, M/C, 
fabrication 
aaaembly 
assembly 
assembly 
assembly 
assembly 
assembly 
asaembly 
assembly 
assembly 
induetrial 
domestic: 
domestic 
domestic 
industrial 
industrial 
industrial 
domestic & 
industrial 
industrial 
lacked 
integration 
inappropriate 
to JIT, costly 
poor req. defn 
-> unmodifying 
lacked flex, 
developed by 
vendor 
KARPACS 
bought COPICS 
bought,mod'ed, MM3000 
and unmodified 
changed prod'n modified 
philosophy 
011AC 
modified 011AC-JIT 
bought MANMAN 
changed h/vare bought MM3000 
to ICL 
imp' n failure bought MM3000 
APPENDIX H 
CAPM Packages 
CAPM PACKAGES 
IBM produce two of the most well known of the CAPM software packages, 
namely CX>PICS and MAPICS II (IBM 1990) • '11ley claim that MAPICS II, 
the Manufacturing Accounting and Production Information control 
System is appropriate for first-ti.Jre computer users who manage 
smaller plants, or for renote facilities of larger organisations. 
CX>PICS, the Commtmi.cations Orientated Production Infonnation and 
Control System, is for larger conpanies and supports the following 
•activities• :-
Figure A.1 
CX>PICS Activities 
order entry 
Materials 
Production 
Shop Operations 
Purchasing 
Receiving 
Inventory 
Design 
Manufacturing Engineering 
CX>PICS consists of a m.nnber of integrated, modular applications that 
"address these areas: 
Bill of Material 
On-line Routing 
Facilities Data Management 
Product Cost calculations 
Inventory Accounting 
C\lstamer order Servicing 
Figure A.2 
CX>PICS Modules 
Inventory Planning And forecasting 
Master Prcx:luction Schedule Planning 
Advanced Function Material Requirements Planning 
Purchasing and Reoei ving 
Capacity Requirements Planning 
Shop order release 
Shop order !.Dad Analysis And Reporting 
Plant Monitoring and control" (IBM, 1990) 
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MAPICS II offers nineteen integrated applications that "address these 
areas: 
Figure A.J 
MAPICS II Areas of SUpport 
Product Data Management 
Inventory Management 
Production Control am Costing 
Material Requirements Planning 
capacity Requirements Planning 
Data Collection System SUpport 
Forecasting 
Purdlasing 
Financial Analysis 
Master Production Schedule Planning 
IDeation/lot Management 
Inventory Management for Process 
Cross AWlications System SUpport 
Order Entry and Invoicing 
Accounts Receivable 
Sales Analysis 
Payroll 
AcX:ounts Payable 
General I.sdger" (IBM, 1990) 
Of the production systems supported, IBM claim that the <DPICS 
software is equally suitable for repetitive, job shop or any 
ccmbination of these two nrdes of production. '!he product embcx:lies 
the "latest Just-in-time planning techniques with the simplicity and 
effectiveness of operation KANBAN to pull material into the plant 
only as require:l" (IBM 1990) • 
one of the benefits of the product is described as its ability to 
maintain KANBAN operation in situations where demand for the 
component or material fluctuates on an hour by hour or day by day 
basis. '!he package automatically turns customer schedules into a 
series of balanced schedules and just-in'-tirne supplier schedules. 
'!his has been achieved by providing "new user controlle:l functions, 
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supplementing sorre of the originail MRP philosophies, with new 
functions which are more appropriate to the just-in-time envirorment11 
(IBM 1990). '!he resUlt, it is clallred, is a product which equa:lly 
supports the needs of continuous/repetitive and job shop production. 
One of the most e>q:lenSive packages in the CAPM market ls Protos, sold 
by PcMell Duffryn Systems, a division of strategic Systems 
International. '!he package .consists of a range of modules which vary 
widely in size (Benwel!l 1988). '!hey are upwardly compatible, can be 
used with Decnet (D:OC) and run urrler the VMS (D:OC) operating system. 
For an explanation of networking protocols see Mc:Donald (1986). 
'!he company claim that the Protos 2000 range of products supports 
CIM, MRPll and JIT "extending these techniques to provide complete 
rusiness control systems" (Prates 1990) • 
Another strength of Protos is its graphics capability, which meets US 
starrlards and is available for interactive graphical input, plotting 
networks, Gantt charts and other displays. "Effective graphics are a 
good way of overcoming resistance to high technology systems in the 
board roam and amongst line managers (Benwell 1988). 
'!he product range covers the requirements of design, engineering, 
sales, materials production management, production, quality, 
maintenance and project management. '!he following areas are 
supporte::l: 
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Figure A.4 
PRCIIOS Areas SUpported 
Master Production SChedu.linj 
Bill of Materials 
Part NUmber Selection And Scratch Pad 
Inventozy Control 
Traceability And Lot Control 
Purchasinj 
Manufacturinj orders 
Materials Requirements Planni.rg 
Methods and resources 
Work-In-Progress 
Shop Schedulinj And capacity Planni.rg 
Industrial Data collection 
C'AD Interface 
Sales Order Processinj 
Product Costinj 
Purchase Invoice Clearance 
Purchase I.edger 
Sales I.edger 
Contract Cost COllection 
Project Management 
Maintenance Management 
CAFM Modules 
'lhe follCJioli.rg represent typical JOOdules fOUI'Xi in many CAFM packages. 
Manufacturin] Datatese 
sales order Processinj 
sales Forecastin] 
Master Schedulinj Report 
Inventory Control 
Materials Requirements PLanning 
Capacity Requirements Planni.rg 
Shop I.Dadi.ng and Schedulinj 
Purchasinj 
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'Ihese can be broken down further into tasks, saoo of which are 
represented as follows: 
Sales Order Processing 
'1he main objective of the SOP system is to provide an efficient arrl 
accurate means of processir¥3' cust:c.aoor orders. 
Enter orders 
1 a.tstomer rnnnber 
2 Part number 
3 Quantity ordered 
4 Type of order (spares, contract, other) 
Otec:k order status - at the followir¥3' levels 
1 Order acx::epted 
2 Order ac::krlcMledged 
3 Order in work (with expected ccmpletion date) 
4 Order c:ampleted 
5 Order ccmpleted but on hold 
6 Order despatched 
7 Order invoiced 
Otec:k customer credit 
1 At point of entry 
2 At order acceptance 
3 Prior to despatch 
Create invoice from despatch confirmation data 
Analyse sales by: 
1 a.tstomer 
2 Product 
3 Product group 
4 Contract 
5 Market 
Monitor arrl control orders for: 
1 OVerdue shipments 
2 out.stan:iing items by age, value an:i volume with revised delivery 
dates 
3 Actual sales against I::Rldget by cust:c.aoor, product arrl markets 
4 contr:i.bltion analysis 
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Materials Resource Plannim 
Balance SUpply with deman:i 
calculate gross requirements 
calculate net requirements 
Record am maintain MRP data 
lead times 
Batdl sizes 
Safety stocks 
Order material 
Fixed order quantity 
EXlQ 
Period of supply 
Re-order point (i.ndeperx:ient) 
IDt for lot 
Schedule material 
Produce reports 
Monitor ard control performance 
Shortage reports 
Raw materials 
Components 
Proprietary items 
Orders status 
Deferred 
cancelled 
Injected into the firm horizon 
Action message 
New orders to be released (batdl cards, raw material 
requisitions 
Defer orders (back schedule) , expedite orders 
Technical precedence. Most modern packages require this JOOdule to be 
in place before the other JOOdul.es can be installed. 
Maintain parts raxmls 
Enter 
Amend 
Delete 
List parts details 
List parts for selected items 
update technical descriptions 
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List technical descriptions 
Process stock transactions 
Issue item 
Allocate item 
Receive item 
Produce status ZE!JX>Lts 
stock status 
stock valuation 
Elcoeption reporting 
Audit trail 
Record shortages 
J3C!.1 - Bill of Materials 
(Maintains the relationship between items making up assemblies) 
Maintain parts 
structure relationship between parts am ccmq:xment parts 
Produce reports 
Single level 
IJ¥iented 
Costed Bd>t for a part 
SUpport Ergineering Change Control 
Job Costinq 
Establish costs 
From component costs 
Operation costs to cost roll up 
Monitor costs 
Variance calculation 
Scrap valuation 
Forecast !m 
Forecast deman:i 
Monitor deman:i 
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capacity Regui:telilents Planni.hg 
(Provides a prediction of work centre demand based upon the .schedule 
determined by MRP or other system.) 
calculate capacity available 
Monitor /track WlP 
order p1og1ess 
Record shortages 
Operation progress 
Work centre loads 
Provide a work-to-list for each work centre 
Job status 
Work centre details 
Purchase Order processing 
Maintain 
SUpplier details 
Purchase order details 
Raise purchase order 
Produce reports 
Orders out.standiJy,J 
Master Production Schedule 
carry out rough cut ·capacity planning 
balance demam (forecast and customer orders) with supply in the form 
of purchase and manufacturing replenishment 
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CAFM Packaae Features 
Compatibility and Portabi:Hty 
i. e What hardware the software will nm on 
IBM 
D~ 
HP 
ICL 
Programme Ianaauge/code 
What l.an;Juage is the package written in and/or is it 4GL based. If it 
is 4GL base;i it should be possible to m:xlified the programs more 
easily and therefore this type of software offers the greatest 
potential for enhancin;J the flexibility of the CAFM system. 
Expansion Potential 
To what extent can the software can be expanded? i. e some CAFM 
sYstems may be configured as a start up system with a single micro 
and then be subsequently expanded to a multi-user mini system. 
Mode of Prcx:luction SUpooi ted 
Discrete parts manufacture, make-to-stock, make-to-order, flow 
line/repetitive manufacture, batch production. 
Control Philosophy SUpported 
MRP 
JIT/Kanban 
OPI' 
Modules, Functions SUpoorted 
e.g. 
Order entcy 
Materials 
Prcx:luction 
Shop Operations 
Purchasing 
Receiving 
Inventory 
Design 
Manufacturing .Ergineering 
Are these fully integrated ? 
Integration capability 
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i.e can the CAFM system interface with financial .ai'ld other business 
systems 
Company Size 
Smail/largefne:lium 
Special Features 
i.e Split batch capability 
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:APPENDIX· ii, · 
Examples of· 1Pro-fonnas: 
PRO-FORMA 10 COMPETITOR POWER 
Use a simple 0-10 scale to identify the extent of competitor power. 
Ec.onomies of scale 
Proprietary product differences 
Brand identity 
Switching costs 
Capital requirements 
Access to distribution 
Threat of retaliation 
Absolute cost advantages 
Relative price performance of substitutes 
switching costs 
Buyer propensity to substitute 
Percentage market share 
Fixed costs 
Value added 
Product differences 
Brand identity 
switching costs 
Diversity of competitors 
Exit barriers eg joint ventures 
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PRO-FORMA 11 COMPETI'FOR UNCERTAINTY 
To derive an understanding or competitor uncertainty lind:answers to 
three :basic questions: 
LACK OF INFORMATION 
How often do·you believe that the.information you have about your competitors 
is adequate for your decision making? 
Very often Rarely I---------x----------x----------x----------I 
1 2 3 4 5. 
UNCERTAINTY OVER GUTCOMES 
How often do you feel you are unable •to .predict how competitors will react or 
be affected by your decisions? 
Very often Rarely I---------x----------x----------x----------I 
1 2 3 4 5 
PROBABLE EFFECT OF A GIVEN FACTOR ON SUCCESS/FAILURE 
What is the probability of a your competitors affecting your ability to function 
as a business unit? 
Low Prob High Prob I---------x----------x----------x----------I 
1 2 3 4 5 
RANGE OF EFFECTS 
What is the size of the range you were considering when looking at the ability 
of your competitors to affect your :business operations? 
The combination of these results .should enable you to· make a judgement on the 
degree of uncertainty you associate with your competitors. 
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PRO-FORMA 12 CUSTOMER POWER 
For each product family and each key customer in turn use a simple 
0-10 scale to identify the extent of competitor power. 
Buyer concentration (industry) 
Volume 
Buyer information 
Ability to backward integrate 
Substitute products 
Pricejtotal purchases 
Product differences 
Brand identity 
Buyer profits 
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TOTAL: 
PRO-FGRMJ\ 13 CUSTOMER UNCER'FMNTY 
To derive an, understanding of customer uncertainty, find the answers to three basic 
questions: 
LACK 0F INFORMATION 
How often do you believe that .the :information you have about your customers is 
adequate for your decision making? 
Very often Rarely 
1--~------x----------x----------x-----------1 
1 2 3 4 5 
UNCERTAINTY OVER OUTCOMES 
How often do you feel you are unable to predict how customers wm react or be 
affected by your decisions? 
Rarely Very often 1---------x----------x----------x-----------1 
1 2 3 4 5 
PROBABLE EFFECT OF A GIVEN FACTOR ON SUCCESS/FAILURE 
What is the probability of a your customers affecting your ability to function as a 
business unit? 
Low Prob High .Prob 1---------x----------x----------x-----------1 
1 2 3 4 5 
RANGE OF EFFECTS 
What is the ·size of the range you were considering when looking at your customers' 
ability to affect your business operations? The combination of these results should 
enable you to make a judgement on the degree of uncertainty you associate with your 
customers. 
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PRO-FORMA 14 SUPPLIER POWER 
Use a simple 0-10 scale to identify the extent of competitor power. 
Differentiation 
Switching costs 
Presence of substitutes 
supplier concentration 
Importance of volume 
Cost relative to total purchases 
Impact 
Threat of forward integration 
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TOTAL: 
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PRO-FORMA 15 SUPPLIER ·UNCERTMNTY 
To derive an•understanding of supplier uncertainty, find the answers to three basic ,questions: 
Lack of information 
How often·do you believe that the information you have about your suppliers is adequate for 
your decision making? · 
Very often Rarely I---------x----------x----------x-----------I 
1 2 3 4 5 
Uncertainty over outcomes 
How often do you feel you are unable to predict how suppliers will react or be affected by 
your decisions? 
Very often Rarely I---------x----------x----------x-----------I 
1 2 3 4 5 
Probable effect or a given factor on success/failure 
What is the probability of a your suppliers affecting your ability to· function as·a business unit? 
Low Prob High Prob I---------x----------x----------x-----------I 
1 2 3 4 5 
Range or effects 
What is the size of the range you were considering when looking at the ability of your 
suppliers to affect your business operations? The combination of these results should enable 
you to make a judgement on the degree of uncertainty you associate with your suppliers. 
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